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vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration 
and Management

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management provides information about configuring and 
managing vSphere with Kubernetes by using the vSphere Client. It also provides information about using 
kubectl to connect to namespaces running on vSphere with Kubernetes and run Kubernetes workloads 
on designated namespaces.

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management provides an overview of the platform 
architecture as well as considerations and best practices for setting up storage, compute, and networking 
that meet the specific requirements of vSphere with Kubernetes. It provides instructions for enabling 
vSphere with Kubernetes on existing vSphere clusters, creating and managing namespaces, and 
monitoring Kubernetes clusters that are created by using the VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ 
Service.

This information also provides guidelines about establishing a session with the vSphere with Kubernetes 
Kubernetes control plane through kubectl, running a sample application, and creating Kubernetes clusters 
by using the VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service.

Intended Audience
vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management is intended for vSphere administrators who 
want to enable vSphere with Kubernetes in vSphere, configure and provide namespaces to DevOps 
teams, as well as manage and monitor Kubernetes workloads in vSphere. vSphere administrators who 
want to use vSphere with Kubernetes should have basic knowledge about the containers and Kubernetes 
technologies.

This information is also intended for DevOps engineers who want to establish a session with the vSphere 
with Kubernetes control plane, run Kubernetes workloads, and deploy Kubernetes clusters by using the 
VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service.
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Updated Information 1
vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management is updated on a regular basis with new 
information and fixes as needed.

Revision Description

2 JULY 2020 n Added an additional note to reiterate the need to unset the fullVersion verison field when 
performing a Kubernetes version upgrade. See Update Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

n Added an additional example for creating a ClusterRoleBinding to run a privleged set of 
workloads for authenticated users using the default PodSecurityPolicy. See Example Bindings 
for Default Pod Security Policy.

n Updated the text supporting the example cluster creation YAML to indicate that Pod Security 
Policy is enforced and therefore bindings are required to create Deployment and ReplicaSet 
objects. See Example YAML Files for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

n Updated SSH to cluster node topic to indicate that sudo may be required to perform certain 
operations once logged in. See SSH to Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Nodes as the System User.

n Updated the topic for creating a Content Library to indicate that you should choose to 
synchronize the content on demand now that multiple OVA files are available. Create a 
Subscribed Content Library for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

23 JUNE 2020 n Reorganized conceptual and architectural topics for improved structure.

n Updated the list of configuration parameters for creating a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster with 
cluster naming requirements and restrictions. See Configuration Parameters for Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.

n Removed reference to a KB article for using the embedded registry with Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters.

n Added topic clarifying that vSphere with Kubernetes requires a Converged VDS (C-VDS) for 
vSphere and NSX-T network traffic. See Converged VDS Required for vSphere with 
Kubernetes.

n Added topic that lists vSphere and Kubernetes storage features supported by the Supervisor 
Cluster and Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. See Functionality Supported by vSphere CNS-CSI and 
Paravirtual CSI.

n Updated the topic for creating tier-0 gateways to include support for multiple tier-0 gateways on 
multiple NSX Edge clusters in the same transport zone. See Create a Tier-0 Gateway.

n Added a topic for collecting log files. See Collect Log Files.

16 JUNE 2020 n Added troubleshooting topic for using the required Converged VDS for vSphere and NSX-T 
traffic. See Converged VDS Required for vSphere with Kubernetes.

n Updated the example ingress-test.yaml for creating an example Contour ingress controller. 
See Tanzu Kubernetes Ingress Example.
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Revision Description

5 JUNE 2020 n Updated the topic About vSphere with Kubernetes Cluster Updates to state that pods not 
governed by a replication controller will be deleted during a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster update.

n Updated topic for connecting to Tanzu Kubernetes cluster as the Kubernetes administrator to 
provide example log in commands. See Connect to the Control Plane as the Kubernetes 
Administrator.

n Updated the description for the Minimal YAML example for creating a Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster if you are using Helm. See Example YAML Files for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes 
Clusters.

n Updated the topic for creating an Ingress Controller with a different link for reviewing the Nginx 
ingress controller for Kubernetes. See Tanzu Kubernetes Ingress Example.

n Updated the networking diagram for Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. See Networking in vSphere 
with Kubernetes.

n Updated the navigation path for configuring a Content Library when using the vSphere Client. 
See Create a Subscribed Content Library for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

22 MAY 2020 n Added link for more information about other Kubernetes offerings under the VMware Tanzu 
brand in the topic What Is a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster?.

n Added link to the VMware Configuration Maximums tool for Supervisor Clusters and Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters in the topic vSphere with Kubernetes System Requirements and 
Topologies.

19 MAY 2020 n Added new documentation for updating vSphere with Kubernetes clusters, including both 
Supervisor Clusters and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. See Chapter 8 Updating vSphere with 
Kubernetes Clusters.

n Removed some known limitations for Tanzu Kubernetes clusters to reflect the addition of new 
features. See Known Limitations for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

n Added a consolidated section for troubleshooting vSphere with Kubernetes. See Chapter 9 
Troubleshooting vSphere with Kubernetes.

n Updated the topic for connecting to cluster nodes using SSH. See SSH to Tanzu Kubernetes 
Cluster Nodes as the System User.

n Added topics for troubleshooting Workload Management enablement errors. See 
Troubleshooting Workload Management Enablement Problems.

n Added a topic for downloading TLS certificates for use with the Kubernetes CLI Tools for 
vSphere. See Download and Install TLS Certificates.

n Added a topic for restarting the WCP service if you change the NSX-T Management certificate 
or IP address. See Restart the WCP Service If the NSX-T Management Certificate or IP 
Address Changes.

n Refactored the topics in the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service section for SEO. See Chapter 7 
Running Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters in vSphere with Kubernetes.

n Added a link to the Support Matrix for Tanzu Kubernetes Grid clusters. See What Is a Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster?

n Added a link to the video demonstration for Tanzu Kubernetes cluster provisioning. See Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid Service Architecture.

n Made miscellaneous updates to fix minor errata.

11 MAY 2020 n Removed the requirement for licensing the Supervisor Cluster for vSAN.

24 APR 2020 n Updated the YAML file snippets to better inform users where they need to add pod security 
policy, and updated the link to the YAML file in Tanzu Kubernetes Ingress Example.

n Updated Display Storage Classes in a Supervisor Namespace or Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster to 
include the command for checking storage quotas.

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management
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Revision Description

17 APR 2020 n Updated the Tanzu Kubernetes Service Load Balancer Example topic to improve the example 
YAML that conforms to Kubernetes 1.16.

n Updated the SSH to Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Nodes as the System User topic with improved 
YAML for creating a jumpbox container and clarified the instructions.

10 APR 2020 n Added the Storage Permissions in vSphere with Kubernetes topic.

n Updated the minimal example YAML to use best effort storage class in the Example YAML 
Files for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters topic.

n Updated the example YAML topic description to explicitly state the default networking 
properties that are used for a cluster in the Example YAML Files for Provisioning Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters topic.

n Moved the Configuration Parameters for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters topic ahead of the 
example YAML topic so that if you are using the PDF the full list of configuration options comes 
first.

n Added the Provisioning a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster in an Air-Gapped Environment section.

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management
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vSphere with Kubernetes Basics 2
By using vSphere with Kubernetes you can turn a vSphere cluster to a platform for running Kubernetes 
workloads in dedicated resource pools. Once enabled on a vSphere cluster, vSphere with Kubernetes 
creates a Kubernetes control plane directly in the hypervisor layer. You can then run Kubernetes 
containers by deploying vSphere Pods, or you can create upstream Kubernetes clusters through the 
VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service and run your applications inside these clusters.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n What Is vSphere with Kubernetes?

n What Is a vSphere Pod?

n What Is a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster?

n When to Use vSphere Pods and Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

n vSphere with Kubernetes User Roles and Workflows

n Licensing for vSphere with Kubernetes

n How Does vSphere with Kubernetes Change the vSphere Environment?

What Is vSphere with Kubernetes?
You can use vSphere with Kubernetes to transform vSphere to a platform for running Kubernetes 
workloads natively on the hypervisor layer. When enabled on a vSphere cluster, vSphere with Kubernetes 
provides the capability to run Kubernetes workloads directly on ESXi hosts and to create upstream 
Kubernetes clusters within dedicated resource pools.

The Challenges of Today's Application Stack
Today's distributed systems are constructed of multiple microservices usually running a large number of 
Kubernetes pods and VMs. A typical stack that is not based on vSphere with Kubernetes consists of an 
underlying virtual environment, with Kubernetes infrastructure that is deployed inside VMs, and 
respectively Kubernetes pods also running in these VMs. Three separate roles operate each part of the 
stack, which are application developers, Kubernetes cluster administrators, and vSphere administrators.
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Figure 2-1. Today's Application Stack
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The different roles do not have visibility or control over each other's environments:

n As an application developer, you can only run Kubernetes pods. You do not have visibility over the 
entire stack that is running hundreds of applications.

n As a Kubernetes cluster administrator, you only have control over the Kubernetes infrastructure, 
without the tools to manage or monitor the virtual environment and resolve any resource-related and 
other problems.

n As a vSphere administrator, you have full control over the underlying virtual environment, but you do 
not have visibility over the Kubernetes infrastructure, the placement of the different Kubernetes 
objects in the virtual environment, and how they consume resources.

Operations on the full stack can be challenging, because they require communication between all three 
roles. The lack of integration between the different layers of the stack can also introduce challenges. For 
example, the Kubernetes scheduler does not have visibility over the vCenter Server inventory and it 
cannot place pods intelligently.

How Does vSphere with Kubernetes Help?
vSphere with Kubernetes creates a Kubernetes control plane directly on the hypervisor layer. As a 
vSphere administrator, you enable existing vSphere clusters for vSphere with Kubernetes, thus creating a 
Kubernetes layer within the ESXi hosts that are part of the cluster. A cluster enabled with vSphere with 
Kubernetes is called a Supervisor Cluster.

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management
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Figure 2-2. vSphere with Kubernetes
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Having a Kubernetes control plane on the hypervisor layer enables the following capabilities in vSphere:

n As a vSphere administrator, you can create namespaces on the Supervisor Cluster, called Supervisor 
Namespaces, and configure them with dedicated memory, CPU, and storage. You provideSupervisor 
Namespaces to DevOps engineers.

n As a DevOps engineer, you can run workloads consisting of Kubernetes containers on the same 
platform with shared resource pools within aSupervisor Namespace. In vSphere with Kubernetes, 
containers run inside a special type of VM called vSphere Pod.

n As a DevOps engineer, you can create and manage multiple Kubernetes clusters inside a namespace 
and manage their lifecycle by using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service. Kubernetes clusters created 
by using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service are called Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

n As a vSphere administrator, you can manage and monitor vSphere Pods and Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters by using the same tools as with regular VMs.

n As a vSphere administrator, you have full visibility over vSphere Pods and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters 
running within different namespaces, their placement in the environment, and how they consume 
resources.

Having Kubernetes running on the hypervisor layer also eases the collaboration between vSphere 
administrators and DevOps teams, because both roles are working with the same objects.

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management
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What Is a Workload?
In vSphere with Kubernetes, workloads are applications deployed in one of the following ways:

n Applications that consist of containers running inside vSphere Pods, regular VMs, or both.

n Tanzu Kubernetes clusters deployed by using the VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service.

n Applications that run inside the Tanzu Kubernetes clusters that are deployed by using the VMware 
Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service.

What Is a vSphere Pod?
vSphere with Kubernetes introduces a new construct called vSphere Pod, which is the equivalent of a 
Kubernetes pod. A vSphere Pod is a VM with a small footprint that runs one or more Linux containers. 
Each vSphere Pod is sized precisely for the workload that it accommodates and has explicit resource 
reservations for that workload. It allocates the exact amount of storage, memory, and CPU resources 
required for the workload to run.

Figure 2-3. vSphere Pods
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vSphere Pods are objects in vCenter Server, and therefore enable the following capabilities for 
workloads:

n Strong isolation. Every vSphere Pod has a Linux kernel, which provides isolation from other 
workloads and objects in vCenter Server. The Linux kernel is based on Photon OS.

n Resource Management. vSphere DRS handles the placement of vSphere Pods on the Supervisor 
Cluster.

n High performance. vSphere Pods get the same level of resource isolation as VMs, eliminating noisy 
neighbor problems while maintaining the fast start-up time and low overhead of containers.
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n Diagnostics. As a vSphere administrator you can use all the monitoring and introspection tools that 
are available with vSphere on workloads.

vSphere Pods are Open Container Initiative (OCI) compatible and can run containers from any operating 
system as long as these containers are also OCI compatible.

Figure 2-4. vSphere Pods Networking and Storage
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vSphere Pods use three types of storage depending on the objects that are stored, that are ephemeral 
VMDKs, persistent volume VMDKs, and containers image VMDKs. As a vSphere administrator you 
configure storage policies for placement of container image cache, ephemeral VMDKs, and Kubernetes 
control plane VMs on the Supervisor Cluster level. On a namespaceSupervisor Namespace level, you 
configure storage policies for placement of persistent volumes and for placement of the VMs of Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters. See Storage in vSphere with Kubernetes for details about the storage requirements 
and concepts with vSphere with Kubernetes.

3

For networking, vSphere Pods and the VMs of the Tanzu Kubernetes clusters created through the Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid Service use the topology provided by NSX-T Data Center For details, see Networking in 
vSphere with Kubernetes

What Is a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster?
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is a full distribution of the open-source Kubernetes container orchestration 
platform that is built, signed, and supported by VMware. You can provision and operate Tanzu Kubernetes 

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management
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clusters on the Supervisor Cluster by using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service. A Supervisor Cluster is a 
vSphere cluster that is enabled with vSphere with Kubernetes.

Key Characteristics of Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters Created by the 
Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster that is provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service has the following 
characteristics:

n Opinionated Installation of Kubernetes

n Integrated with the vSphere Infrastructure

n Production Ready

n Fully Supported by VMware

n Managed by Kubernetes

A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster provisioned  
by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service is ..

Fully-supported Managed by
Kubernetes

Well-
integrated

Production-
ready

Opinionated

Note   VMware markets a suite of Kubernetes-focused products under the Tanzu brand. The Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters that you create by using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service are components of the 
vSphere with Kubernetes add-on for vSphere. For more information about the other Kubernetes-focused 
products that VMware markets under Tanzu, see the VMware Tanzu documentation.

Opinionated Installation of Kubernetes
A Tanzu Kubernetes is an opinionated installation of Kubernetes.

The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service provides well-thought-out defaults that are optimized for vSphere to 
provision Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. By using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service, you can reduce the 
amount of time and effort that you typically spend for deploying and running an enterprise-grade 
Kubernetes cluster.

For more information, see Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service Architecture.

Integrated with the vSphere Infrastructure
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is integrated with the underlying vSphere infrastructure, which is optimized 
for running Kubernetes.

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management
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A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is integrated with the vSphere SDDC stack, including storage, networking, 
and authentication. In addition, a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is built on a Supervisor Cluster that maps to a 
vCenter Server cluster. Because of the tight integration, running a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is a unified 
product experience.

For more information, see vSphere with Kubernetes Architecture.

Production Ready
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is tuned for running production workloads.

The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service provisions production-ready Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. You can run 
production workloads without the need to perform any additional configuration. In addition, you can 
ensure availability and allow for rolling Kubernetes software upgrades and run different versions of 
Kubernetes in separate clusters.

For more information, see Chapter 7 Running Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters in vSphere with Kubernetes.

Fully Supported by VMware
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is supported by VMware.

Tanzu Kubernetes clusters use the open-source Photon OS from VMware, are deployed on vSphere 
infrastructure, and run on ESXi hosts. If you experience problems with any layer of the stack, from the 
hypervisor to the Kubernetes cluster, VMware is the only vendor you need to contact.

For more information, see the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Supportability Matrix.

Managed by Kubernetes
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is managed by Kubernetes.

Tanzu Kubernetes clusters are built on top of the Supervisor Cluster, which is itself a Kubernetes cluster. 
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is defined in the Supervisor Namespace using a custom resource. You 
provision Tanzu Kubernetes clusters in a self-service way using familiar kubectl commands. There is 
consistency across the toolchain, whether you are provisioning a cluster or deploying workloads, you use 
the same commands, familiar YAML, and common workflows.

For more information, see Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Tenancy Model.

When to Use vSphere Pods and Tanzu Kubernetes 
Clusters
Using vSphere Pods or Tanzu Kubernetes clusters provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service 
depends on your goals related to deploying and managing Kubernetes workloads on the Supervisor 
Cluster.

Use vSphere Pods if you are a vSphere administrator or DevOps engineer who wants to:

n Run containers without needing to customize a Kubernetes cluster.

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management
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n Create containerized applications with strong resource and security isolation.

n Deploy vSphere Pods directly on ESXi hosts.

Use Tanzu Kubernetes clusters provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service if you are a DevOps 
engineer or developer who wants to:

n Run containerized applications on open-source, community-aligned Kubernetes software.

n Have control over the Kubernetes cluster, including root level access to the control plane and worker 
nodes.

n Stay current with Kubernetes versions without requiring infrastructure upgrades.

n Use a CI/CD pipeline to provision short-lived Kubernetes clusters.

n Customize the Kubernetes cluster, for example, install custom resource definitions, Operators, and 
helm charts.

n Create Kubernetes namespaces using the kubectl CLI.

n Manage cluster-level access control and configure PodSecurityPolicies.

n Create services of type NodePort.

n Use HostPath volumes.

n Run privileged pods.

vSphere with Kubernetes User Roles and Workflows
The vSphere with Kubernetes platform involves two roles, the vSphere administrator and the DevOps 
engineer. Both roles interact with the platform through different interfaces and can have users or user 
groups defined for them in vCenter Single Sign-On with associated permissions. The workflows for the 
vSphere administrator and DevOps engineer roles are distinct and determined by the specific area of 
expertise these roles require.

User Roles and Workflows
As a vSphere administrator, the primary interface through which you interact with the vSphere with 
Kubernetes platform is the vSphere Client. At a high level, your responsibilities involve configuring a 
Supervisor Cluster and namespaces, where DevOps engineers can deploy Kubernetes workloads. You 
should have excellent knowledge about the vSphere and NSX-T technologies, and basic understanding 
about Kubernetes.

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration and Management
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Figure 2-5. vSphere Administrator High Level Workflow

vSphere Administrator Workflows

Configure compute, storage, and networking for use with the Supervisor 
Cluster

Configure a vSphere cluster as a Supervisor Cluster

Create and configure namespaces on the Supervisor Cluster

As a DevOps engineer, you might be a Kubernetes developer and an application owner, a Kubernetes 
administrator, or combine functions of both. As a DevOps engineer, you use kubectl commands to deploy 
vSphere Pods and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters on existing namespaces on the Supervisor Cluster. 
Typically, as a DevOps engineer, you do not need to be an expert on vSphere and NSX-T, but have basic 
understanding about these technologies and the vSphere with Kubernetes platform to interact with the 
vSphere administrators more efficiently.

Figure 2-6. DevOps Engineer High Level Workflow

DevOps Engineer Workflows

Login to the Supervisor Cluster through the kubectl-vsphere CLI plug-in

Obtain the contexts to which you have access. Contexts correspond to the 
namespaces on the Supervisor Cluster

Deploy vSphere Native Pods or Tazu Kubernetes Clusters

Supervisor Cluster Configuration Workflow
As a vSphere administrator, you configure the vSphere with Kubernetes platform with the necessary 
compute, storage, and networking components. For more information, see Chapter 4 Configuring a 
Supervisor Cluster.
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Figure 2-7. Supervisor Cluster Configuration Workflow
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Namespace Creation and Configuration Workflow
As a vSphere administrator, you create and configure namespaces on the Supervisor Cluster. You must 
gather specific resource requirements from DevOps engineers about the applications they want to run 
and configure the namespaces accordingly. For more information see, Chapter 5 Working with 
Namespaces on a Supervisor Cluster.

Figure 2-8. Namespace Configuration Workflow
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vSphere Pod Workflow
As a DevOps engineer, you can use the vSphere Pod Service to run your applications. The vSphere Pod 
Service creates vSphere Pod on the Supervisor Cluster. For more information, see Chapter 6 Working 
with vSphere Pods.
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Figure 2-9. vSphere Pods Workflow
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Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Workflow
As a DevOps engineer, you create and configure Tanzu Kubernetes clusters on a namespace created 
and configured by your vSphere administrator. For more information, see Workflow for Creating Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.
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Figure 2-10. Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Workflow
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Licensing for vSphere with Kubernetes
To use vSphere with Kubernetes, you must license vSphere correctly.

You must assign an appropriate license to the following components:

n Assign a VMware vSphere 7 Enterprise Plus with Add-on for Kubernetes license to all ESXi hosts that 
you want to use as part of a Supervisor Cluster.

n Assign an NSX-T Data Center Advanced or higher license to NSX Manager.

How Does vSphere with Kubernetes Change the vSphere 
Environment?
When a vSphere cluster is configured for Kubernetes workloads, thus becoming a Supervisor Cluster, it 
adds objects to the vCenter Server inventory, such as namespaces, vSphere Pods, and Kubernetes 
clusters created through the VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service.

Under each Supervisor Cluster, you can view:

n Namespaces that represent logical applications running in the cluster.

n Resource pools for each namespace on the Supervisor Cluster.

Within every namespace, you can view:

n vSphere Pods.

n Kubernetes clusters created through the VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service.

n Kubernetes control plane VMs.

n Networking and storage resources.
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vSphere with Kubernetes 
Components and Architecture 3
A cluster enabled with vSphere with Kubernetes is called a Supervisor Cluster. The cluster is at the base 
of the vSphere with Kubernetes providing the necessary components and resources for running vSphere 
Pods and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n vSphere with Kubernetes Architecture

n Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service Architecture

n Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Tenancy Model

n Networking in vSphere with Kubernetes

n Storage in vSphere with Kubernetes

n Authentication for vSphere with Kubernetes

n How to Authenticate with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

vSphere with Kubernetes Architecture
When vSphere with Kubernetes is enabled on a vSphere cluster, it creates a Kubernetes control plane 
inside the hypervisor layer. This layer contains specific objects that enable the capability to run 
Kubernetes workloads within ESXi.

Figure 3-1. Supervisor Cluster General Architecture
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A cluster that is enabled for vSphere with Kubernetes is called a Supervisor Cluster. It runs on top of an 
SDDC layer that consists of ESXi for compute, NSX-T Data Center for networking, and vSAN or another 
shared storage solution. Shared storage is used for persistent volumes for vSphere Pods, VMs running 
inside the Supervisor Cluster, and pods in a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. After a Supervisor Cluster is 
created, as a vSphere administrator you can create namespaces within the Supervisor Cluster that are 
called Supervisor Namespaces. As a DevOps engineer, you can run workloads consisting of containers 
running inside vSphere Pods and create Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

Figure 3-2. Supervisor Cluster Architecture
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n Kubernetes control plane VM. Three Kubernetes control plane VMs in total are created on the hosts 
that are part of the Supervisor Cluster. The three control plane VMs are load balanced as each one of 
them has its own IP address. Additionally, a floating IP address is assigned to one of the VMs. 
vSphere DRS determines the exact placement of the control plane VMs on the ESXi hosts and 
migrates them when needed. vSphere DRS is also integrated with the Kubernetes Scheduler on the 
control plane VMs, so that DRS determines the placement of vSphere Pods. When as a DevOps 
engineer you schedule a vSphere Pod, the request goes through the regular Kubernetes workflow 
then to DRS, which makes the final placement decision.

n Spherelet. An additional process called Spherelet is created on each host. It is a kubelet that is ported 
natively to ESXi and allows the ESXi host to become part of the Kubernetes cluster.

n Container Runtime Executive (CRX). CRX is similar to a VM from the perspective of Hostd and 
vCenter Server. CRX includes a paravirtualized Linux kernel that works together with the hypervisor. 
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CRX uses the same hardware virtualization techniques as VMs and it has a VM boundary around it. A 
direct boot technique is used, which allows the Linux guest of CRX to initiate the main init process 
without passing through kernel initialization. This allows vSphere Pods to boot nearly as fast as 
containers.

n The Virtual Machine Service, Cluster API, and VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service are 
modules that run on the Supervisor Cluster and enable the provisioning and management of Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters.

Supervisor Namespace
A namespace sets the resource boundaries where vSphere Pods and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters created 
by using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service can run. When initially created, the namespace has unlimited 
resources within the Supervisor Cluster. As a vSphere administrator, you can set limits for CPU, memory, 
storage, as well as the number of Kubernetes objects that can run within the namespace. A resource pool 
is created per each namespace in vSphere. Storage limitations are represented as storage quotas in 
Kubernetes.

Figure 3-3. Supervisor Namespace
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To provide access to namespaces to DevOps engineer, as a vSphere administrator you assign 
permission to users or user groups available within an identity source that is associated with vCenter 
Single Sign-On.

After a namespace is created and configured with resource and object limits as well as with permissions 
and storage policies, as a DevOps engineer you can access the namespace to run Kubernetes workloads 
and create Tanzu Kubernetes clusters by using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service.

Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is a full distribution of the open-source Kubernetes software that is packaged, 
signed, and supported by VMware. In the context of vSphere with Kubernetes, you can use the Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid Service to provision Tanzu Kubernetes clusters on the Supervisor Cluster. You can 
invoke the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service API declaratively by using kubectl and a YAML definition.
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A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster resides in a Supervisor Namespace. You can deploy workloads and services 
to Tanzu Kubernetes clusters the same way and by using the same tools as you would with standard 
Kubernetes clusters. For more information, see Chapter 7 Running Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters in 
vSphere with Kubernetes.

Figure 3-4. vSphere with Kubernetes Architecture for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
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Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service Architecture
The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service provides self-service lifecycle management of Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters. You use the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service to create and manage Tanzu Kubernetes clusters in 
a declarative manner that is familiar to Kubernetes operators and developers.
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Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service Components
The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service exposes three layers of controllers to manage the lifecycle of a Tanzu 
Kubernetes cluster.

n The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service provisions clusters that include the components necessary to 
integrate with the underlying Supervisor Namespace resources. These components include a Cloud 
Provider Plugin that integrates with the NSX Container Plugin (NCP) that is running in the Supervisor 
Cluster. In addition, a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster passes requests for persistent volumes to the 
Supervisor Cluster, which is integrated with VMware Cloud Native Storage (CNS). See Storage in 
vSphere with Kubernetes.

n The Cluster API provides declarative, Kubernetes-style APIs for cluster creation, configuration, and 
management. The inputs to Cluster API include a resource describing the cluster, a set of resources 
describing the virtual machines that make up the cluster, and a set of resources describing cluster 
add-ons.

n The Virtual Machine Service provides a declarative, Kubernetes-style API for management of VMs 
and associated vSphere resources. The Virtual Machine Service introduces the concept of a virtual 
machine class that represents an abstract reusable hardware configuration. The functionality 
provided by the Virtual Machine Service is used to manage the lifecycle of the control plane and 
worker node VMs hosting a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.
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Figure 3-5. Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service Architecture and Components
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Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Components
The components that run in a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster span four areas: Authentication and 
authorization, storage integration, pod networking, and load balancing.

n Authentication webhook: A webhook running as a pod inside the cluster to validate user 
authentication tokens.

n Container Storage Interface Plugin: A Paravirtual CSI plug-in that integrates with CNS through the 
Supervisor Cluster.

n Container Network Interface Plug-in: A CNI plugin that provides pod networking.

n Cloud Provider Implementation: Supports creating Kubernetes load balancer services.

Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service API
You use the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service API to provision and manage Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. It is 
a declarative API that you invoke using kubectl and YAML.
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With a declarative API, instead of making imperative commands to the system, you specify the desired 
state of the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster: how many nodes, available storage, VM sizes, Kubernetes 
software version. The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service does the work to provision a cluster that matches 
the desired state.

To call the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service API, you invoke kubectl using a YAML file, which in turn 
invokes the API. After the cluster is created, you update the YAML to update the cluster.

Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service Interfaces
vSphere administrators use the vSphere Client to configure the Supervisor Namespace and grant 
permissions. They can also monitor the resources used by cluster components and to view relevant 
information from those resources in the vSphere inventory.

DevOps engineers use the vSphere Plugin for kubectl to connect to the Supervisor Namespace with their 
vCenter Single Sign-On credentials. After connecting, DevOps engineers use kubectl to provision Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters.

Developers can connect to a provisioned cluster using the vSphere Plugin for kubectl and their vCenter 
Single Sign-On credentials. Alternatively, if the cluster administrator configured a supported Kubernetes 
authentication provider, developers can connect using kubectl. To deploy workloads in Kubernetes and 
interact with the cluster environment, developers use kubectl.

Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service Demo
Watch the following video to learn how you can use the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service to create and 
operate Tanzu Kubernetes clusters: vSphere 7 with Kubernetes - Tanzu Kubernetes cluster - Technical 
Overview.

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Tenancy Model
The Supervisor Cluster is the management plane for Tanzu Kubernetes clusters provisioned by the Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid Service. The tenancy model is enforced using a Supervisor Namespace where Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters reside.

Supervisor Cluster
The Supervisor Cluster provides the management layer on which Tanzu Kubernetes clusters are built. 
The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service is a custom controller manager with a set of controllers that is part of 
the Supervisor Cluster. The purpose of the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service is to provision Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters.

While there is a one-to-one relationship between the Supervisor Cluster and the vSphere cluster, there is 
a one-to-many relationship between the Supervisor Cluster and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. You can 
provision multiple Tanzu Kubernetes clusters within a single Supervisor Cluster. The workload 
management functionality provided by the Supervisor Cluster gives you control over the cluster 
configuration and lifecycle, while allowing you to maintain concurrency with upstream Kubernetes.

For more information, see Chapter 4 Configuring a Supervisor Cluster.
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Supervisor Namespace
You deploy one or more Tanzu Kubernetes clusters to a Supervisor Namespace. Resource quotas and 
storage policy are applied to a Supervisor Namespace and inherited by the Tanzu Kubernetes clusters 
deployed there.

When you provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, a resource pool and VM folder are created in the 
Supervisor Namespace. The Tanzu Kubernetes cluster control plane and worker node VMs are placed 
within this resource pool and VM folder. Using the vSphere Client, you can view this hierarchy using by 
selecting the Hosts and Clusters perspective, and also by selecting the VMs and Templates view.

For more information, see Chapter 5 Working with Namespaces on a Supervisor Cluster.

Content Library
A vSphere Content Library provides the virtual machine template used to create the Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster nodes. For each Supervisor Cluster where you intend to deploy a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, you 
must define a Subscribed Content Library object that sources the OVA used by the Tanzu Kubernetes 
Grid Service to build cluster nodes. The same Subscribed Content Library can be configured for multiple 
Supervisor Clusters. There is no relationship between the Subscribed Content Library and the Supervisor 
Namespace.

For more information, see Create a Subscribed Content Library for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

Cluster Security
A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is secure by default. Restrictive PodSecurityPolicy (PSP) is available for any 
Tanzu Kubernetes cluster provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service. If developers need to run 
privileged pods or root containers, at a minimum a cluster administrator must create a RoleBinding that 
grants user access to the default privileged PSP. For more information, see Using Pod Security Policies 
with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

A Tanzu Kubernetes cluster does not have infrastructure credentials. The credentials that are stored 
within a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster are only sufficient to access the Supervisor Namespace where the 
Tanzu Kubernetes cluster has tenancy. As a result, there is no privilege escalation avenue for cluster 
administrators or users.

Authentication tokens used to access a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster are scoped such that they cannot be 
used to access the Supervisor Cluster. This prevents a cluster administrator, or someone who might 
compromise a cluster, from using his or her root-level access to capture a vSphere administrator's token 
when he or she logs in to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.

Networking in vSphere with Kubernetes
vSphere with Kubernetes requires specific networking configuration to enable connectivity for 
namespaces, vSphere Pods, Kubernetes services, and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters that are provisioned 
through the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service.
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Supervisor Cluster Networking
VMware NSX-T™ Data Center provides network connectivity to the objects inside the Supervisor Cluster 
and external networks. Connectivity to the ESXi hosts comprising the cluster is handled by the standard 
vSphere networks.
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Figure 3-6. Supervisor Cluster Networking
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n NSX Container Plug-in (NCP) provides integration between VMware NSX-T™ Data Center and 
Kubernetes. The main component of NCP runs in a container and communicates with NSX Manager 
and with the Kubernetes control plane. NCP monitors changes to containers and other resources and 
manages networking resources such as logical ports, segments, routers, and security groups for the 
containers by calling the NSX API.
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n NSX Edge provides connectivity from external networks to Supervisor Cluster objects. The NSX Edge 
cluster has a load balancer that provides a redundancy to the Kubernetes API servers residing on the 
control plane VMs and any application that must be published and be accessible from outside the 
Supervisor Cluster.

n A tier-0 gateway is associated with the NSX Edge cluster to provide routing to the external network. 
The uplink interface uses either the dynamic routing protocol, BGP, or static routing.

n A tier-1 gateway is required per Supervisor Cluster that provides southbound traffic from the cluster to 
the tier-0 gateway.

n Segments are associated with each namespace within the Supervisor Cluster to provide connectivity 
to vSphere Pods.

n The control plane VM segment provides connectivity between the control plane VMs and vSphere 
Pods.

To learn more about Supervisor Cluster networking, watch the video vSphere 7 with Kubernetes Network 
Service - Part 1 - The Supervisor Cluster.

Figure 3-7. Namespaces Networking
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The segments for each namespace reside on the vSphere Distributed Switch (VDS) functioning in 
Standard mode that is associated with the NSX Edge cluster. The segment provides an overlay network 
to the Supervisor Cluster.
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Each vSphere Pod connects through an interface to the segment that is associated with the namespace 
where the pod resides.

The Spherelet processes on each ESXi hosts communicate with vCenter Server through an interface on 
the Management Network.

Networking Configuration Methods
The Supervisor Cluster uses an opinionated networking configuration. Two methods exist to configure the 
Supervisor Cluster networking that result in deploying the same networking model:

n The simplest way to configure the Supervisor Cluster networking is by using the VMware Cloud 
Foundation SDDC Manager. For more information, see the VMware Cloud Foundation SDDC 
Manager documentation. For information, see Working with Workload Management.

n You can also configure the Supervisor Cluster networking manually by using an existing NSX-T Data 
Center deployment or by deploying a new instance of NSX-T Data Center. See Configure vSphere 
with Kubernetes to Use NSX-T Data Center for more information.

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Networking
The networking used for Tanzu Kubernetes clusters provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service is 
a combination of the NSX-T fabric that underlies the vSphere with Kubernetes infrastructure and third-
party software that provides networking for cluster pods, services, and ingress.

Figure 3-8. Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Networking
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As a vSphere administrator, when you create a Supervisor Namespace, an NSX-T segment is defined for 
each namespace. This segment is connected to the NSX-T tier-1 gateway for the Supervisor Cluster 
network.

When DevOps engineers provision the first Tanzu Kubernetes cluster in a Supervisor Namespace, a new 
tier-1 gateway is created. For each Tanzu Kubernetes cluster that is provisioned in that namespace, a 
segment is created for that cluster and it is connected to the tier-1 gateway in its Supervisor Namespace.
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Kubernetes pods running inside Tanzu Kubernetes clusters connect to the cluster segment through the 
Container Network Interface (CNI). Tanzu Kubernetes clusters provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid 
Service support the open-source Calico plugin for the CNI. The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service provides 
an extensible framework that can support additional CNIs in the future.

When a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service, an NSX-T load 
balancer is automatically deployed to an NSX Edge node. This load balancer provides load balancing 
services in the form of virtual servers. A single virtual server is created that provides layer-4 load 
balancing for the Kubernetes API. This virtual server is responsible for routing kubectl traffic to the 
control plane. In addition, for each Kubernetes service load balancer that is resourced on the cluster, a 
virtual server is created that provides layer-4 load balancing for that service.

The following table summarizes Tanzu Kubernetes cluster networking features and their implementation.

Table 3-1. Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Networking for vSphere with Kubernetes

Endpoint Provider Description

Kubernetes API NSX-T load balancer One virtual server per cluster.

Node connectivity NSX-T segment Provides connectivity between cluster 
node VMs through the NSX-T tier-1 router.

Pod connectivity Calico Container network interface for pods 
through the Linux bridge.

Service type: ClusterIP Calico Default Kubernetes service type that is 
only accessible from within the cluster.

Service type: NodePort Calico Allows external acces through a port 
opened on each worker node by the 
Kubernetes network proxy.

Service type: LoadBalancer NSX-T load balancer One virtual server per service type 
definition.

Pod ingress Third-party ingress controller Routing for inbound pod traffic; you can 
use any third-party ingress controller.

Network policy Calico Controls what traffic is allowed to selected 
pods and network endpoints using Linux 
IP tables.

Storage in vSphere with Kubernetes
A vSphere Pod and a pod that runs in aTanzu Kubernetes cluster require different storage characteristics 
for different types of storage objects that are available in Kubernetes.

vSphere with Kubernetes supports three types of storage: ephemeral virtual disks, container image virtual 
disks, and persistent volume virtual disks. A vSphere Pod and a pod that runs in a Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster can mount any of the three types of virtual disks.
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Ephemeral Virtual Disks
A pod requires ephemeral storage to store such Kubernetes objects as logs, emptyDir volumes, and 
ConfigMaps during its operations. This ephemeral, or transient, storage lasts as long as the pod 
continues to exist. Ephemeral data persists across container restarts, but once the pod reaches the end 
of its life, the ephemeral virtual disk disappears.

Each pod has one ephemeral virtual disk. A vSphere administrator uses a storage policy to define the 
datastore location for all ephemeral virtual disks when configuring storage for the Supervisor Cluster. See 
Enable vSphere with Kubernetes on a Cluster with NSX-T Data Center.

Container Image Virtual Disks
Containers inside the pod use images that contain the software to be run. The pod mounts images used 
by its containers as image virtual disks. When the pod completes its life cycle, the image virtual disks are 
detached from the pod.

Image Service, an ESXi component, is responsible for pulling container images from the image registry 
and transforming them into virtual disks to run inside the pod.
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ESXi can cache images that are downloaded for the containers running in the pod. Subsequent pods that 
use the same image pull it from the local cache rather than the external container registry.

The vSphere administrator specifies the datastore location for the image cache when configuring storage 
for the Supervisor Cluster. See Enable vSphere with Kubernetes on a Cluster with NSX-T Data Center.

For information about working with the container images, see Using the Registry Service to Provide a 
Private Image Registry.

Persistent Storage Virtual Disks
To provision persistent storage for Kubernetes workloads, vSphere with Kubernetes integrates with Cloud 
Native Storage (CNS), a vCenter Server component that manages persistent volumes. Persistent storage 
is used by vSphere Pods and pods inside Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

For more information and for specifics on how persistent storage is used by the Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters, see How vSphere with Kubernetes Integrates with vSphere Storage and Chapter 7 Running 
Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters in vSphere with Kubernetes.

K8s Control 
Plane VM

CNS Volume 
Service

Container 
Volume

vSphere Pod

ESXi Host 
(K8s Node)

Supervisor Cluster

To understand how vSphere with Kubernetes works with persistent storage, be familiar with the following 
essential concepts.

Persistent Volume
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Certain Kubernetes workloads require persistent storage to store the data independent of the pod. To 
provide persistent storage, Kubernetes uses persistent volumes that can retain their state and data. 
They continue to exist even when the pod is deleted or reconfigured. In the vSphere with Kubernetes 
environment, the persistent volume objects are backed by the First Class Disks on a datastore.

vSphere with Kubernetes supports dynamic provisioning of volumes in ReadWriteOnce mode, the 
volumes that can be mounted by a single node.

First Class Disk

vSphere with Kubernetes uses the First Class Disk (FCD) type of virtual disks to back persistent 
volumes. First Class Disk, also known as Improved Virtual Disk, is a named virtual disk not 
associated with a VM.

First Class Disks are identified by UUID. This UUID is globally unique and is the primary identifier for 
the FCD. The UUID remains valid even if its FCD is relocated or snapshotted.

Persistent Volume Claim

DevOps engineers create persistent volume claims to request persistent storage resources. The 
request dynamically provisions a persistent volume object and a matching virtual disk. In the vSphere 
Client, the persistent volume claim manifests as an FCD virtual disk that can be monitored by 
vSphere administrators.

The claim is bound to the persistent volume. The workloads can use the claim to mount the persistent 
volumes and access storage.

When the DevOps engineers delete the claim, the corresponding persistent volume object and the 
provisioned virtual disk are also deleted.

Storage Class

Kubernetes uses storage classes to describe requirements for storage backing the persistent 
volumes. DevOps engineers can include a specific storage class in their persistent volume claim 
specification to request the type of storage the class describes.

Persistent Storage Workflow
The workflow for provisioning persistent storage in vSphere with Kubernetes includes the following 
sequential actions.
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Action Description

vSphere administrators deliver persistent storage resources to 
the DevOps team.

vSphere administrators create VM storage policies that describe 
different storage requirements and classes of services. They 
can then assign the storage policies to a Supervisor 
Namespace.

vSphere with Kubernetes creates storage classes that match 
the storage policies assigned to the Supervisor Namespace.

The storage classes automatically appear in the Kubernetes 
environment, and can be used by the DevOps team. If a 
vSphere administrator assigns multiple storage policies to the 
Supervisor Namespace, a separate storage class is created for 
each storage policy.

If you use the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service to provision Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters, each Tanzu Kubernetes cluster inherits 
storage classes from the Supervisor Namespace in which the 
cluster is provisioned.

DevOps engineers use the storage classes to request persistent 
storage resources for a workload.

The request comes in a form of a persistent volume claim that 
references a specific storage class.

vSphere with Kubernetes creates a persistent volume object 
and a matching persistent virtual disk for a pod.

vSphere with Kubernetes places the virtual disk into the 
datastore that meets the requirements specified in the original 
storage policy and its matching storage class. After the pod 
starts, the virtual disk is mounted into the pod.

vSphere administrators monitor persistent volumes in the 
vSphere with Kubernetes environment.

Using the vSphere Client, vSphere administrators monitor the 
persistent volumes and their backing virtual disks. They can also 
monitor storage compliance and health statuses of the 
persistent volumes.

vSphere Pod

Persistent 
Volume Claim

Persistent 
Volume

FCD Virtual 
Disk

Storage Class

Storage Policy

Supervisor Cluster

vSphere Storage

Watch this video to learn about the persistent storage in vSphere with Kubernetes.
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Persistent Storage in vSphere 7.0 with Kubernetes
(http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid2296383276001?
bctid=ref:video_persistent_storage vs7_kubernetes)

Storage Management Tasks of a vSphere Administrator
Generally, the storage management tasks in vSphere with Kubernetes include the following. As a 
vSphere administrator, you use the vSphere Client to perform these tasks.

n Perform lifecycle operations for the VM storage policies.

Before enabling a Supervisor Cluster and configuring namespaces, create storage policies for all 
three types of storage that your Kubernetes environment needs: ephemeral storage, container image 
storage, and persistent storage. The storage policies are based on the storage requirements 
communicated to you by the DevOps engineers. See Create Storage Policies for vSphere with 
Kubernetes.

Note   Do not delete the storage policy from vCenter Server or a Supervisor Namespace when a 
persistent volume claim with the corresponding storage class is running in the namespace. This 
recommendation also applies to Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. Do not delete the storage policy if a 
Tanzu Kubernetes cluster pod is using the storage class for its storage.

n Provide storage resources to the DevOps engineers by assigning the storage policies to the 
Supervisor Cluster and namespace, and by setting storage limits. For information about changing 
storage policy assignments, see Change Storage Settings on the Supervisor Cluster and Change 
Storage Settings on a Namespace. For information on setting limits, see Configure Limitations on 
Kubernetes Objects on a Namespace.

n Monitor Kubernetes objects and their storage policy compliance in the vSphere Client. See Monitor 
Persistent Volumes.

Storage Management Tasks of a DevOps Engineer
In the vSphere with Kubernetes environment, the DevOps engineer might be a Kubernetes developer and 
an application owner, a Kubernetes administrator, or combine functions of both. Typically, the DevOps 
engineer uses kubectl to perform the tasks.

n Manage storage classes. See Display Storage Classes in a Supervisor Namespace or Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster.

n Deploy and manage stateful applications. See Deploy a Stateful Application.

n Perform lifecycle operations for persistent volumes. Tanzu Kubernetes Persistent Volume Claim 
Example.

How vSphere with Kubernetes Integrates with vSphere Storage
vSphere with Kubernetes uses several components to integrate with vSphere storage.

Cloud Native Storage (CNS) on vCenter Server
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The CNS component resides in vCenter Server. It is an extension of vCenter Server management 
that implements provisioning and lifecycle operations for persistent volumes.

When provisioning container volumes, the component interacts with the vSphere First Class Disk 
functionality to create virtual disks that back the volumes. In addition, the CNS server component 
communicates with the Storage Policy Based Management to guarantee a required level of service to 
the disks.

The CNS also performs query operations that allow vSphere administrators to manage and monitor 
persistent volumes and their backing storage objects through vCenter Server.

First Class Disk (FCD)

Also called Improved Virtual Disk. It is a named virtual disk unassociated with a VM. These disks 
reside on a VMFS, NFS, or vSAN datastore and back ReadWriteOnce persistent volumes.

The FCD technology performs lifecycle operations related to persistent volumes outside of a lifecycle 
of a VM or pod.

Storage Policy Based Management

Storage Policy Based Management is a vCenter Server service that supports provisioning of 
persistent volumes and their backing virtual disks according to storage requirements described in a 
storage policy. After provisioning, the service monitors compliance of the volume with the storage 
policy characteristics.

vSphere CNS-CSI

The vSphere CNS-CSI component conforms to Container Storage Interface (CSI) specification, an 
industry standard designed to provide an interface that container orchestrators like Kubernetes use to 
provision persistent storage. The CNS-CSI driver runs in the Supervisor Cluster and connects 
vSphere storage to Kubernetes environment on a Supervisor Namespace. The vSphere CNS-CSI 
communicates directly with the CNS control plane for all storage provisioning requests that come 
from vSphere Pods and pods that runs in aTanzu Kubernetes cluster on the namespace.

Paravirtual CSI (pvCSI)

The pvCSI is the version of the vSphere CNS-CSI driver modified for Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. The 
pvCSI resides in the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster and is responsible for all storage related requests 
originating from the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. The requests are delivered to the CNS-CSI, which 
then propagates them to CNS in vCenter Server. As a result, the pvCSI does not have a direct 
communication with the CNS component, but instead relies on the CNS-CSI for any storage 
provisioning operations.

Unlike the CNS-CSI, the pvCSI does not require infrastructure credentials. It is configured with a 
service account in the Supervisor Namespace.
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The following illustrates how different components interact when a DevOps engineer performs a storage 
related operation within the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, for example creates a persistent volume claim 
(PVC).

The DevOps engineer creates a PVC using the command line on the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. This 
action generates a matching PVC on the supervisor cluster and triggers the CNS-CSI. The CNS-CSI 
invokes the CNS create volume API.
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After successful creation of a volume, the operation propagates back through the supervisor cluster to the 
Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. As a result of this propagation, users can see the persistent volume and the 
persistent volume claim in the bound state in the supervisor cluster. And they also see the persistent 
volume and the persistent volume claim in the bound state in the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.

Functionality Supported by vSphere CNS-CSI and Paravirtual CSI
The vSphere CNS-CSI driver that runs in the Supervisor Cluster and pvCSI driver, the CSI version 
modified for Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, support multiple vSphere and Kubernetes storage features. 
However, certain limitations apply.

Supported Functionality
vSphere CNS-CSI with Supervisor 
Cluster pvCSI with Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster

CNS Support in the vSphere Client Yes Yes

Enhanced Object Health in the vSphere 
Client

Yes (vSAN only) Yes (vSAN only)

Dynamic Block Persistent Volume 
(ReadWriteOnce Access Mode)

Yes Yes

Dynamic File Persistent Volume 
(ReadWriteMany Access Mode)

No No

vSphere Datastore VMFS/NFS/vSAN VMFS/NFS/vSAN

Static Persistent Volume No Yes

Encryption No No

Offline Volume Grow No No

Volume Topology and Zones No No
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Supported Functionality
vSphere CNS-CSI with Supervisor 
Cluster pvCSI with Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster

Kubernetes Multiple Control Plane 
Instances

Yes Yes

WaitForConsumerFirst No No

Storage Permissions in vSphere with Kubernetes
vSphere with Kubernetes provides a sample role, Workload Storage Manager, that includes a set of 
privileges for storage operations. You can clone this role to create a similar role.

Privilege Name Description Required On

Cns.Searchable Allows storage administrator to see the 
Cloud Native Storage UI.

Root vCenter Server

Datastore.Allocate space
Datastore.Low level file operations

Allows allocating space on a datastore 
for a virtual machine, snapshot, clone, or 
virtual disk.

Allows performing read, write, delete, 
and rename operations in the datastore 
browser.

Shared datastore where persistent 
volumes reside

ESX Agent Manager.Modify Allows modifications to an agent virtual 
machine such as powering off or 
deleting the virtual machine.

vSphere Pod

Resource.Assign virtual machine to 
resource pool

Allows assignment of a virtual machine 
to a resource pool.

Resource pools

Profile-driven storage.Profile-driven 
storage view

Allows viewing of defined storage 
policies.

Root vCenter Server

Virtual machine.Change 
Configuration.Add existing disk
Virtual machine.Change 
Configuration.Add new disk
Virtual machine.Change 
Configuration.Add or remove device
Virtual machine.Change 
Configuration.Change Settings
Virtual machine.Change 
Configuration.Remove disk
Virtual machine.Edit Inventory.Create 
new
Virtual machine.Edit Inventory.Remove

Allows creation and deletion of virtual 
machines. Allows configuration of virtual 
machine options and devices.

vSphere Pod

Authentication for vSphere with Kubernetes
As a vSphere administrator, you need privileges to configure a Supervisor Cluster and to manage 
namespaces. You define permission on namespaces to determine which DevOps engineers can access 
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them. As a DevOps engineer, you authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster by using your vCenter Single 
Sign-On credentials, and can access only the namespaces for which you have permissions.

Permissions for vSphere Administrators
As a vSphere administrator, you need permissions on vSphere clusters to configure them as Supervisor 
Clusters as well as to create and manage namespaces. You must have at least one of the following 
privileges associated with your user account on a vSphere cluster:

n Modify namespace configuration. Allows you to create and configure namespaces on a Supervisor 
Cluster.

n Modify cluster-wide configuration. Allows you to configure a vSphere cluster as a Supervisor 
Cluster.

Setting Permissions for DevOps Engineers
As a vSphere administrator, you grant read-only or write permissions to user accounts on namespace 
level. The user accounts must be available in an identity source that is connected to vCenter Single Sign-
On. One user account can have access to multiple namespaces. Users which are members of the 
Administrators groups have access to all the namespaces on the Supervisor Cluster.

After you configure a namespace with permissions, resource quotas, and storage, you provide the URL of 
the Kubernetes control plane to DevOps engineers, who can use it to log in to the control plane. Once 
logged in, DevOps engineers can access all the namespaces for which they have permissions across all 
of the Supervisor Clusters that belong to a vCenter Server system. When vCenter Server systems are in 
Enhanced Linked Mode, DevOps engineers can access all namespaces for which they have permissions 
across all the Supervisor Clusters available in the Linked Mode group. The IP address of the Kubernetes 
control plane is a virtual IP generated by NSX-T to serve as an access point to the Kubernetes control 
plane.

Authentication with the Supervisor Cluster
As DevOps engineer, you use the Kubernetes CLI Tools for vSphere to authenticate to the Supervisor 
Cluster by using your vCenter Single Sign-On credentials and the Kubernetes control plane IP address. 
For more information, see Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

When you log in to the Supervisor Cluster, an authentication proxy redirects the request to vCenter Single 
Sign-On. The vSphere kubectl plug-in establishes a session with vCenter Server and obtains an 
authentication token from vCenter Single Sign-On. It also fetches a list of namespaces to which you have 
access, and populates the configuration with these namespaces. The list of namespaces is updated on 
the next login, if there are changes to the permissions of your user account.

Note   The session to kubectl lasts for 10 hours. After the session expires, you must authenticate with the 
Supervisor Cluster again. At logout, the token is deleted from the configuration file of your user account, 
but remains valid until the session ends.
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Authentication with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
Tanzu Kubernetes cluster users, including DevOps engineers, developers, and administrators, can 
authenticate with a cluster in various ways. For more information, see How to Authenticate with Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.

Note   Tanzu Kubernetes clusters require user and system accounts to have pod security policy to deploy 
pods and resources to a cluster. For more information, see Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.

How to Authenticate with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
You can authenticate with the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster environment in various ways depending on your 
role and purpose.

DevOps engineers provision and operate Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. Developers deploy workloads to 
Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. Administrators might need to troubleshoot Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. 
vSphere with Kubernetes provides authentication methods supporting each role or objective.

n DevOps engineers connect to the Supervisor Cluster to provision and update Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters. Authentication is done using the vSphere Plugin for kubectl and vCenter Single Sign-On 
credentials. See Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

n Cluster administrators connect to a provisioned Tanzu Kubernetes cluster to operate and manage it.

n A user granted the Edit permission on the Supervisor Namespace where the cluster is deployed 
is assigned to the cluster-admin role. Cluster administrators authenticate using the vSphere 
Plugin for kubectl and their vCenter Single Sign-On credentials. See Connect to a Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

n Alternatively, cluster administrators can connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster as the 
kubernetes-admin user. This method might be appropriate if vCenter Single Sign-On 
authentication is not available. See Connect to the Control Plane as the Kubernetes 
Administrator.

n Cluster users or developers connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster to deploy workloads, including 
pods, services, load balancers, and other resources.

n A cluster administrator grants cluster access to developers by binding the user or group to default 
or custom pod security policy. For more information, see Grant Developer Access to Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.

n Bound developers authenticate with Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using the vSphere Plugin for 
kubectl and their vCenter Single Sign-On credentials. See Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes 
Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

n For troubleshooting purposes, system administrators can connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster as 
the vmware-system-user using any of the following methods:

n Using SSH and a private key. See SSH to Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Nodes as the System User.
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n Using SSH and a password. See Connect to a Cluster Node as the System User with a 
Password.

n Using the vSphere Client and accessing the virtual machine's console. See Connect to a Cluster 
Node as the System User with a Password.
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Configuring a Supervisor Cluster 4
As a vSphere Administrator, you enable vSphere clusters for Kubernetes workloads, by configuring them 
as Supervisor Clusters. You set up storage through storage policies to accommodate container data and 
the disks of the Kubernetes control plance VMs. You also configure networking with NSX-T to provide 
connectivity to vSphere Pods and Kubernetes clusters created through the VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes 
Grid™ Service. Once you have configured storage policies and networking, you configure a vSphere 
cluster as a Supervisor Cluster

This chapter includes the following topics:

n vSphere with Kubernetes System Requirements and Topologies

n Create Storage Policies for vSphere with Kubernetes

n Configure vSphere with Kubernetes to Use NSX-T Data Center

n vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration Best Practices

n Change Storage Settings on the Supervisor Cluster

vSphere with Kubernetes System Requirements and 
Topologies
To configure vSphere with Kubernetes of a vSphere cluster, your environment must meet specific 
infrastructure, networking, and storage requirements.

Configuration Limits for vSphere with Kubernetes Clusters
VMware provides configuration limits in the VMware Configuration Maximums tool.

For configuration limits specific to vSphere with Kubernetes, including Supervisor Clusters and Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters, select vSphere > vSphere 7.0 > vSphere with Kuberentes > VMware Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid Service for vSphere and click View Limits, or follow this link.

Topology for a Management, Edge, and Workload Domain Cluster
You can deploy vSphere with Kubernetes with combined management, Edge, and workload management 
functions on a single vSphere cluster.
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Figure 4-1. Management, Edge, and Workload Management Cluster
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Table 4-1. Minimum Compute Requirements for the Management, Edge, and Workload 
Management Cluster

System
Minimum Deployment 
Size CPU Memory Storage

vCenter Server 7.0 Small 2 16 GB 290 GB

ESXi hosts 7.0 3 ESXi hosts with 1 
static IP per host.

4 ESXi hosts for vSAN 
with at least 2 physical 
NICs.

The hosts must be 
joined in a cluster with 
vSphere DRS and HA 
enabled. vSphere DRS 
must be in Fully 
Automate or Partially 
Automate mode.

8 64 GB per host Not applicable

NSX Manager Medium 6 24 GB 200 GB

NSX Edge 1 Large 8 32 GB 200 GB

NSX Edge 2 Large 8 32 GB 200 GB

Kubernetes control 
plane VMs

3 4 16 GB 16 GB

Topology with Separate Management and Edge CLuster and 
Workload Management Cluster
You can deploy vSphere with Kubernetes in two clusters, one cluster for the Management and Edge 
functions, and another one dedicated to Workload Management,
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Figure 4-2. Management and Edge and Workload Management Clusters
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Table 4-2. Minimum Compute Requirements for the Management and Edge Cluster

System
Minimum Deployment 
Size CPU Memory Storage

vCenter Server 7.0 Small 2 16 GB 290 GB

ESXi hosts 7.0 2 ESXi hosts 8 64 GB per host Not applicable

NSX Manager Medium 6 24 GB 200 GB

NSX Edge 1 Large 8 32 GB 200 GB

NSX Edge 2 Large 8 32 GB 200 GB
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Table 4-3. Minimum Compute Requirements for the Workload Management Cluster

System
Minimum Deployment 
Size CPU Memory Storage

vCenter Server 7.0 Small 2 16 GB 290 GB

ESXi hosts 7.0 3 ESXi hosts with 1 
static IP per host.

4 ESXi hosts for vSAN 
with at least 2 physical 
NICs

The hosts must be 
joined in a cluster with 
vSphere DRS and HA 
enabled. vSphere DRS 
must be in Fully 
Automated mode.

8 64 GB per host Not applicable

Kubernetes control 
plane VMs

3 4 16 GB 16 GB

Networking Requirements
No matter of the topology that you implement for Kubernetes workload management in vSphere, your 
deployment must meet the following networking requirements:

Component Minimum Quantity Required Configuration

Static IPs for Kubernetes control plane 
VMs

Block of 5 A block of 5 consecutive static IP addresses to be 
assigned to the Kubernetes control plane VMs in the 
Supervisor Cluster.

Management traffic network 1 A Management Network that is routable to the ESXi hosts, 
vCenter Server, and a DHCP server. The network must be 
able to access a container registry and have Internet 
connectivity if the container registry is on the external 
network. The container registry must be resolvable 
through DNS, and the Egress setting described below 
must be able to reach it.

NTP and DNS Server 1 A DNS server and NTP server that can be used for the 
vCenter Server.

Note   Configure NTP on all ESXi hosts, vCenter Server 
systems, and NSX Manager instances.

Image Registry Access to a registry for service.
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Component Minimum Quantity Required Configuration

Management Network Subnet 1 The subnet used for management traffic between ESXi 
hosts and vCenter Server, NSX Appliances, and the 
Kubernetes control plane. The size of the subnet must be 
the following:

n One IP address per host VMkernel adapter.

n One IP address for the vCenter Server Appliance.

n One or four IP addresses for NSX Manager. Four 
when performing NSX Manager clustering of 3 nodes 
and 1 virtual IP (VIP).

n 5 IP addresses for the Kubernetes control plane. 1 for 
each of the 3 nodes, 1 for virtual IP, 1 for rolling cluster 
upgrade.

Management Network VLAN 1 The VLAN ID of the Management Network subnet.

VLANs 3 These VLAN IPs are the IP addresses for the tunnel 
endpoints (TEPs). The ESXi host TEPs and the Edge 
TEPs must be routable.

VLAN IP addresses are required for the following:

n ESXi Host VTEP

n Edge VTEP using the static IP

n Tier 0 gateway and uplink for transport node.

ESXi hosts and NSX-T Edge nodes act as tunnel end 
points, and a Tunnel End Point (TEP) IP is assigned to 
each host and Edge node.

As the TEP IPs for ESXi hosts create an overlay tunnel 
with TEP IPs on the Edge nodes, the VLAN IPs should be 
routable.

An additional VLAN is required to provide North-South 
connectivity to Tier-0 gateway.

IP pools can be shared across clusters. However, host 
overlay IP pool/VLAN must not be shared with Edge 
overlay IP pool/VLAN.

Tier-0 Uplink IP /24 Private IP addresses The IP subnet used for the Tie-0 uplink. The requirements 
for the IP address of the Tier-0 uplink are as follows:

n 1 IP, if you do not use Edge redundancy.

n 4 IPs, if you use BGP and Edge redundancy, 2 IP 
addresses per Edge.

n 3 IPs, if you use static routes and Edge redundancy.

The Edge Management IP, subnet, gateway, Uplink IP, 
subnet, gateway must be unique.

Physical Network MTU 1600 The MTU size must be 1600 or greater on any network 
that carries overlay traffic.
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Component Minimum Quantity Required Configuration

vSphere Pod CIDR range /24 Private IP addresses A private CIDR range that providers IP addresses for 
vSphere Pods. These addresses are also used for the 
Tanzu KubernetesTanzu Kubernetes cluster nodes.

You must specify a unique vSphere Pod CIDR range for 
each cluster.

Note   The vSphere Pod CIDR range and the CIDR range 
for the Kubernetes service addresses must not overlap.

Kubernetes services CIDR range /16 Private IP addresses A private CIDR range to assign IP addresses to 
Kubernetes services. You must specify a unique 
Kubernetes services CIDR range for each Supervisor 
Cluster.

Egress CIDR range /27 Static IP Addresses A private CIDR annotation to determine the egress IP for 
Kubernetes services. Only one egress IP address is 
assigned for each namespace in the Supervisor Cluster. 
The egress IP is the address that external entities use to 
communicate with the services in the namespace. The 
number of egress IP addresses limits the number of 
egress policies the Supervisor Cluster can have.

The minimum is a CIDR of /27 or more and must be 
located on the same VLAN as the Edge uplinks. For 
example, 10.174.4.96/27

Note   Egress IP addresses and ingress IP addresses 
must not overlap.

Ingress CIDR /27 Static IP Addresses A private CIDR range to be used for IP addresses of 
ingresses. Ingress lets you apply traffic policies to 
requests entering the Supervisor Cluster from external 
networks. The number of ingress IP addresses limits the 
number of ingresses the cluster can have.

The minimum is a CIDR of /27 or more and must be 
located on the same VLAN as the Edge uplinks.

Egress IP addresses and ingress IP addresses must not 
overlap.

Create Storage Policies for vSphere with Kubernetes
Before you enable vSphere with Kubernetes, create storage policies to be used in the Supervisor Cluster 
and namespaces. The policies represent datastores available in the vSphere environment. They control 
the storage placement of such objects as control plane VMs, pod ephemeral disks, container images, and 
persistent storage volumes. If you use VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service, the storage policies 
also dictate how the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster nodes are deployed.
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Depending on your vSphere storage environment and the needs of DevOps, you can create several 
storage policies to represent different classes of storage. For example, if your vSphere storage 
environment has three classes of datastores, Bronze, Silver, and Gold, you can create storage policies for 
all datastores. You can then use the Bronze datastore for ephemeral and container image virtual disks, 
and use the Silver and Gold datastores for persistent volume virtual disks. For more information about 
storage policies, see the Storage Policy Based Management chapter in the vSphere Storage 
documentation.

The following example creates the storage policy for the datastore tagged as Gold.

Prerequisites

n Make sure that the datastore you reference in the storage policy is shared between all ESXi hosts in 
the cluster.

n Required privileges: VM storage policies. Update and VM storage policies. View.

Procedure

1 Add tags to the datastore.

a Right-click the datastore you want to tag and select Tags and Custom Attributes > Assign Tag.

b Click Add Tag and specify the tag's properties.

Property Description

Name Specify the name of the datastore tag, for example, Gold.

Description Add the description of the tag. For example, 
Datastore for Kubernetes objects.

Category Select an existing category or create a new category. For example, 
Storage for Kubernetes.

 
2 In the vSphere Client, open the Create VM Storage Policy wizard.

a Click Menu > Policies and Profiles.

b Under Policies and Profiles, click VM Storage Policies.

c Click Create VM Storage Policy.

3 Enter the policy name and description.

Option Action

vCenter Server Select the vCenter Server instance.

Name Enter the name of the storage policy, for example, Gold Storage Policy.

Description Enter the description of the storage policy.
 

4 On the Policy structure page under Datastore specific rules, enable tag-based placement rules.
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5 On the Tag based placement page, create the tag rules.

Select the options using the following example.

Option Description

Tag category From the drop-down menu, select the tag's category, such as Storage for 
Kubernetes.

Usage option Select Use storage tagged with.

Tags Click Browse Tags, and select the datastore tag, for example, Gold.
 

6 On the Storage compatibility page, review the list of datastores that match this policy.

In this example, only the datastore that is tagged as Gold is displayed.

7 On the Review and finish page, review the storage policy settings and click Finish.

Results

The new storage policy for the datastore tagged as Gold appears on the list of existing storage policies.

What to do next

After creating storage policies, a vSphere administrator can perform the following tasks:

n Assign the storage policies to the Supervisor Cluster. The storage policies configured on the 
Supervisor Cluster ensure that the control plane VMs, pod ephemeral disks, and container images 
are placed on the datastores that the policies represent. See Enable vSphere with Kubernetes on a 
Cluster with NSX-T Data Center.

n Assign the storage policies to the Supervisor Namespace. Storage policies visible to the namespace 
determine which datastores the namespace can access and use for persistent volumes. The storage 
policies appear as matching Kubernetes storage classes in the namespace. They are also 
propagated to the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster on this namespace. DevOps engineers can use the 
storage classes in their persistent volume claim specifications. See Create and Configure a 
Supervisor Namespace.

Configure vSphere with Kubernetes to Use NSX-T Data 
Center
vSphere with Kubernetes requires specific networking configuration to enable connectivity to the 
Supervisor Clusters, Supervisor Namespaces, and all objects that run inside the namespaces, such as 
vSphere Pods and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. As a vSphere administrator, install and configure NSX-T 
Data Center for vSphere with Kubernetes.
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The Supervisor Cluster uses an opinionated networking configuration. Two methods exist to configure the 
Supervisor Cluster networking that result in deploying the same networking model:

n The simplest way to configure the Supervisor Cluster networking is by using the VMware Cloud 
Foundation SDDC Manager. For more information, see the VMware Cloud Foundation SDDC 
Manager documentation. For more information, see For information, see Working with Workload 
Management.

n You can also configure the Supervisor Cluster networking manually by using an existing NSX-T Data 
Center deployment or by deploying a new instance of NSX-T Data Center.

This section describes how to configure the Supervisor Cluster networking by deploying a new NSX-T 
Data Center instance, but the procedures are applicable against an existing NSX-T Data Center 
deployment as well. This section also provides background to understand what VMware Cloud 
Foundation SDDC Manager is doing when it sets up the Supervisor Cluster workload domain.

Prerequisites

n Verify that your environment meets the system requirements for configuring a vSphere cluster as a 
Supervisor Cluster. For information about requirements, see vSphere with Kubernetes System 
Requirements and Topologies.

n Assign the VMware vSphere 7 Enterprise Plus with Add-on for Kubernetes license to all ESXi hosts 
that will be part of the Supervisor Cluster.

n Create storage policies for the placement of control plane VMs, pod ephemeral disks, and container 
images.

n Configure shared storage for the cluster. Shared storage is required for vSphere DRS, HA, and 
storing persistent volumes of containers.

n Verify that DRS and HA is enabled on the vSphere cluster, and DRS is in the fully automated mode.

n Verify that you have the Modify cluster-wide configuration on the cluster.

Procedure

1 Create a vSphere Distributed Switch

To handle the networking configuration for all hosts in the Supervisor Cluster, create a vSphere 
Distributed Switch and create a distributed port group for each NSX Edge node uplink.

2 Deploy and Configure NSX Manager

You can use the vSphere Client to deploy the NSX Manager to the vSphere cluster and use it with 
vSphere with Kubernetes.

3 Add a License

Add a license using the NSX Manager.

4 Add a Compute Manager

A compute manager is an application that manages resources such as hosts and virtual machines.
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5 Create Transport Zones

Transport zones indicate which hosts and VMs can use a particular network. A transport zone can 
span one or more host clusters.

6 Create a Host Uplink Profile

A host uplink profile defines policies for the uplinks from the ESXi hosts to NSX-T Data Center 
segments.

7 Create an Edge Uplink Profile

An uplink profile defines policies for the uplinks. The settings defined by uplink profiles can include 
teaming policies, active and standby links, transport VLAN ID, and the MTU setting.

8 Create an IP Pool for Host Tunnel Endpoint IP Addresses

You can use an IP pool for the host tunnel endpoints (TEPs). TEPs are the source and destination IP 
addresses used in the external IP header to identify the ESXi hosts that originate and end the NSX-
T encapsulation of overlay frames. You can use DHCP or manually configured IP pools for TEP IP 
addresses.

9 Create a Transport Node Profile

A transport node profile defines how NSX-T Data Center is installed and configured on the hosts in a 
particular cluster the profile is attached to.

10 Apply Transport Node Profile to vSphere Cluster

To install NSX-T Data Center and prepare the overlay TEPs, apply the transport node profile to the 
vSphere cluster.

11 Configure and Deploy an NSX Edge Transport Node

You can add an NSX Edge virtual machine (VM) to the NSX-T Data Center fabric and proceed to 
configure it as an NSX Edge transport node VM.

12 Create an NSX Edge Cluster

To ensure that at least one NSX Edge is always available, create an NSX Edge cluster.

13 Create a Tier-0 Uplink Segment

The tier-0 uplink segment provides the North-South connectivity from NSX-T Data Center to the 
physical infrastructure.

14 Create a Tier-0 Gateway

The tier-0 gateway is the NSX-T Data Center logical router that provides the North-South 
connectivity for the NSX-T Data Center logical networking to the physical infrastructure. vSphere 
with Kubernetes supports multiple tier-0 gateways on multiple NSX Edge clusters in the same 
transport zone.
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15 Enable vSphere with Kubernetes on a Cluster with NSX-T Data Center

To run Kubernetes workloads on a vSphere cluster, you must enable the cluster with vSphere with 
Kubernetes. After it is enabled, vSphere with Kubernetes creates Kubernetes control plane nodes on 
the cluster and the Spherelet process on each host, which allows running containers natively on 
ESXi. A cluster that is enabled with vSphere with Kubernetes is called a Supervisor Cluster. As a 
vSphere administrator you configure vSphere with Kubernetes to use NSX-T Data Center.

Create a vSphere Distributed Switch
To handle the networking configuration for all hosts in the Supervisor Cluster, create a vSphere 
Distributed Switch and create a distributed port group for each NSX Edge node uplink.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, navigate to a data center.

2 In the navigator, right-click the data center and select Distributed Switch > New Distributed Switch.

3 Enter a name for the new distributed switch.

For example, VSK_VDS.

4 Enter the configuration information required and click Finish.

5 Right-click the distributed switch you created and select Settings > Edit settings.

6 On the Advanced tab, enter 1600 as the MTU (Bytes) value and click OK.

7 Right-click the distributed switch and select Distributed Port Group > New Distributed Port Group.

8 Create a port group for the NSX Edge uplink.

For example, VSK_EDGE_LEFT_UPLINK.

9 Configure VLAN Type as VLAN Trunking.

10 From the Actions menu, select Distributed Port Group > Manage Distributed Port Groups.

11 Select Teaming and failover and click Next.

12 Configure active and standby uplinks.

For example, active uplink is Uplink1 and standby uplink is Uplink2.

13 Repeat steps 7–11 for each NSX Edge uplink.

For example, create a second NSX Edge uplink with the name VSK_EDGE_RIGHT_UPLINK. Configure the 
active uplink as Uplink2 and the standby uplink as Uplink1.

14 (Optional) Create port groups for the following components:

n Management

n vSphere vMotion

n Shared storage

n VM traffic
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What to do next

Deploy and configure NSX Manager. See Deploy and configure NSX Manager.

Deploy and Configure NSX Manager
You can use the vSphere Client to deploy the NSX Manager to the vSphere cluster and use it with 
vSphere with Kubernetes.

To deploy the NSX Manager using the OVA file, perform the steps in this procedure.

For information about deploying the NSX Manager through the user interface or CLI, see the NSX-T Data 
Center Installation Guide.

Prerequisites

n Verify that your environment meets the networking requirements. See vSphere with Kubernetes 
System Requirements and Topologies for more details.

n Verify that the required ports are open. For information about port and protocols, see the NSX-T Data 
Center Installation Guide.

Procedure

1 Locate the NSX-T Data Center OVA file on the VMware download portal.

Either copy the download URL or download the OVA file.

2 Right-click and select Deploy OVF template to start the installation wizard.

3 Enter the download OVA URL or navigate to the OVA file.

4 Enter a name for the NSX Manager virtual machine (VM).

5 Select the vSphere cluster on which to deploy the NSX Manager.

6 Select the NSX-T deployment size.

The recommended minimum deployment size is Medium.

7 Select the shared storage for deployment.

8 Enable thin provisioning by selecting the Enable thin disk mode check box.

The virtual disks are thick provisioned by default.

9 Select the port group or destination network for the NSX Manager.

10 Enter the system root, CLI admin, and audit passwords for the NSX Manager. Your passwords must 
comply with the password strength restrictions.

n At least 12 characters.

n At least one lower-case letter.

n At least one upper-case letter.

n At least one digit.
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n At least one special character.

n At least five different characters.

n Default password complexity rules are enforced by the Linux PAM module.

11 Enter the hostname of the NSX Manager.

12 Accept the default NSX Manager role for VM.

13 Enter the default IPv4 gateway, management network IPv4, management network netmask, DNS 
server, domain search list, and NTP IP address.

14 Enable SSH and allow root SSH login to the NSX Manager command line.

By default, the SSH options are disabled for security reasons.

15 Verify that your custom OVF template specification is accurate, and click Finish to initiate the 
installation.

16 After the NSX Manager boots, log in to the CLI as admin and run the get interface eth0 
command to verify that the IP address was applied as expected.

17 Enter the get services command to verify that all the services are running.

Add a License
Add a license using the NSX Manager.

Prerequisites

Obtain an NSX-T Data Center Advanced or higher license.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Licenses > Add.

3 Enter the license key.

4 Click Add.

Add a Compute Manager
A compute manager is an application that manages resources such as hosts and virtual machines.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Fabric > Compute Managers > Add
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3 Enter the compute manager details.

Option Description

Name and Description Enter the name and description of the vCenter Server.

FQDN or IP Address Enter the FQDN or the IP address of the vCenter Server.

User name and Password Enter the vCenter Server login credentials.
 

4 Select Enable Trust to allow vCenter Server to communicate with NSX-T Data Center .

5 Click Add.

Results

After some time, the compute manager is registered with vCenter Server and the connection status 
changes to Up.

Note   After the vCenter Server is successfully registered, do not power off and delete the NSX Manager 
VM without deleting the compute manager first. Otherwise, when you deploy a new NSX Manager, you 
will not be able to register the same vCenter Server again. You will get an error stating that the vCenter 
Server is already registered with another NSX Manager.

You can click the compute manager name to view the details, edit the compute manager, or to manage 
tags that apply to the compute manager.

Create Transport Zones
Transport zones indicate which hosts and VMs can use a particular network. A transport zone can span 
one or more host clusters.

As a vSphere administrator, you create the following transport zones:

n An overlay transport zone that is used by the Supervisor Cluster Control Plane VMs.

n A VLAN transport zone for the NSX Edge nodes to use for uplinks to the physical network.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Fabric > Transport Zones > Add.

3 Enter a name for the transport zone and optionally a description.

4 Select a traffic type.

You can select Overlay or VLAN.

For example, create the following transport zones:

n A VLAN transport zone with name VSK_TZ_VLAN and traffic type VLAN.

n An overlay transport zone with name VSK_TZ_Overlay and traffic type Overlay.
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5 (Optional) Enter one or more uplink teaming policy names.

The segments attached to the transport zones use these named teaming policies. If the segments do 
not find a matching named teaming policy, then the default uplink teaming policy is used.

Results

The new transport zone appears on the Transport Zones page.

Create a Host Uplink Profile
A host uplink profile defines policies for the uplinks from the ESXi hosts to NSX-T Data Center segments.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Fabric > Profiles > Uplink Profiles > Add.

3 Enter an uplink profile name, and optionally, an uplink profile description.

For example, VSK_HOST_UPLINK_PROFILE.

4 In the Teaming section, click Add to add a naming teaming policy, and configure a Load Balance 
Source policy.

A list of active uplinks is specified, and each interface on the transport node is pinned to one active 
uplink. This configuration allows use of several active uplinks at the same time.

5 Configure active and standby uplinks.

For example, configure Uplink1 as the active uplink and Uplink2 as the standby uplink.

6 Enter a transport VLAN value.

The transport VLAN set in the uplink profile tags overlay traffic and the VLAN ID is used by the tunnel 
endpoint (TEP).

7 Enter the MTU value.

The default value for uplink profile MTU is 1600.

Note   The value must be at least 1600 but not higher than the MTU value on the physical switches 
and the vSphere Distributed Switch.

Create an Edge Uplink Profile
An uplink profile defines policies for the uplinks. The settings defined by uplink profiles can include 
teaming policies, active and standby links, transport VLAN ID, and the MTU setting.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Fabric > Profiles > Uplink Profiles > Add.
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3 Enter an uplink profile name, and optionally, add an uplink profile description.

For example, VSK_EDGE_UPLINK_PROFILE.

4 In the Teaming section, click Add to add a naming teaming policy, and configure a Load Balance 
Source policy.

A list of active uplinks is listed, and each interface on the transport node is pinned to one active 
uplink. This configuration allows use of several active uplinks at the same time.

5 Configure two active uplinks.

For example, configure Uplink1 and Uplink2 as active uplinks.

6 Enter a transport VLAN value.

7 Enter the MTU value.

The default value for uplink profile MTU is 1600.

Note   The value must be at least 1600 but not higher than the MTU value on the physical switches 
and the vSphere Distributed Switch.

8 View the uplinks in the Uplink Profile page.

Create an IP Pool for Host Tunnel Endpoint IP Addresses
You can use an IP pool for the host tunnel endpoints (TEPs). TEPs are the source and destination IP 
addresses used in the external IP header to identify the ESXi hosts that originate and end the NSX-T 
encapsulation of overlay frames. You can use DHCP or manually configured IP pools for TEP IP 
addresses.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select Networking > IP Address Pools > Add IP Address Pool.

3 Enter the following IP pool details.

Option Description

Name and Description Enter the IP pool name and optional description.

For example, VSK_EDGE_TEP_POOL.

IP Ranges Enter the IP allocation range.

CIDR Enter the network address in a CIDR notation.
 

4 Click Add and Apply.

5 Verify that the TEP IP pool you created is listed in the IP Pool page.
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Create a Transport Node Profile
A transport node profile defines how NSX-T Data Center is installed and configured on the hosts in a 
particular cluster the profile is attached to.

Prerequisites

Verify that you have created an overlay transport zone.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Fabric > Profiles > Transport Node Profiles > Add.

3 Enter a name for the transport node profile and optionally a description.

For example, VSK_TN_PROFILE.

4 Select the available transport zones and click the +Add Switch button to include the transport zones 
in the transport node profile.

5 Select type as VDS.

6 Select mode as Standard.

7 Select the vCenter Server and vSphere Distributed Switch names from the list.

8 Select the overlay transport zone created previously.

For example, VSK_TZ_OVERLAY.

9 Select the host uplink profile created previously.

For example, VSK_HOST_UPLINK_PROFILE.

10 Select Use IP Pool from the IP Assignment list.

11 Select the host TEP pool created previously.

For example, VSK_EDGE_TEP_POOL.

12 Select the uplinks created previously.

For example, Uplink1 and Uplink2.

13 Click Add.

Apply Transport Node Profile to vSphere Cluster
To install NSX-T Data Center and prepare the overlay TEPs, apply the transport node profile to the 
vSphere cluster.

Prerequisites

Verify that you have created a transport node profile.
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Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Fabric > Nodes > Host Transport Nodes.

3 From the Managed By drop-down menu, select an existing vCenter Server.

The page lists the available vSphere clusters.

4 Select the cluster.

5 Click Configure NSX.

6 Select the transport node profile created previously and click Apply.

For example, VSK_TN_PROFILE.

7 From the Host Transport Node page, verify that the NSX-T Data Center configuration state is 
Success and NSX Manager connectivity status of hosts in the cluster is Up.

Results

The transport node profile created previously is applied to the vSphere cluster to install NSX-T Data 
Center and prepare the overlay TEPs.

Configure and Deploy an NSX Edge Transport Node
You can add an NSX Edge virtual machine (VM) to the NSX-T Data Center fabric and proceed to 
configure it as an NSX Edge transport node VM.

Prerequisites

Verify that you have created transport zones, edge uplink profile, and edge TEP IP pool.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Fabric > Nodes > Edge Transport Nodes > Add Edge VM.

3 Enter a name for the NSX Edge.

4 Enter the host name or FQDN from vCenter Server.

5 Select Large form factor.

6 Enter the CLI and the root passwords for the NSX Edge. Your passwords must comply with the 
password strength restrictions.

n At least 12 characters.

n At least one lower-case letter.

n At least one upper-case letter.

n At least one digit.

n At least one special character.
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n At least five different characters.

n Default password complexity rules are enforced by the Linux PAM module.

7 Enter the NSX Edge details.

Option Description

Compute Manager Select the compute manager from the drop-down menu.

Cluster Select the cluster from drop-down menu.

Datastore Select the shared datastore from the list.
 

8 Configure the node settings.

Option Description

IP Assignment Select Static.

Enter the values for:

n Management IP: Enter the IP address on the same VLAN as the vCenter 
Server management network.

n Default gateway: The default gateway of the management network.

Management Interface Select the vSphere Distributed Switch port group on the same VLAN as the 
management network from the drop-down menu.

 
9 Enter the domain name, DNS server IP address, and NTP Server IP addresses.

10 Use the default name for the Edge Switch Name.

11 Select the transport zones to which the transport node belongs.

Select both transport zones created previously.

For example, VSK_TZ_OVERLAY and VSK_TZ_VLAN.

12 Select the edge uplink profile created previously.

For example, VSK_EDGE_UPLINK_PROFILE.

13 Select Use IP Pool in IP Assignment.

14 Select the edge TEP IP pool created previously.

For example, VSK_EDGE_TEP_POOL.

15 In the Teaming Policy Switch Mapping section, map all the uplinks to the edge uplink profiles 
created previously.

For example, for Uplink1, select VSK_EDGE_LEFT_UPLINK and for Uplink2, select 
VSK_EDGE_RIGHT_UPLINK.

16 Click Finish.

17 Repeat steps 10–16 for a second NSX Edge VM.

You can deploy both the NSX Edge VMs at the same time.
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18 View the connection status on the Edge Transport Nodes page.

Create an NSX Edge Cluster
To ensure that at least one NSX Edge is always available, create an NSX Edge cluster.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Fabric > Nodes > Edge Clusters > Add.

3 Enter the NSX Edge cluster name.

For example, VSK_EC.

4 Select an NSX Edge cluster profile from the drop-down menu.

Select nsx-default-edge-high-availability-profile.

5 In Member Type drop-down menu, select the NSX Edge nodes.

6 From the Available column, select the NSX Edge VMs previously created, and click the right-arrow to 
move them to the Selected column.

7 Click Save.

Create a Tier-0 Uplink Segment
The tier-0 uplink segment provides the North-South connectivity from NSX-T Data Center to the physical 
infrastructure.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select Networking > Segments > Add Segment.

3 Enter a name for the segment.

For example, VSK_UL_SEG.

4 Select Isolated for Connectivity.

5 Select the transport zone previously created.

For example, select VSK_TZ_VLAN.

6 Toggle the Admin Status to enable it.

7 Enter a VLAN ID.

8 Click Save.
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Create a Tier-0 Gateway
The tier-0 gateway is the NSX-T Data Center logical router that provides the North-South connectivity for 
the NSX-T Data Center logical networking to the physical infrastructure. vSphere with Kubernetes 
supports multiple tier-0 gateways on multiple NSX Edge clusters in the same transport zone.

Prerequisites

Verify that you have created an NSX Edge cluster.

Procedure

1 Log in to the NSX Manager.

2 Select Networking > Tier-0 Gateways.

3 Click Add Tier-0 Gateway.

4 Enter a name for the tier-0 gateway.

For example, VSK_T0.

5 Select an active-standby HA mode.

In active-standby mode, the elected active member processes all traffic. If the active member fails, a 
new member is elected to be active.

6 Select the NSX Edge cluster previously created.

For example, select VSK_EC.

7 Click Save.

8 To continue configuring, select Yes.

9 Configure interfaces.

a Click Interfaces and Set.

b Click Add Interface.

c Enter a name.

For example, enter the name VSK_T0_UL1.

d Select Type as External.

e Enter an IP address from the Edge Logical Router – Uplink VLAN. The IP address must be 
different from the management IP address configured for the NSX Edge VMs previously created.

f Select an NSX Edge node from the list.

g Click Save.

h Repeat steps a - f for the other NSX Edge node VMs.

i Click Close.
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10 To configure routing or BGP, click Routing.

a Click Set in Static Routes.

b Enter a name.

c Enter a network IP address.

d To configure next hops, click Set Next Hops and then Add Next Hop.

e Enter the IP address of the next hop router. Typically this is the default gateway of the 
management network VLAN from the NSX Edge logical router uplink VLAN.

f Click Apply and Save.

11 Click Close.

12 To verify connectivity, make sure that an external device in the physical architecture can ping the 
interfaces that you configured.

Enable vSphere with Kubernetes on a Cluster with NSX-T Data 
Center
To run Kubernetes workloads on a vSphere cluster, you must enable the cluster with vSphere with 
Kubernetes. After it is enabled, vSphere with Kubernetes creates Kubernetes control plane nodes on the 
cluster and the Spherelet process on each host, which allows running containers natively on ESXi. A 
cluster that is enabled with vSphere with Kubernetes is called a Supervisor Cluster. As a vSphere 
administrator you configure vSphere with Kubernetes to use NSX-T Data Center.

Procedure

1 From the vSphere Client home menu, select Workload Management.

2 Select the vCenter Server that you want to configure.

3 Select Enable.

4 Select Select a Cluster > Datacenter.

5 Select a cluster from the list of compatible clusters and click Next.

6 In Cluster Settings, select the sizing for the control plane VMs.

The size of the control plane VMs determines the quantity of the vSphere Pods that you can run on 
the cluster.

Refer to the VMware Configuration Maximums site for guidance.

7 Click Next.
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8 In Network settings, configure networking settings for the control plane and worker nodes.

a In the Management Network pane, configure the following management traffic settings:

Option Description

Network Select a network that has a VMkernel adapter configured for the management 
traffic.

Starting Control Plane IP Enter an IP address that determines the starting point for reserving consecutive 
IP addresses for the Kubernetes control plane VMs as follows:

n An IP address for each of the Kubernetes control plane VMs.

n A floating IP address for one of the Kubernetes control plane VMs to serve 
as an interface to the management network. The control plane VM that has 
the floating IP address assigned acts as a leading VM for all three 
Kubernetes control plane VMs.

n An IP address to serve as a buffer in case a Kubernetes control plane VM 
fails and a new control plane VM is being brought up to replace it.

Subnet Mask Enter the subnet mask for the management network.

DNS Servers Enter the addresses of the DNS servers that you use in your environment. If the 
vCenter Server system is registered with an FQDN, you must enter the IP 
addresses of the DNS servers that you use with the vSphere environment so 
that the FQDN is resolvable in the Supervisor Cluster.

NTP Servers Enter the addresses of the NTP servers that you use in your environment, if 
any.

DNS Search Domains Enter domain names that DNS searches inside the Kubernetes control plane 
nodes, such as corp.local, so that the DNS server can resolve them.

 
b In the Workload Network pane, configure settings for the networks for namespaces.

The namespace network settings provide connectivity to vSphere Pods and namespaces running 
in the Supervisor Cluster.

Option Description

vSphere Distributed Switch Select the vSphere Distributed Switch that handles overlay networking for the 
Supervisor Cluster.

For example, VKS_VDS.

Edge Cluster Select the NSX Edge cluster that has the tier-0 gateway that you want to use for 
namespace networking.

For example, select VSK_EC.

API Server Endpoint FQDN Optionally, enter the FQDN of the API server endpoint.

DNS Server Enter the IP addresses of the DNS servers that you use with your environment, 
if any.

NTP Server Enter the IP address of the NTP server.

Pod CIDRs Enter a CIDR annotation to determine the IP range for vSphere Native Pods. 
You can use the default value.

Services CIDRs Enter a CIDR annotation to determine the IP range for Kubernetes services. 
You can use the default value.
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Option Description

Ingress CIDRs Enter a CIDR annotation that determines the ingress IP range for the 
Kubernetes services. This range is used for services of type load balancer and 
ingress.

Egress CIDRs Enter a CIDR annotation that determines the egress IP for Kubernetes services. 
Only one egress IP address is assigned for each namespace in the Supervisor 
Cluster. The egress IP is the IP address that the vSphere Pods in the particular 
namespace use to communicate outside of NSX-T Data Center.

 
9 In the Storage settings, configure storage for the Supervisor Cluster.

The storage policy you select for each of the following objects ensures that the object is placed on the 
datastore referenced in the storage policy. You can use the same or different storage policies for the 
objects.

Option Description

Control Plane Node Select the storage policy for placement of the control plane VMs.

Pod Ephemeral Disks Select the storage policy for placement of the vSphere Pods.

Container Image Cache Select the storage policy for placement of the cache of container images.
 

10 In the Ready to Complete section, review the settings and Finish.

The cluster is enabled with vSphere with Kubernetes and you can create Supervisor Namespaces to 
provide to DevOps engineers. Kubernetes control plane nodes are created on the hosts that are part 
of the cluster and the Spherelet process.

What to do next

Create and configure a Supervisor Namespace on the Supervisor Cluster. See Create and Configure a 
Supervisor Namespace

vSphere with Kubernetes Configuration Best Practices
Consider these best practices when you configure vSphere with Kubernetes on a vSphere cluster.

n Use vSAN datastore for the NSX Edges.

n If you use a vSAN datastore, ensure that the vSAN environment is properly sized for the workloads. 
The vSAN setup requires more memory as the kernel memory is used for vSAN. This reduces the 
memory available to the NSX Edge VMs. Use the vSAN calculator for appropriate sizing. For more 
information about vSAN sizing, see the following resources::

n https://blogs.vmware.com/virtualblocks/2015/11/11/vsan-design-sizing-memory-overhead-
considerations/

n https://www.vmbaggum.nl/2017/11/vsan-memory-consumption-calculator/

n https://communities.vmware.com/thread/572229
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n If you use NFS datastore, verify that it is shared across all hosts in the cluster. Create a unique NFS 
datastore for each NSX Edge node.

n Configure a dedicated resource pool for each NSX Edge cluster. Do not share the resource pool with 
other VMs.

n When you configure ESXi host overlay, use VLANs in the range 1-4094.

n When you configure Edge overlay, use VLANs in the range 1-4094.

Change Storage Settings on the Supervisor Cluster
Storage policies assigned to the Supervisor Cluster manage how such objects as a control plane VM, 
vSphere Pod, and container image cache are placed within datastores in the vSphere storage 
environment. As a vSphere administrator, you typically configure storage policies when enabling the 
Supervisor Cluster. If you need to make any changes in the storage policy assignments after initial 
Supervisor Cluster configuration, perform this task.

The changes you make to the storage settings apply only to new objects.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, navigate to the host cluster that has vSphere with Kubernetes enabled.

2 Click the Configure tab and click Storage under Namespaces.

3 Change storage policy assignments for the following items.

Option Description

Control Plane Node Select the storage policy for placement of the control plane VMs.

Pod Ephemeral Disks Select the storage policy for placement of the vSphere Pods.

Container Image Cache Select the storage policy for placement of the cache of container images.
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Working with Namespaces on a 
Supervisor Cluster 5
As a vSphere administrator, you can create namespaces on a Supervisor Cluster and configure them with 
resource quotas, storage, as well as set permissions for DevOps engineer users. Once you configure a 
namespace, you can provide it DevOps engineers, who run vSphere Pods and Kubernetes clusters 
created through the VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Create and Configure a Supervisor Namespace

n Configure Limitations on Kubernetes Objects on a Namespace

n Set Default Memory and CPU Reservations and Limits for Containers

n Using the Registry Service to Provide a Private Image Registry

n Change Storage Settings on a Namespace

Create and Configure a Supervisor Namespace
As a vSphere administrator, you create a Supervisor Namespace on the Supervisor Cluster. You set 
resources limits to the namespace and permissions so that DevOps engineers can access it. You provide 
the URL of the Kubernetes control plane to DevOps engineers where they can run Kubernetes workloads 
on the namespaces for which they have permissions.

Prerequisites

n Configure a cluster with vSphere with Kubernetes.

n Create users or groups for all DevOps engineers who will access the namespace.

n Create storage policies for persistent storage that vSphere Pods and pods inside a Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster use. Storage policies might define different types and classes of storage, for example, gold, 
silver, and bronze.

n Verify that you have the privilege.Namespaces.Manage.label on the Supervisor Cluster.

Procedure

1 From the vSphere Client home menu, select Workload Platform.

2 Click Namespaces and click Create Namespace.

3 Select the Supervisor Cluster where you want to place the namespace.
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4 Enter a name and a description and click Create.

The namespace is created on the Supervisor Cluster.

5 Set permissions so that DevOps engineers can access the namespace.

a From the Permissions pane, select Add Permissions.

b Select an identity source, a user or a group, and a role, and click OK.

6 Set persistent storage to the namespace.

Storage policies that you assign to the namespace control how persistent volumes and Tanzu 
Kubernetes cluster nodes are placed within datastores in the vSphere storage environment. The 
persistent volume claims that correspond to persistent volumes can originate from a vSphere Pod or 
from the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.

a From the Storage pane, select Add Storage.

b Select a storage policy to control datastore placement of persistent volumes and click OK.

After you assign the storage policy, vSphere with Kubernetes creates a matching Kubernetes storage 
class in the Supervisor Namespace. If you use VMware Tanzu™ Kubernetes Grid™ Service, the 
storage class is automatically replicated from the namespace to the Kubernetes cluster. When you 
assign multiple storage policies to the namespace, a separate storage class is created for each 
storage policy.

7 From the Capacity and Usage pane, select Edit Quotas and configure resource limitations to the 
namespace.

Option Description

CPU The amount of CPU resources to reserve for the namespace.

Memory The amount of memory to reserve for the namespace.

Total Storage Limit The total amount of storage space to reserve for the namespace.

Storage policies limits Set the amount of storage dedicated to each of the storage policies that you 
associated with the namespace.

 
A resource pool for the namespace is created on vCenter Server. The storage limitation determines 
the overall amount of storage that is available to the namespace whereas storage polices determine 
the placement of persistent volumes for vSphere Pods on the associated storage classes.

What to do next

Share the Kubernetes Control Plane URL with DevOps engineers as well as the user name they can use 
to log in to vCenter Server through kubectl. You can grant access to more than one namespace to a 
DevOps engineer.
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Configure Limitations on Kubernetes Objects on a 
Namespace
You can configure limitations for containers running inside the namespace as well as limitations for 
various Kubernetes objects. The limitations that you configure for an object depend on the specifics of 
your applications and the way you want them to consume resources within a namespace.

Prerequisites

n Verify that you have the Modify namespace configuration on the Supervisor Cluster.

Procedure

1 From the vSphere Client home menu, select Workload Platform.

2 Select a namespace, select Configure, and select Object Limits.

3 Configure object limits for the namespace.

The number of pods that you set will affect the number of vSphere Pods that you can deploy through 
deployments, jobs, replica sets, replication controllers, and so on.

Set Default Memory and CPU Reservations and Limits for 
Containers
You can set the default memory and CPU reservations and limits for containers on a namespace through 
the vSphere Client. DevOps engineers can later override these values in the pod specifications they 
define. Container requests translate to resource reservations on vSphere Pods.

Prerequisites

n Verify that you have the Modify namespace configuration on the Supervisor Cluster.

Procedure

1 From the vSphere Client home menu, select Workload Platform.

2 Select a namespace, select Configure, and click Resource Limits

3 Configure default memory and CPU reservations and limits for the containers in the namespace.

Option Description

CPU Request Set the default CPU reservation for containers in the namespace.

CPU Limit Set the default limit for CPU usage for containers in the namespace.

Memory Request Set the default memory reservation for containers in the namespace.

Memory Limit Set the default limit for memory usage for containers in the namespace.
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Using the Registry Service to Provide a Private Image 
Registry
You can enable a private image registry on a Supervisor Cluster through the Registry Service. One 
cluster can have one instance of a private image registry. All namespaces on a Supervisor Cluster are 
represented as projects in the private registry.

As a vSphere administrator, you enable the private image registry on the Supervisor Cluster. You provide 
the URL to the user interface of the private image registry to DevOps engineers, who can perform secure 
login with the Docker vSphere credential helper and Docker push and pull images to projects in the 
private image registry. Once an image is pushed to a project in the private image registry, DevOps 
engineers can deploy vSphere Pods from it.

In case DevOps engineers report that too many images are stored for a project, as a vSphere 
administrator you can purge the images for that project in the private image registry. Purging the images 
from a project deletes all references to these images, but does not delete them from the vSphere 
datastore. Every Saturday at 2 AM, the garbage collector service deletes all images from the entire 
private image registry that are not referenced by applications.

Enable a Private Image Registry Through the Registry Service on 
a Supervisor Cluster
As a vSphere administrator, you can enable a private image registry on the Supervisor Cluster through 
the Registry Service. DevOps engineers can push and pull images from the registry as well as deploy 
vSphere Pods by using these images.

Prerequisites

n Create a storage policy for placement of container images.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, browse to the cluster where you want to enable the image registry.

2 Select Configure.

3 Under Namespaces, select Image Registry.

4 Click Enable Harbor.

5 Select the storage policy for placement of container images.

Results

A private image registry becomes enabled after a few minutes. A special namespace is created for that 
instance of the private image registry. You cannot perform any operations on that namespace, it is read 
only for vSphere users.
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Every namespace on the Supervisor Cluster has a matching project with the same name as the private 
image registry. Every user or group that has edit or view permission to a namespace becomes a 
corresponding role member on the matching project with the same name in the private image registry. 
The lifecycle of projects and members of the private image registry is automatically managed and is 
linked to the lifecycle of namespaces and user or group permissions in namespaces.

What to do next

Provide the URL of the private image registry instance to the DevOps engineers.

Purge Images from the Private Image Registry
As a vSphere administrator, you can purge the images for a project in the private image registry by 
request from DevOps engineers. Purging images from the private image registry deletes all references to 
the images made by pods, but it does not remove the images from the image registry.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, navigate to the namespace.

2 Select Configure and select General.

3 Next to Embedded Registry, click Purge.

Change Storage Settings on a Namespace
Storage policies that a vSphere administrator assigns to a namespace in a Supervisor Cluster control 
how persistent volumes and Tanzu Kubernetes cluster nodes are placed within vSphere datastores. The 
persistent volume claims that correspond to persistent volumes can originate from a vSphere Pod or from 
a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. You can change the original storage policy assignments.

Prerequisites

Before deleting a storage policy from vCenter Server or a Supervisor Namespace, or changing the 
storage policy assignment, make sure that no persistent volume claim with the corresponding storage 
class runs in the namespace. Also, ensure that no Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is using the storage class.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, navigate to the namespace.

a From the vSphere Client home menu, select Workload Platform.

b Select the namespace.

2 Click the Storage tab and click Storage Policies.

3 Click the Edit icon to change storage policy assignments.
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Working with vSphere Pods 6
As a DevOps engineer, you can deploy and manage the life cycle of vSphere Pods within the resources 
boundaries of a namespace that is running on a Supervisor Cluster. You must have write permissions on 
a namespace to deploy vSphere Pods on it.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Authenticate to the Supervisor Cluster and Get Contexts

n Display Storage Classes in a Supervisor Namespace or Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster

n Deploy an Application on a Namespace 

n Scale Up and Down an Application

n Push Images to a Namespace on the Registry Service 

n Deploy an Application by Using an Image from Registry Service

n Deploy a Stateful Application

n Monitor Persistent Volumes

Authenticate to the Supervisor Cluster and Get Contexts
After the vSphere admin provides you with the IP address of the Kubernetes control plane on the 
Supervisor Cluster, you can log in to the Supervisor Cluster and obtain the contexts to which you have 
access. Contexts correspond to the namespaces on the Supervisor Cluster.

Prerequisites

n Get the IP address of the Kubernetes control plane on the Supervisor Cluster from your vSphere 
admin.

n Get your user account in vCenter Single Sign-On.

n Verify with your vSphere admin that you have permissions to access the contexts that you need.

Procedure

1 In a browser window, open the URL of the Kubernetes control plane.

2 Verity that the SHA256 checksum of the vsphere-plugin.zip matches the checksum from the 
sha256sum.txt file.
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3 Download the vsphere-plugin.zip file on you machine and set it on your OS's executable search 
path.

4 In a command prompt window, run the following command to log in to vCenter Server:

kubectl vsphere login --server=https://<server_adress> --vsphere-username <your user 

account name>

Results

The login API on the Kubernetes control plane is invoked. An authenticating proxy redirects a request for 
authentication to vCenter Single Sign-On. vCenter Server returns a JSON web token and adds it to the 
kubeconfig file. That token is sent to the Kubernetes control plane with every new kubectl command to 
authenticate the user.

Display Storage Classes in a Supervisor Namespace or 
Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster
After a vSphere administrator creates a storage policy and assigns it to the Supervisor Namespace, the 
storage policy appears as a matching Kubernetes storage class in the namespace and any available 
Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. As a DevOps engineer, you can verify that the storage class is available.

Your ability to run the commands depends on your permissions.

Prerequisites

Make sure that your vSphere administrator has created an appropriate storage policy and assigned the 
policy to the Supervisor Namespace.

Procedure

1 Use one of the following commands to verify that the storage classes are available.

n kubectl get storageclass

Note   This command is available only to a user with administrator privileges.

You get the output similar to the following. The name of the storage class matches the name of 
the storage policy on the vSphere side.

NAME     PROVISIONER               AGE

silver   csi.vsphere.vmware.com    2d 

gold     csi.vsphere.vmware.com    1d

n kubectl describe namespace namespace_name
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In the output, the name of the storage class appears as a part of the 
storageclass_name.storageclass.storage.k8s.io/requests.storage parameter. For 
example:

–––––––––––––––––

Name:                                                            namespace_name

 Resource                                                         Used  Hard

 --------                                                         ---   ---

 silver.storageclass.storage.k8s.io/requests.storage              1Gi   9223372036854775807

 gold.storageclass.storage.k8s.io/requests.storage                0     9223372036854775807

2 To check the amount of storage space available on the namespace, run the following command.

kubectl describe resourcequotas -namespace namespace

You get the output similar to the following.

Name:             ns-my-namespace

Namespace:        ns-my-namespace

Resource          Used  Hard

--------          ----  ----

requests.storage  0     200Gi

Deploy an Application on a Namespace
You can deploy an application on a namespace on a Supervisor Cluster. Once the application is 
deployed, the respective number of vSphere Pods are created on the Supervisor Cluster within the 
namespace.

You can also deploy applications from images that are stored in the Harbor image registry. See Deploy an 
Application by Using an Image from Registry Service.

Prerequisites

n Get the IP address of the Kubernetes control plane on the Supervisor Cluster from your vSphere 
admin.

n Get your user account in vCenter Single Sign-On.

n Verify with your vSphere admin that you have permissions to access the contexts that you need.

Procedure

1 Authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster.

kubectl vsphere login --server <makster URL> --vsphere-username <vSphere user account name> 

2 Switch to the context where you want to deploy the application.

kubectl config use-context <namespace>
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3 Deploy the application.

kubectl apply -f <application name>.yaml

Scale Up and Down an Application
You can scale up and down the number of replicas for each application that is running on a Supervisor 
Cluster.

Prerequisites

n Get the IP address of the Kubernetes control plane on the Supervisor Cluster from your vSphere 
admin.

n Get your user account in vCenter Single Sign-On.

n Verify with your vSphere admin that you have permissions to access the contexts that you need.

Procedure

1 Authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster.

kubectl vsphere login --server <control plane load balancer IP address> --vsphere-username 

<vSphere user account name> 

2 Scale up or scale down an application.

kubectl get deployments

kubectl scale deployment <deployment-name> --replicas=<number-of-replicas>

Push Images to a Namespace on the Registry Service
You can push images from Docker to a project on Registry Service. Projects in Registry Service 
correspond to namespaces on a Supervisor Cluster on vSphere with Kubernetes.

Prerequisites

n Verify that Registry Service is enabled on the Supervisor Cluster.

n Obtain the URL to the Registry Service user interface from your vSphere admin.

n Obtain your user account for which you have write permissions on the namespace that corresponds 
to the project on Registry Service where you want to push images.

n Get the IP address of the Kubernetes control plane on the Supervisor Cluster from your vSphere 
admin.

n Download the vSphere Docker Credential Helper plug-in from the page of the Kubernetes control 
plane and configure the plug-in on the executable file path of your system.
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Procedure

1 In a browser, log in to the Registry Service user interface through the Registry Service URL.

2 Click Registry Certificate to save the certificate on your machine.

3 Copy the certificate in the following directory, depending on your OS.

n Linux

/etc/docker/certs.d/<Container Registry IP> 

n Mac OS

security add-trusted-cert -d -r trustRoot -k ~/Library/Keychains/login.keychain ca.crt  

Once the import is complete, restart Docker.

4 Login to Registry Service with the vSphere Docker Credential Helper.

docker-credential-vsphere login <container-registry-IP>

5 Tag the image that you want to push to the project in Registry Service with same name as the 
namespace, where you want to use it:

docker tag <image-name>[:TAG] <container-registry-IP>/<project-name>/<image-name>[:TAG]

6 To push an image to a project in Harbor, run the following command:

docker push <container-registry-IP>/<namespace-name>/<image_name>

Example

Push the following image to Harbor image registry:

docker tag busybox:latest <container-registry-IP>/<namespace-name>/busybox:latest

docker push <container-registry-IP>/busybox/busybox:latest

What to do next

Deploy vSphere Pods by using images from the Harbor registry.

Deploy an Application by Using an Image from Registry 
Service
You can use images that are stored in Registry Service to deploy vSphere Pods in namespaces on the 
Supervisor Cluster.

Prerequisites

n Push images to a project in Registry Service that has the same name as the namespace where you 
want to deploy your application. See Push Images to a Namespace on the Registry Service .
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n Add the contents of the vspere-plugin.zip to the execution file path of your environment.

Procedure

1 Create a YAML file that contains the following parameters:

...

namespace: <namespace-name>

...

spec:

...

image: <image registry URL>/<namespace name>/<image name>

2 Login to the Supervisor Cluster:

kubectl vsphere login --server=https://<server_adress> --vsphere-username <your user account name>

3 Switch to the namespace where you want to deploy the application.

kubectl config use-context <namespace>

4 Deploy a vSphere Pod from that YAML file:

kubectl apply -f <yaml file name>.yaml

5 Run the following command to verify that the image is pulled from the Registry Service and the 
vSphere Pod is in running state:

kubectl describe pod/<yaml name>

Results

The YAML file that you created is deployed to the specified namespace by using the image from the 
project on Registry Service that is named after the namespace.

Example:
Create and deploy the following YAML file on the namespace demoapp1 by using the busybox image 
from the demoapp1 project in Registry Service:

apiVersion: v1

kind: Pod

metadata:

  name: busybox

  namespace: demoapp1

spec:

  containers:

  - name: busybox

    image: <harbor_IP>/demoapp1/busybox:latest

    command:
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      - sleep

      - "3600"

    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent

  restartPolicy: Always

Deploy a Stateful Application
Stateful applications, for example databases, save data between sessions and require persistent storage 
to store the data. The retained data is called the application's state. You can later retrieve the data and 
use it in the next session. Kubernetes offers persistent volumes as objects capable of retaining their state 
and data.

In the vSphere environment, the persistent volume objects are backed by virtual disks that reside on 
datastores. Datastores are represented by storage policies. After the vSphere administrator creates a 
storage policy, for example gold, and assigns it to a namespace in a Supervisor Cluster, the storage 
policy appears as a matching Kubernetes storage class in the Supervisor Namespace and any available 
Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

As a DevOps engineer, you can use the storage class in your persistent volume claim specifications. You 
can then deploy an application that uses storage from the persistent volume claim.

Prerequisites

Make sure that your vSphere administrator has created an appropriate storage policy and assigned the 
policy to the namespace.

Procedure

1 Access your namespace in the vSphere Kubernetes environment.

See Authenticate to the Supervisor Cluster and Get Contexts.

2 Verify that the storage classes are available.

See Display Storage Classes in a Supervisor Namespace or Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster.
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3 Create a persistent volume claim.

a Create a YAML file that contains the persistent volume claim configuration.

In this example, the file references the gold storage class.

apiVersion: v1

kind: PersistentVolumeClaim

metadata:

  name: my-pvc

spec:

  accessModes:

    - ReadWriteOnce

  storageClassName: gold

  resources:

    requests:

        storage: 3Gi

           

b Apply the persistent volume claim to the Kubernetes cluster.

kubectl apply -f pvc_name.yaml

This command creates a Kubernetes persistent volume and a vSphere volume with a backing 
virtual disk that satisfies the claim's storage requirements.

c Check the status of the persistent volume claim.

kubectl get pvc my-pvc

The output shows that the volume is bound to the persistent volume claim.

NAME     STATUS    VOLUME   CAPACITY   ACCESSMODES   STORAGECLASS   AGE

my-pvc   Bound     my-pvc   2Gi        RWO           gold           30s
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4 Create a pod that mounts your persistent volume.

a Create a YAML file that includes the persistent volume.

The file contains these parameters.

...

volumes:

    - name: my-pvc

      persistentVolumeClaim:

        claimName: my-pvc

b Deploy a pod from the YAML file.

kubectl create -f pv_pod_name.yaml

c Verify that the pod has been created.

kubectl get pod

NAME       READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE

pod_name   1/1     Ready     0          40s

Results

The pod that you configured uses persistent storage described in the persistent volume claim.

What to do next

The vSphere administrator can review and monitor the persistent volume in the vSphere Client. See 
Monitor Persistent Volumes.

Monitor Persistent Volumes
When DevOps engineers deploy a stateful application with a persistent volume claim, vSphere with 
Kubernetes creates a persistent volume object and a matching persistent virtual disk. As a vSphere 
administrator, you can review details of the persistent volume in the vSphere Client. You can also monitor 
its storage compliance and health status.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, navigate to the namespace that has persistent volumes.

a From the vSphere Client home menu, select Workload Platform.

b Click the namespace.

2 Click the Storage tab and click Persistent Volume Claims.

The vSphere Client lists all persistent volume claim objects and corresponding volumes available in 
the namespace.
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3 To view details of a selected persistent volume claim, click the name of the volume in the Persistent 
Volume Name column.
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4 On the Container Volumes page, check the volume's health status and storage policy compliance.

a Click the Details icon, and switch between the Basics and Kubernetes objects tabs to view 
additional information for the Kubernetes persistent volume.

b Verify the storage compliance status.

You can see one of the following in the Compliance Status column.

Compliance Status Description

Compliant The datastore where the virtual disk backing the volume resides has the storage capabilities that 
the policy requires.

Out of Date This status indicates that the policy has been edited, but the new storage requirements have not 
been communicated to the datastore. To communicate the changes, reapply the policy to the 
volume that is out of date.

Noncompliant The datastore supports specified storage requirements, but cannot currently satisfy the storage 
policy. For example, the status might become Noncompliant when physical resources of the 
datastore are unavailable. You can bring the datastore into compliance by making changes in the 
physical configuration of your host cluster, for example by adding hosts or disks to the cluster. If 
additional resources satisfy the storage policy, the status changes to Compliant.
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Compliance Status Description

Not Applicable The storage policy references datastore capabilities that are not supported by the datastore.

c If the compliance status is Out of Date, select the volume and click Reapply Policy.

The status changes to Compliant.
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Running Tanzu Kubernetes 
Clusters in vSphere with 
Kubernetes 7
You can deploy container-based workloads on vSphere by provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using 
the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service declarative API. The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service provides native 
integration with vSphere and full lifecycle management of Kubernetes clusters. A Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster includes support for authentication, storage, networking, and cloud operations. You interact with 
the service and provisioned clusters using familiar interfaces, including the vSphere Client and the 
Kubernetes CLI.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Connecting to the Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Environment

n Creating Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

n Deploying Workloads to Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

n Operating Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

Connecting to the Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Environment
You can connect to Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using various methods and authenticate based on your 
role and objective.

Download and Install the Kubernetes CLI Tools for vSphere
You can use Kubernetes CLI Tools for vSphere to view and control vSphere with Kubernetes namespaces 
and clusters.

The Kubernetes CLI Tools download package includes two executables: the standard open-source 
kubectl and the vSphere Plugin for kubectl. The kubectl CLI has a pluggable architecture. The vSphere 
Plugin for kubectl extends the commands available to kubectl so that you connect to the Supervisor 
Cluster and to Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using vCenter Single Sign-On credentials.

Note   As a best practice, download and install the latest edition of the vSphere Plugin for kubectl.

Prerequisites

n Get the link for the Kubernetes CLI Tools download page from your vSphere administrator.
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n Alternatively, if you have access to the vCenter Server, get the link as follows:

n Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client.

n Navigate to vSphere Cluster > Namespaces > Supervisor Namespace.

n Select the Summary tab and locate the Status area on this page.

n Select Open beneath the Link to CLI Tools heading to open the download page. Or, you can 
Copy the link.

Procedure

1 Using a browser, navigate to the Kubernetes CLI Tools download URL for your environment.

2 Select the operating system.

3 Download the vsphere-plugin.zip file.

4 Extract the contents of the ZIP file to a working directory.

The vsphere-plugin.zip package contains two executable files: kubectl and vSphere Plugin for 
kubectl. kubectl is the standard Kubernetes CLI. kubectl-vsphere is the vSphere Plugin for kubectl 
to help you authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster and Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using your 
vCenter Single Sign-On credentials.

5 Add the location of both executables to your system's PATH variable.

6 To verify the installation of the kubectl CLI, start a shell, terminal, or command prompt session and 
run the command kubectl.

You see the kubectl banner message, and the list of command-line options for the CLI.

7 To verify the installation of the vSphere Plugin for kubectl, run the command kubectl vsphere.

You see the vSphere Plugin for kubectl banner message, and the list of command-line options for the 
plugin.

What to do next

Download and Install TLS Certificates.

Download and Install TLS Certificates
To log in securely to Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, download and install the root CA certificate for the 
vCenter Server and the latest edition of the vSphere Plugin for kubectl.

vCenter Server CA Certificate
vSphere with Kubernetes supports vCenter Single Sign-On for cluster access using the vSphere Plugin 
for kubectl command kubectl vsphere login ….

To log in securely to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster using the plugin, you need the root CA certificate for the 
vCenter Server, or the custom CA certificate if your vSphere administrator replaced the root CA 
certificate.
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To download and install the vCenter Server root CA certificate, refer to the VMware knowledge base 
article How to download and install vCenter Server root certificates.

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster CA Certificate
To connect securely with the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster API server using the kubectl CLI, you need to the 
Tanzu Kubernetes cluster CA certificate.

If you are using the latest edition of the vSphere Plugin for kubectl, the first time you log in to the Tanzu 
Kubernetes cluster, the plugin installs the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster CA certificate for you. This certificate 
is stored in the Kubernetes secret named TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-ca. The plugin uses this 
certificate to populate the CA information in the corresponding cluster's certificate authority datastore.

If you are updating vSphere with Kubernetes, make sure you update to the latest version of the plugin. 
See Update the vSphere Plugin for kubectl.

Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On 
User
To provision Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service, you connect to the 
Supervisor Cluster using the vSphere Plugin for kubectl and authenticate with your vCenter Single Sign-
On credentials.

After you log in to the Supervisor Cluster, the vSphere Plugin for kubectl generates the context for the 
cluster. In Kubernetes, a configuration context contains a cluster, a namespace, and a user. You can view 
the cluster context in the file .kube/config. This file is commonly called the kubeconfig file.

Note   If you have an existing kubeconfig file, it is appended with each cluster context. The vSphere 
Plugin for kubectl respects the KUBECONFIG environment variable that kubectl itself uses. Although not 
required, it can be useful to set this variable before running kubectl vsphere login ... so that the 
information is written to a new file, instead of being added to your current kubeconfig file.

Prerequisites

n Get your vCenter Single Sign-On credentials.

n Get the IP address of the Supervisor Cluster control plane.

n Get the name of the Supervisor Namespace.

n Get confirmation that you have Edit permissions on the Supervisor Namespace.

n Download and Install the Kubernetes CLI Tools for vSphere.

Procedure

1 To view the command syntax and options for logging in, run the following command.

kubectl vsphere login --help
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2 To connect to the Supervisor Cluster, run the following command.

kubectl vsphere login --server=SUPERVISOR-CLUSTER-CONTROL-PLANE-IP-ADDRESS 

--vsphere-username VCENTER-SSO-USER

For example:

kubectl vsphere login --server=10.92.42.13 

--vsphere-username administrator@example.com

This action creates a configuration file with the JSON Web Token (JWT) to authenticate to the 
Kubernetes API.

3 To authenticate, enter the password for the user.

After you connect to the Supervisor Cluster, you are presented with the configuration contexts can 
access. For example:

You have access to the following contexts:

tanzu-ns-1

tkg-cluster-1

tkg-cluster-2

4 To view details of the configuration contexts which you can access to, run the following kubectl 
command:

kubectl config get-contexts

The CLI displays the details for each available context.

What to do next

Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-
On User
You can connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster using the vSphere Plugin for kubectl and authenticate 
with your vCenter Single Sign-On credentials.

After you log in to the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, the vSphere Plugin for kubectl generates the context for 
the cluster. In Kubernetes, a configuration context contains a cluster, a namespace, and a user. You can 
view the cluster context in the file .kube/config. This file is commonly called the kubeconfig file.

Note   If you have an existing kubeconfig file, it is appended with each cluster context. The vSphere 
Plugin for kubectl respects the KUBECONFIG environment variable that kubectl itself uses. Although not 
required, it can be useful to set this variable before running kubectl vsphere login ... so that the 
information is written to a new file, instead of being added to your current kubeconfig file.
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Prerequisites

Obtain the following information from your vSphere administrator:

n Get your vCenter Single Sign-On credentials.

n Get the IP address of the Supervisor Cluster control plane.

n Get the name of the Supervisor Namespace.

n Download and Install the Kubernetes CLI Tools for vSphere.

Procedure

1 To view the command syntax and options for logging in, run the following command.

kubectl vsphere login --help

2 To connect to the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, run the following command.

kubectl vsphere login --server=SUPERVISOR-CLUSTER-CONTROL-PLANE-IP 

--tanzu-kubernetes-cluster-name TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME 

--tanzu-kubernetes-cluster-namespace SUPERVISOR-NAMESPACE-WHERE-THE-CLUSTER-IS-DEPLOYED 

--vsphere-username VCENTER-SSO-USER-NAME

For example:

kubectl vsphere login --server=10.92.42.137 

--tanzu-kubernetes-cluster-name tanzu-kubernetes-cluster-01 

--tanzu-kubernetes-cluster-namespace tanzu-ns-1 

--vsphere-username administrator@example.com

This action creates a configuration file with the JSON Web Token (JWT) to authenticate to the 
Kubernetes API.

3 To authenticate, enter your vCenter Single Sign-On password.

If the operation is successful, you see the message Logged in successfully, and you can run 
kubectl commands against the cluster. If the command returns Error from server (Forbidden), 
typically this error means you do not have the required permissions. For more information, see 
Troubleshoot vCenter Single Sign-On Connection Errors.

4 To get a list of contexts available to you, run the following command:

kubectl config get-contexts

This command lists the configuration contexts you have access to. You see a configuration context for 
the target cluster, such as tkg-cluster-01.

5 To use the context for the target cluster, run the following command:

kubectl config use-context CLUSTER-NAME
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6 To list cluster nodes, run the following command:

kubectl get nodes

You see the control plane and worker nodes in this cluster.

7 To list all the cluster pods, run the following command:

kubectl get pods -A

You see all the pods in this cluster across all Kubernetes namespaces that you have access to. If you 
have not deployed any workloads, you do not see any pods in the default namespace.

Connect to the Control Plane as the Kubernetes Administrator
You can connect to the cluster control plane as the kubernetes-admin user to troubleshoot Tanzu 
Kubernetes cluster problems.

A valid kubeconfig file for a provisioned Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is available on the Supervisor Cluster 
as a secret object named CLUSTER-NAME-kubeconfig. You can use this secret to connect to the cluster 
control plane as the kubernetes-admin user. This might be necessary if vCenter Single Sign-On is 
unavailable. For more information about this secret, see Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Secrets.

Prerequisites

Connect to the Supervisor Cluster. See Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On 
User.

Procedure

1 Switch context to the Supervisor Namespace where the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is provisioned.

kubectl config use-context SUPERVISOR-NAMESPACE

2 View the secret by running the following command.

kubectl get secrets

This command returns several secret objects used in the namespace. The secret you need for this 
purpose is named CLUSTER-NAME-kubeconfig. For more information about this secret object, see 
Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Secrets.

3 Access the secret by running the following command.

Note   The credential to decrypt the password is Base64 encoded. On Linux use -d to decode it. On 
Mac use -D.

kubectl get secret CLUSTER-NAME-kubeconfig -o jsonpath='{.data.value}' | base64 -d > tkg-cluster-

kubeconfig-admin
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This command writes the decoded secret to a local file named tkg-cluster-kubeconfig-admin. You 
can use the cat command to read the file and verify it.

4 Connect to the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster as the Kuberentes administrator using the decoded tkg-
cluster-kubeconfig-admin file.

There are two options to do this:

Option Description

--kubeconfig <path\to\kubeconfig> Use the --kubeconfig flag and the path to the local kubeconfig file. For example, 
assuming the kubeconfig file is in the same directory where you are running the 
command: kubectl --kubeconfig tkg-cluster-kubeconfig-admin get nodes

KUBECONFIG Set your KUBECONFIG environment variable to point to the decoded kubeconfig 
file and run kubectl, such as kubectl get nodes.

 

SSH to Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Nodes as the System User
You can access and troubleshoot Tanzu Kubernetes cluster nodes as the vmware-system-user using the 
SSH protocol.

For troubleshooting, you can connect through SSH to any Tanzu Kubernetes cluster node as the vmware-
system-user user. The secret that contains the SSH private key is named CLUSTER-NAME-ssh. For more 
information about this secret, see Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Secrets.

Prerequisites

Connect to the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. See Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a vCenter 
Single Sign-On User.

Procedure

1 Create an environment variable named NAMESPACE whose value is the name of the Supervisor 
Namespace.

export NAMESPACE=YOUR-SUPERVISOR-NAMESPACE

2 Switch context to the Supervisor Namespace where the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is provisioned.

kubectl config use-context $NAMESPACE

3 Run the following kubectl command to view the YOUR-CLUSTER-NAME-ssh secret object.

kubectl get secrets

For more information about the YOUR-CLUSTER-NAME-ssh secret object, see Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster 
Secrets.
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4 Create a jump box pod using the following jumpbox.yaml pod spec. Replace the values for namespace 
and secretName with values that match your environment.

apiVersion: v1

kind: Pod

metadata:

  name: jumpbox

  namespace: YOUR-NAMESPACE                     #REPLACE YOUR-NAMESPACE

spec:

  containers:

  - image: "photon:3.0"

    name: jumpbox

    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]

    args: [ "yum install -y openssh-server; mkdir /root/.ssh; cp /root/ssh/ssh-privatekey /

root/.ssh/id_rsa; chmod 600 /root/.ssh/id_rsa; while true; do sleep 30; done;" ]

    volumeMounts:

      - mountPath: "/root/ssh"

        name: ssh-key

        readOnly: true

  volumes:

    - name: ssh-key

      secret:

        secretName: YOUR-CLUSTER-NAME-ssh         #REPLACE YOUR-CLUSTER-NAME

5 Provision the jump box pod by applying the jumpbox.yaml spec.

kubectl apply -f jumpbox.yaml

6 Create an environment variable with the IP address of the target cluster node by running the following 
set of commands.

a Get the name of the target virtual machine.

kubectl get virtualmachines

b Create an environment variable named VMNAME whose value is the name of the target node.

export VMNAME=NAME-OF-THE-VIRTUAL-MACHINE

c Create an environment variable named VMIP whose value is the IP address of the target node 
VM.

export VMIP=$(kubectl -n $NAMESPACE get virtualmachine/$VMNAME -o jsonpath='{.status.vmIp}')

7 SSH to the cluster node using the jump box pod by running the following command.

kubectl exec -it jumpbox  /usr/bin/ssh vmware-system-user@$VMIP
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What to do next

Once you have authenticated, you may need to use sudo or sudo su to perform certain operations, such 
as restarting kubelet.

Connect to a Cluster Node as the System User with a Password
You can connect to any cluster node as the vmware-system-user using a password to troubleshoot a 
Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. You can provide the password over SSH or using the virtual machine console.

You can connect to a cluster node as the vmware-system-user user with a password. The password is 
stored as a secret named CLUSTER-NAME-ssh-password. The password is base64 encoded in .data.ssh-
passwordkey. You can provide over an SSH session, or by accessing the virtual machine's console using 
the vSphere Client. For more information about this secret, see Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Secrets.

Prerequisites

Connect to the Supervisor Cluster. See Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-
On User.

Procedure

1 Switch context to the Supervisor Namespace where the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is provisioned.

kubectl config use-context NAMESPACE

2 View the secret.

kubectl get secrets

3 Get the password for the target cluster, decode it, and write it to a local file.

kubectl get secret CLUSTER-NAME-ssh-password -o jsonpath='{.data.ssh-passwordkey}' | base64 -d > 

tkg-cluster-password

Note   The credential to decrypt the password is Base64 encoded. On Linux use -d to decode it. On 
Mac use -D.

The command writes the password to a local file named tkg-cluster-password.

4 Get the IP address of the target cluster node virtual machine.

kubectl get virtualmachines
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5 Log in to the target virtual machine node remotely using SSH, or by using the web console.

Option Description

Log in using SSH a Run a shell or terminal session.

b Run the following command:

ssh vmware-system-user@NODE-IP-ADDRESS

c Enter the password at the prompt.

Log in using the Web Console a Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client.

b Select Menu > VMs and Templates.

c Locate the virtual machine in the vSphere inventory.

d Click Launch Web Console and select OK.

e Enter the user name vmware-system-user at the prompt.

f Enter the password at the prompt.
 

Grant Developer Access to Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
Developers are the target users of Kubernetes. Once a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is provisioned, you can 
grant developer access using vCenter Single Sign-On authentication.

Authentication for Developers
A cluster administrator can grant cluster access to other users, such as developers. Developers can 
deploy pods to clusters directly using their user accounts, or indirectly using service accounts. For more 
information, see Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

n For user account authentication, Tanzu Kubernetes clusters support vCenter Single Sign-On users 
and groups. The user or group can be local to the vCenter Server, or synchronized from a supported 
directory server.

n For service account authentication, you can use service tokens. For more information, see the 
Kubernetes documentation.

Adding Developer Users to a Cluster
To grant cluster access to developers:

1 Define a Role or ClusterRole for the user or group and apply it to the cluster. For more information, 
see the Kubernetes documentation.

2 Create a RoleBinding or ClusterRoleBinding for the user or group and apply it to the cluster. See the 
following example.

Example RoleBinding
To grant access to a vCenter Single Sign-On user or group, the subject in the RoleBinding must contain 
either of the following values for the name parameter.
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Table 7-1. Supported User and Group Fields

Field Description

sso:USER-NAME@DOMAIN For example, a local user name, such as 
sso:joe@vsphere.local.

sso:GROUP-NAME@DOMAIN For example, a group name from a directory server integrated 
with the vCenter Server, such as sso:devs@ldap.example.com.

The following example RoleBinding binds the vCenter Single Sign-On local user named Joe to the default 
ClusterRole named edit. This role permits read/write access to most objects in a namespace, in this case 
the default namespace.

kind: RoleBinding

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1

metadata:

  name: rolebinding-cluster-user-joe

  namespace: default

roleRef:

  kind: ClusterRole

  name: edit                             #Default ClusterRole

  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

subjects:

- kind: User

  name: sso:joe@vsphere.local            #sso:<username>@<domain>

  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

Creating Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
You create Tanzu Kubernetes clusters by invoking the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service declarative API 
using the kubectl CLI and a cluster specification defined using YAML.

Workflow for Creating Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
You provision Tanzu Kubernetes clusters by invoking the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service declarative API. 
Once a cluster is provisioned, you can use custom resources to manage it, and deploy workloads using 
kubectl.

Workflow for Creating Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
The workflow provides a high-level overview of the provisioning process. Each of the steps has links for 
more information about the specific task.

1 Verify with your vSphere administrator that the following prerequisites are completed.

a vSphere with Kubernetes (Workload Management) is enabled for your data center.

b A Supervisor Namespace is created and configured for hosting the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.

n Edit permissions are added for one or more DevOps engineers to access the Supervisor 
Namespace using their vCenter Single Sign-On credentials.

n A tag-based storage policy is defined and associated with the Supervisor Namespace.
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n Capacity and usage quotas are verified and adjusted, as necessary.

2 To host the OVA files to create Tanzu Kubernetes cluster nodes, create a Subscribed Content Library 
on a shared datastore . For more information, see Create a Subscribed Content Library for Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.

3 To connect to and operate Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, download and install the Kubernetes CLI Tools 
for vSphere. For more information, see Download and Install the Kubernetes CLI Tools for vSphere.

4 To provision Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster. For more 
information, see Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

5 To define the specification for a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, create the cluster configuration YAML file 
as follows.

a To review the list of configuration parameters for provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, see 
Configuration Parameters for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

b To list the available virtual machine classes and decide which to use, run the following command. 
For more information, see Virtual Machine Class Types for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

kubectl describe virtualmachineclasses

c To determine available storage classes and decide which to use, run the following command. For 
more information, see Storage in vSphere with Kubernetes.

kubectl describe namespace

d To list available Kubernetes software versions, run the following command.

kubectl get virtualmachineimages

e To construct the YAML file for provisioning the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, use the information 
gleaned from substeps a, b, c, and d, and refer to the examples: Example YAML Files for 
Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

6 To provision the cluster, run the following command. For more information, see Provision a Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster.

kubectl apply -f CLUSTER-NAME.yaml

7 To monitor the deployment of cluster nodes, use the vSphere Client and kubectl. For more 
information, see Monitor Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Status Using the vSphere Client and Monitor 
Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Status Using kubectl.

8 To log in to the cluster, use the vSphere Plugin for kubectl. For more information, see Connect to a 
Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

9 To verify Tanzu Kubernetes cluster creation, deploy an example workload. For more information, see 
the following topics:

n Tanzu Kubernetes Workload Example
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n Tanzu Kubernetes Service Load Balancer Example

n Tanzu Kubernetes Ingress Example

n Tanzu Kubernetes Persistent Volume Claim Example

Note   Tanzu Kubernetes clusters have pod security policy enabled. Depending on the workload and 
user, you might need to create an appropriate RoleBinding or custom PodSecurityPolicy. For more 
information, see Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

Create a Subscribed Content Library for Tanzu Kubernetes 
Clusters
The vSphere administrator configures a Subscribed Content Library on the Supervisor Cluster. The virtual 
machine image that is used for the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster nodes is pulled from this library.

A Subscribed Content Library originates from a Published Content Library. After the subscription is 
created, the system synchronizes it with the published library. To create the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster 
nodes, VMware publishes a Photon OS OVA library to which you subscribe. After the subscriber is 
synchronized with the publisher, you associate the content library with the Supervisor Cluster.

There are two ways to synchronize images.

n On demand. The Content Library downloads subscribed images on demand.

n On publish. The Content Library automatically synchronizes subscribed images when published.

Download on demand requires less storage space, which is an important consideration as more images 
containing different Kubernetes versions are published. However, the first time you use a new version, 
you have to wait for it to download.

Note   If the Subscribed Content Library reaches the storage capacity of its datastore, you must migrate 
the clusters to use a new library. See Migrate Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters to a New Content Library.

Prerequisites

The following privileges are required to create a Subscribed Content Library:

n Content library.Create local library or Content library.Create subscribed library on the vCenter 
Server instance where you want to create the library.

n Datastore.Allocate space on the destination datastore.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, select Menu > Content Libraries.

2 Click the Create a new content library icon.

The New Content Library wizard opens.
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3 Enter identification information at the Name and location page.

a Enter a Name for the Content Library.

b For the vCenter Server, select the vCenter Server instance where the Supervisor Cluster is 
configured.

c Click Next.

4 Provide content library configuration details at the Configure content library page.

a Select the menu item Subscribed content library.

b In the Subscription URL text box, enter the URL address of the published library: https://wp-
content.vmware.com/v2/latest/lib.json.

c For the Download content option, select the option Download library content only when 
needed, which downloads the OVA on demand.

d Click Next.

5 When prompted, accept the SSL certificate thumbprint.

The SSL certificate thumbprint is stored on your system until you delete the subscribed content library 
from the inventory.

6 On the Add storage page, select a datastore as a storage location for the content library contents 
and click Next.

7 On the Ready to complete page, review the details and click Finish.

8 On the Content Libraries page, confirm that the library is synchronized.

9 Navigate to the Menu > Hosts and Clusters view.

10 In the vSphere inventory, select the vSphere cluster object and select the Configure tab.

11 Select the Namespaces > General option.

12 For the Content Library, click Edit.

13 Click Add Library.

14 Select the Kubernetes Subscribed Content Library you created.

15 To finish the procedure, click OK .

Provision a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster
You provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster using a declarative YAML file that invokes the Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid Service API.

Prerequisites

n Get the IP address of the Supervisor Cluster control plane.

n Get the name of the Supervisor Namespace where you plan to deploy the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.
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n Create and associate a Subscribed Content Library. See Create a Subscribed Content Library for 
Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

n Authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster. See Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single 
Sign-On User.

Procedure

1 Switch to the namespace where you want to deploy the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.

kubectl config use-context SUPERVISOR-NAMESPACE

For example:

kubectl config use-context sns-1

2 Select an image version.

a Get a list of the available content images and the Kubernetes version that the image provides.

kubectl get virtualmachineimages

Example result:

NAME                                            VERSION                         OSTYPE

photon-3-k8s-v1.16.4---vmware.1-tkg.1.baa5e61   v1.16.4+vmware.1-tkg.1.baa5e61  

vmwarePhoton64Guest

b To view more information about the available images, run the following command.

kubectl describe virtualmachineimages

c Determine the image version that you want to use. For example, v1.16.6+vmware.1-tkg.1.886c781.

Note   The example shows the fully qualified semantic version. Version shortcuts are supported, 
such as version: v1.16.6 and version: v1.16. See Configuration Parameters for Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.

3 Create a YAML file with the required configuration parameters to define the cluster.

a Start with one of the example YAML files. See Example YAML Files for Provisioning Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.

b Craft the YAML to suit your specifications by referring to the list supported parameters. See 
Configuration Parameters for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

4 Provision the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster using the following kubectl command.

kubectl apply -f CLUSTER-NAME.yaml

5 To monitor cluster provisioning and node creation, use the vSphere Client. See Monitor Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster Status Using the vSphere Client.
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6 To verify that the cluster is successfully provisioned, run the following kubectl commands.

a To list the clusters provisioned in the namespace, run the following command.

kubectl get tanzukubernetesclusters

Sample result:

NAME         CONTROL PLANE  WORKER  DISTRIBUTION                    AGE  PHASE

tkc-cluster  1              1       v1.16.4+vmware.1-tkg.1.886c781  6d5h running

b To view details on a specific cluster, run the following command.

kubectl describe tanzukubernetescluster CLUSTER-NAME

Note   For additional commands, see Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Operational Commands.

7 To verify that the cluster is successfully provisioned, log in. See Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes 
Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

8 To debug the provisioning of a cluster, run the following command.

kubectl get tanzukubernetescluster,cluster-

api,virtualmachinesetresourcepolicy,virtualmachineservice,virtualmachine

Note   For additional troubleshooting, see Troubleshooting Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

Configuration Parameters for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service API exposes several parameters for provisioning and updating Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters.

Parameters for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
This table lists and describes all YAML parameters and acceptable values for cluster provisioning.

Note   This table is a reference for all cluster provisioning parameters. To view the hierarchy of the 
parameters in example YAML files, see Example YAML Files for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

Table 7-2. Parameters for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

Name Value Description

apiVersion run.tanzu.vmware.com/v1alpha1 Specifies the version of the Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid Service API.

kind TanzuKubernetesCluster Specifies the type of Kubernetes resource 
to create. The only allowed value is 
TanzuKubernetesCluster (case-sensitive).
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Table 7-2. Parameters for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters (continued)

Name Value Description

metadata Not applicable Includes cluster metadata, such as name 
and namespace. This is standard 
Kubernetes metadata, so you can use 
generateName instead of name, add labels 
and annotations, and so on.

name A user-defined string that accepts 
alphanumeric characters and dashes, 
for example: my-tkg-cluster-1

Specifies the name of the cluster to 
create. Current cluster naming 
constraints:

n Name length must be 41 characters 
or less.

n Name must begin with a letter.

n Name may contain letters, numbers, 
and hyphens.

n Name must end with a letter or a 
number.

namespace A user-defined string that accepts 
alphanumeric characters and dashes, 
for example: my-sns-1

Identifies the name of the Supervisor 
Namespace where the cluster will be 
deployed. This is a reference to a 
Supervisor Namespace that exists on the 
Supervisor Cluster.

spec Not applicable Includes the specification, expressed in 
declarative fashion, for the end-state of 
the cluster, including the node toplogy 
and Kubernetes software distribution.

topology Not applicable Includes fields that describe the number, 
purpose, and organization of cluster 
nodes and the resources allocated to 
each. Cluster nodes are grouped into 
pools based on their intended purpose: 
either control-plane or worker. Each pool 
is homogeneous, having the same 
resource allocation and using the same 
storage.

controlPlane Not applicable Specifies the topology of the cluster 
control plane, including the number of 
nodes (count), type of VM (class), and 
the storage resources allocated for each 
node (storageClass).

count An integer that is either 1 or 3 Specifies the number of control plane 
nodes. The control plane must have an 
odd number of nodes.
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Table 7-2. Parameters for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters (continued)

Name Value Description

class A system-defined element in the form of 
a string from an enumerated set, for 
example: guaranteed-small or best-
effort-large

Specifies the name of the 
VirtualMachineClass that describes the 
virtual hardware settings to be used each 
node in the pool. This controls the 
hardware available to the node (CPU and 
memory) as well as the requests and 
limits on those resources. See Virtual 
Machine Class Types for Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.

storageClass node-storage (for example) Identifies the storage class to be used for 
storage of the disks which store the root 
file systems of the control plane nodes. 
Run kubectl describe ns on the 
namespace to view the available storage 
classes. The available storage classes for 
the namespace depend on the storage set 
by the vSphere administrator. Storage 
classes associated with the Supervisor 
Namespace are replicated in the cluster. 
In other words, the storage class must be 
available on the Supervisor Namespace 
to be a valid value for this field.

workers Not applicable Specifies the topology of the cluster 
worker nodes, including the number of 
nodes (count), type of VM (class), and 
the storage resources allocated for each 
node (storageClass).

count An integer between 0 and 150, for 
example: 1 or 2 or 7

Specifies the number of worker nodes in 
the cluster. A cluster with zero worker 
nodes can be created, allowing for a 
cluster with only control plane nodes. 
There is no hard maximum for the number 
of worker nodes, but a reasonable limit is 
150.

class A system-defined element in the form of 
a string from an enumerated set, for 
example: guaranteed-small or best-
effort-large

Specifies the name of the 
VirtualMachineClass that describes the 
virtual hardware settings to be used each 
node in the pool. This controls the 
hardware available to the node (CPU and 
memory) as well as the requests and 
limits on those resources. See Virtual 
Machine Class Types for Tanzu 
Kubernetes Clusters.
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Table 7-2. Parameters for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters (continued)

Name Value Description

storageClass node-storage (for example) Identifies the storage class to be used for 
storage of the disks that store the root file 
systems of the worker nodes. Run 
kubectl describe ns on the namespace 
to list available storage classes. The 
available storage classes for the 
namespace depend on the storage set by 
the vSphere administrator. Storage 
classes associated with the Supervisor 
Namespace are replicated in the cluster. 
In other words, the storage class must be 
available on the Supervisor Namespace 
to be valid.

distribution Not applicable Indicates the distribution for the cluster: 
the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster software 
installed on the control plane and worker 
nodes, including Kubernetes itself.

version Alphanumeric string with dashes 
representing the Kubernetes version, for 
example: v1.16.6+vmware.1-tkg.1 or 
v1.16.6 or v1.16

Specifies the software version of the 
Kubernetes distribution to install on 
cluster nodes using semantic version 
notation. Can specify the fully qualified 
version or use version shortcuts, such as 
"version: v1.16.6", which is resolved to the 
most recent image matching that patch 
version, or "version: v1.16", which is 
resolved to the most recent matching 
patch version. The resolved version 
displays as the "fullVersion" on the cluster 
description after you have created it.

settings Not applicable Identifies optional runtime configuration 
information for the cluster, including node 
network details and persistent storage for 
pods.

network Not applicable Specifies network-related settings for the 
cluster.

cni Not applicable Identifies the Container Networking 
Interface (CNI) plug-in for the cluster. The 
default is Calico.

name calico Specifies the CNI to use. Currently only 
Calico is supported. Any other value is not 
valid.

services Not applicable Identifies network settings for Kubernetes 
services. Default is 10.96.0.0/12.
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Table 7-2. Parameters for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters (continued)

Name Value Description

cidrBlocks ["198.51.100.0/12"] (for example) Specifies a range of IP addresses to use 
for Kubernetes services. Default is 
10.96.0.0/12. Must not overlap with the 
settings chosen for the Supervisor 
Cluster. Although this field is an array, 
allowing for multiple ranges, Calico only 
supports a single range, and Calico is the 
only supported CNI currently.

pods Not applicable Specifies network settings for pods. 
Default is 192.168.0.0/16.

cidrBlocks ["192.0.2.0/16"] (for example) Specifies a range of IP addresses to use 
for Kubernetes pods. Default is 
192.168.0.0/16. Must not overlap with the 
settings chosen for the Supervisor 
Cluster. Although this field is an array, 
allowing for multiple ranges, Calico only 
supports a single range, and Calico is the 
only supported CNI currently.

serviceDomain "cluster.local" Specifies the service domain for the 
cluster. Default is cluster.local.

storage Not applicable Identifies persistent volume (PV) storage 
entries for container workloads.

classes Array of one or more user-defined 
strings, for example: ["gold", 
"silver"]

Specifies named persistent volume (PV) 
storage classes for container workloads. 
Storage classes associated with the 
Supervisor Namespace are replicated in 
the cluster. In other words, the storage 
class must be available on the Supervisor 
Namespace to be a valid value.

defaultClass silver (for example) Specifies a named storage class to be 
annotated as the default in the cluster. If 
you do not specify it, there is no default. 
You do not have to specify one or more 
classes to specify a defaultClass.

Virtual Machine Class Types for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
When you provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, you specify the virtual machine class type. Each class 
type reserves a set of resources for the VM, including processing, memory, and storage. In addition, for 
each type there are guaranteed and best effort editions depending on your use case.

Default Values for Select Virtual Machine Class Types
The table lists default values for select virtual machine class types that are used as VM deployment sizes 
for Tanzu Kubernetes cluster nodes. Each class type is a request for resource reservations on the virtual 
machine for processing, memory, and storage.
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There are two editions for each class type: guaranteed and best effort. A guaranteed class edition fully 
reserves its configured resources, that is, for a cluster the spec.policies.resources.requests matches 
the spec.hardware settings. A best effort class edition does not, that is, it allows resources to be 
overcommitted. Typically guaranteed classes are used for production workloads.

Note   The list might not be exhaustive, and in the future VM types might be customizable. To view the 
current and complete list of VM types available in your environment, log in to the Supervisor Cluster and 
run the kubectl describe virtualmachineclasses command.

Table 7-3. Default Values for Select Virtual Machine Class Types

Class CPU Memory (GB) Storage (GB)
Reserved CPU and 
Memory

guaranteed-xlarge 4 32 16 Yes

best-effort-xlarge 4 32 16 No

guaranteed-large 4 16 16 Yes

best-effort-large 4 16 16 No

guaranteed-medium 2 8 16 Yes

best-effort-medium 2 8 16 No

guaranteed-small 2 4 16 Yes

best-effort-small 2 4 16 No

guaranteed-xsmall 2 2 16 Yes

best-effort-xsmall 2 2 16 No

Example YAML Files for Provisioning Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
You can use the example YAML files as a starting point for provisioning and updating Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters using the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service.

Minimal YAML for Cluster Provisioning
The minimal YAML configuration required to create a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster has the following 
characteristics:

n This YAML provisions a cluster with a single control plane node and three worker nodes.

n The apiVersion and kind parameter values are constants.

n The Kubernetes version, listed as v1.16, is resolved to the most recent distribution matching that 
minor version, such as v1.16.8+vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd.

n The VM class best-effort-<size> has no reservations. For more information, see Virtual Machine 
Class Types for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

n If you want to use Helm or Kubeapps as the defaultClass, which is referenced by many charts, add 
spec.settings.storage.defaultClass to the minimal YAML.
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n Runtime parameters for settings.storage are not specified because the defaults are used.

n Runtime parameters for settings.network are not needed because the defaults are used. For 
reference, the following are the default network settings. For more information, see Configuration 
Parameters for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

n Default Pod CIDR: 192.168.0.0/16

n Default Services CIDR: 10.96.0.0/12

n Default Service Domain: cluster.local

n Because Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters, after creating a Tanzu 
Kubernetes cluster using this example YAML, you will be able to run pods but not deployments. To 
create a deployment, Example Bindings for Default Pod Security Policy to one of the default pod 
security policies.

apiVersion: run.tanzu.vmware.com/v1alpha1      #TKG API endpoint

kind: TanzuKubernetesCluster                   #required parameter

metadata:

  name: tkg-cluster-1                          #cluster name, user defined

  namespace: namespace-a                       #supervisor namespace

spec:

  distribution:

    version: v1.16                             #resolved kubernetes version

  topology:

    controlPlane:

      count: 1                                 #number of control plane nodes

      class: best-effort-small                 #vmclass for control plane nodes

      storageClass: tkc-storage-policy         #storageclass for control plane

    workers:

      count: 3                                 #number of worker nodes

      class: best-effort-small                 #vmclass for worker nodes

      storageClass: tkc-storage-policy         #storageclass for worker nodes

Complete YAML for Cluster Provisioning
The complete YAML configuration required to create a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster has the following 
characteristics:

n This YAML provisions a cluster with three control plane nodes and five worker nodes.

n The full distribution name and Kubernetes version is specified: v1.16.8+vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd.

n The network settings are included because the defaults are not used. The CIDR ranges must not 
overlap with those of the Supervisor Cluster. For more information, see Configuration Parameters for 
Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

n Different storage classes are used for the control plane and worker nodes.
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n The VM class guaranteed-effort-<size> has full reservations. For more information, see Virtual 
Machine Class Types for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

apiVersion: run.tanzu.vmware.com/v1alpha1    

kind: TanzuKubernetesCluster                 

metadata:

  name: tkg-cluster-2                                

  namespace: namespace-b                     

spec:

  distribution:

    version: v1.16.8+vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd    #The full image name is specified 

  topology:

    controlPlane:

      count: 3                                 #3 control plane nodes                       

      class: guaranteed-large                  #large size VM

      storageClass: tkc-storage-policy-yellow  #Specific storage class for control plane       

    workers:

      count: 5                                 #5 worker nodes                     

      class: guaranteed-xlarge                 #extra large size VM          

      storageClass: tkc-storage-policy-green   #Specific storage class for workers     

  settings:

    network:

      cni:

        name: calico

      services:

        cidrBlocks: ["198.51.100.0/12"]        #Cannot overlap with Supervisor Cluster

      pods:

        cidrBlocks: ["192.0.2.0/16"]           #Cannot overlap with Supervisor Cluster

    storage:

      classes: ["gold", "silver"]              #Named PVC storage classes

      defaultClass: silver                     #Default PVC storage class

Delete a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster
Use kubectl to delete a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service.

Do not attempt to delete a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster using the vSphere Client or the vCenter Server CLI.

Prerequisites

Authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster. See Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single 
Sign-On User.

Procedure

1 Run the following kubectl command to switch the configuration context to the target cluster.

kubectl config use-context CLUSTER-NAME

2 To delete the cluster, run the following command.

kubectl delete tanzukubernetescluster --namespace CLUSTER-NAMESPACE CLUSTER-NAME
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For example:

kubectl delete tanzukubernetescluster --namespace tkg-cluster-ns tkg-cluster-1

Expected Result: Using Kubernetes resource garbage collection, all dependent resources created by 
the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service to provision the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster are deleted.

Provisioning a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster in an Air-Gapped 
Environment
To provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster in an air-gapped environment, download the virtual machine 
image files and create a local content library. Import the images to the local library and associate it with 
the Supervisor Namespaces where you create the Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

Download the Image Files
To provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster in an air-gapped environment, begin by downloading the OVA 
and OVF files from the public content delivery network (CDN).

Prerequisites

Review the workflow:

n Provisioning a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster in an Air-Gapped Environment.

Procedure

1 Using a browser, navigate to the following URL: https://wp-content.vmware.com/v2/latest.

2 Click the directory for the image you want. Typically this directory is the latest or most recent version 
of the Kubernetes distribution.

For example:

ob-15957779-photon-3-k8s-v1.16.8---vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd

Note   The distribution name is needed later when you import the files to the Local Content Library, so 
you might want to copy it to a file or keep the browser open until you complete the procedure.

3 For each of the following files, right-click and select Save link as.

n photon-ova.ovf

n photon-ova-disk1.vmdk

4 Verify that each file successfully downloads to your local file system.

What to do next

Create a Local Content Library.

Create a Local Content Library
To provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster in an air-gapped environment, create a Local Content Library.
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Prerequisites

Download the Image Files.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client.

2 Click Menu.

3 Click Content Library.

4 Click the +Create icon.

5 In the New Content Library wizard, configure the library as follows:

a Enter a Name for the library, such as Kubernetes-local, and click Next.

b Select Local Content Library, and click Next.

c Select the Datastore, and click Next.

d Review the configuration, and click Finish.

What to do next

Import Images to the Local Content Library.

Import Images to the Local Content Library
To provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster in an air-gapped environment, import the downloaded image files 
to the Local Content Library.

Prerequisites

n Download the Image Files

n Create a Local Content Library

Procedure

1 Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client.

2 Select Menu > Content Libraries > .

3 From the list of Content Libraries, click the link for the name of the Local Content Library you 
created.

4 Click Actions.

5 Select Import Item.

6 In the Import Library Item window, select Local File.

7 Click Upload Files.
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8 Select the files photon-ova.ovf and photon-ova-disk1.vmdk.

You see the message 2 files ready to import. Each file is listed with a green check mark beside its 
name.

9 Change the Destination Item name to include the full Kubernetes version from the directory where 
you downloaded the files.

For example:

photon-3-k8s-v1.16.8---vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd

10 Click Import.

11 Reveal the Recent Tasks pane at the bottom of the page.

12 Monitor the task Fetch Content of a Library Item and verify that it is successfully Completed.

What to do next

Associate the Local Content Library with the Supervisor Namespace.

Associate the Local Content Library with the Supervisor Namespace
To provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster in an air-gapped environment, associate the Local Content 
Library with the Supervisor Namespace.

Prerequisites

n Download the Image Files.

n Create a Local Content Library.

n Import Images to the Local Content Library.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client.

2 Click Menu.

3 Click Workload Management.

4 Click Namespaces.

5 Select the Supervisor Namespace where you plan to provision the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. Or, 
create a Supervisor Namespace and select it.

6 With the Supervisor Namespace selected, locate the Tanzu Kubernetes tile.

7 Click Edit beside the Content Library label.

8 In the Content Library window, select the radio button beside the name of the Local Content Library 
you created, such as Kubernetes-local.

9 Click OK.
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What to do next

Verify That the Virtual Machine Image Is Available.

Verify That the Virtual Machine Image Is Available
To provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster in an air-gapped environment, verify that the virtual machine 
image is synchronized and available.

Note   After the Local Content Library is created and associated with the target Supervisor Namespace, it 
can take several minutes for the virtual machine image to synchronize and be available for provisioning a 
Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.

Prerequisites

n Download the Image Files.

n Create a Local Content Library.

n Import Images to the Local Content Library.

n Associate the Local Content Library with the Supervisor Namespace.

Procedure

1 Log in to the Supervisor Cluster.

For example:

kubectl vsphere login --server IP-ADDRESS-SUPERVISOR-CLUSTER --vsphere-username VCENTER-SSO-

USERNAME

2 Switch context to the target Supervisor Namespace.

kubectl config use-context SUPERVISOR-NAMESPACE

3 Run the following command.

kubectl get virtualmachineimages

Verify that you see the image you synchronized from the Local Content Library.

NAME                                              AGE

photon-3-k8s-v1.16.8---vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd     14m

What to do next

Create a Cluster Using the Local Image.

Create a Cluster Using the Local Image
To provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster in an air-gapped environment, create a cluster using the virtual 
machine image synchronized from a Local Content Library.
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For the distribution.version value, you can enter either the full image name or, if you kept the name 
format from the image directory, you can shorten it to the Kubernetes version. If you want to use a fully 
qualified version number, replace ----- with +. For example, if you have an OVA image named photon-3-
k8s-v1.16.8---vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd, the following formats are acceptable.

spec:

  distribution:

    version: v1.16.8

spec:

  distribution:

    version: v1.16.8+vmware.1-tkg.3

spec:

  distribution:

    version: v1.16.8+vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd

```

Prerequisites

n Download the Image Files.

n Create a Local Content Library.

n Import Images to the Local Content Library.

n Associate the Local Content Library with the Supervisor Namespace.

n Verify That the Virtual Machine Image Is Available.

Procedure

1 Update cluster specification file with the image version you downloaded.

For example:

apiVersion: run.tanzu.vmware.com/v1alpha1

kind: TanzuKubernetesCluster

metadata:

    name: dev-cluster

    namespace: cltest

spec:

   topology:

       controlPlane:

           count: 3

           class: best-effort-xsmall

           storageClass: high-performance-ssd

       workers:

           count: 3

           class: best-effort-xsmall
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           storageClass: high-performance-ssd

   distribution:

        version: v1.16.8         

   settings:

        network:

          cni:

              name: calico

          services:

             cidrBlocks: ["198.51.100.0/12"]

          pods:

             cidrBlocks: ["192.0.2.0/16"]

2 To create a cluster, run the following command.

kubectl apply -f CLUSTER-NAME.yaml

Deploying Workloads to Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
You can deploy application workloads to Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using pods, services, persistent 
volumes, and higher-level resources such as Deployments and Replica Sets.

Tanzu Kubernetes Workload Example
After you have provisioned a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, it is good practice to deploy a test workload and 
validate cluster functionality.

You can use the sample application Kubernetes Up and Running Demo to help you verify that the newly 
provisioned cluster is functioning properly.

Prerequisites

n Provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. See Provision a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster.

n Connect to the cluster. See Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On 
User.

Procedure

1 Switch context to use the target Tanzu Kubernetes cluster configuration context by running the 
following command.

kubectl config use-context TANZU-CLUSTER-NAME

2 Deploy the kuard application to your Tanzu Kubernetes cluster by running the following command.

kubectl run --restart=Never --image=gcr.io/kuar-demo/kuard-amd64:blue kuard

3 Forward the container port 8080 to your local host port 8080 by running the following command.

kubectl port-forward kuard 8080:8080
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4 Run your browser and go to http://localhost:8080.

You see the kuard web page, which you can explore. When you are done, press Ctrl+C in the kubectl 
session to stop port forwarding.

5 To verify that the pod is created, run the following command.

kubectl get pods

Expected result:

NAME                     READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE

kuard                    1/1     Running   0          10d

6 To delete the kuard pod you created, run the following command.

kubectl delete pod kuard

Expected result:

pod "kuard" deleted

7 To verify that the pods you created are deleted, run the following command.

kubectl get pods

What to do next

Verify cluster node networking. See Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Networking Commands.

Tanzu Kubernetes Service Load Balancer Example
To provision an external load balancer in a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, you can create a Service of type 
LoadBalancer. The load balancer service exposes a public IP address. Traffic from the external load 
balancer can be directed at cluster pods.

You can provision an external load balancer for Kubernetes pods that are exposed as services. For 
example, you can deploy a Nginx container and expose it as a Kubernetes service of type LoadBalancer.

Prerequisites

n Review the Service type LoadBalancer in the Kubernetes documentation.

n Provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. See Provision a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster.

n Create appropriate PodSecurityPolicy. See Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes 
Clusters.

n Connect to the target Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. See Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a 
vCenter Single Sign-On User.
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Procedure

1 Verify that the cluster is running the VMware Cloud Provider pod.

kubectl get pods -n vmware-system-cloud-provider

The Tanzu Cloud Provider is ready and running.

NAME                                            READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE

tanzu-cluster-cloud-provider-59dc84b95c-nbs4n   1/1     Running   0          24h

2 Create a YAML file named nginx-lbsvc.yaml and populate it with the following content.

kind: Service

apiVersion: v1

metadata:

  name: srvclb-ngnx

spec:

  selector:

    app: hello

    tier: frontend

  ports:

  - protocol: "TCP"

    port: 80

    targetPort: 80

  type: LoadBalancer

---

apiVersion: apps/v1

kind: Deployment

metadata:

  name: loadbalancer

spec:

  replicas: 2

  selector:

    matchLabels:

      app: hello

  template:

    metadata:

      labels:

        app: hello

        tier: frontend

    spec:

      serviceAccountName: NETWORKING-TEST-SA

      containers:

      - name: nginx

        image: "nginxdemos/hello"

This YAML file defines a Kubernetes service of type LoadBalancer and deploys a Nginx container as 
an external load balancer for the service.
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3 Apply the service type LoadBalancer configuration.

kubectl apply -f nginx-lbsvc.yaml

4 Verify the deployment of the Nginx pod and service.

kubectl get all

In the command output, you see that the pod/nginx-UUID pod is Running, and the service/nginx of 
type LoadBalancer is up with an external and internal IP address. The service is also represented in 
the Supervisor Namespace.

5 Get the external IP address and port for the Nginx LoadBalancer service.

kubectl get services

Sample Result:

NAME        TYPE           CLUSTER-IP       EXTERNAL-IP   PORT(S)        AGE

srvclb      LoadBalancer   198.56.165.254   192.168.123.4 80:30964/TCP   14m

6 Run a browser and enter the external IP address for the Nginx LoadBalancer service.

You see the message: Welcome to nginx!

Tanzu Kubernetes Ingress Example
A Kubernetes ingress resource provides HTTP or HTTPS routing from outside the cluster to one or more 
services within the cluster. Tanzu Kubernetes clusters support ingress through third-party controllers, such 
as Contour and Nginx.

This tutorial demonstrates how to deploy the Contour ingress controller for routing external traffic to 
services in a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. Contour is an open-source project that VMware contributes to. 
You can also use the Nginx ingress controller to support ingress services.

Prerequisites

n Review the Ingress resource in the Kubernetes documentation.

n Review specific ingress controllers, such as Contour and Nginx.

n Provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. See Provision a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster.

n Add pod security policy. See Example Role for Custom Pod Security Policy.

n Connect to the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. See Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a vCenter 
Single Sign-On User.

Procedure

1 Create a namespace called projectcontour, which is the default namespace for the Contour ingress 
controller deployment.
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2 Download the Contour ingress controller YAML: Contour Ingress Deployment.

3 Open the contour.yaml file using a text editor.

4 Search for the line externalTrafficPolicy: Local and delete it from the contour.yaml file. This line 
is in the Service.spec section of the YAML (typically line 1193).

5 Edit the contour.yaml and add pod security policy in the Role named contour-certgen.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1

kind: Role

metadata:

  name: contour-certgen

  namespace: projectcontour

rules:

- apiGroups:

  - ""

  resources:

  - secrets

  verbs:

  - list

  - watch

  - create

  - get

  - put

  - post

  - patch

- apiGroups:

  - extensions

  resourceNames:

  - DEFAULT-OR-CUSTOM-PSP                         #Enter the name of a valid PSP

  resources:

  - podsecuritypolicies

  verbs:

  - use

6 Edit the contour.yaml and add pod security policy in the Role named contour-leaderelection.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1

kind: Role

metadata:

  name: contour-leaderelection

  namespace: projectcontour

rules:

- apiGroups:

  - ""

  resources:

  - configmaps

  verbs:

  - create

  - get

  - list

  - watch

  - update

- apiGroups:
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  - ""

  resources:

  - events

  verbs:

  - create

  - update

  - patch

- apiGroups:

  - extensions

  resourceNames:

  - DEFAULT-OR-CUSTOM-PSP                         #Enter the name of a valid PSP

  resources:

  - podsecuritypolicies

  verbs:

  - use

7 Deploy Countour by applying the contour.yaml file.

kubectl apply -f contour.yaml

8 Verify that the Contour ingress controller is deployed as a service of type LoadBalancer and is 
accessible from its external IP address.

kubectl get services -n projectcontour

NAME      TYPE           CLUSTER-IP       EXTERNAL-IP     PORT(S)                      AGE

contour   ClusterIP      198.63.146.166   <none>          8001/TCP                     120m

envoy     LoadBalancer   198.48.52.47     192.168.123.5   80:30501/TCP,443:30173/TCP   120m

9 Verify that the Contour and Envoy pods are running.

kubectl get pods -n projectcontour

NAME                       READY   STATUS      RESTARTS   AGE

contour-7966d6cdbf-skqfl   1/1     Running     1          21h

contour-7966d6cdbf-vc8c7   1/1     Running     1          21h

contour-certgen-77m2n      0/1     Completed   0          21h

envoy-fsltp                1/1     Running     0          20h

10 Ping the load balancer using the external IP address.

For example:

ping 192.168.123.5

PING 192.168.123.5 (192.168.123.5) 56(84) bytes of data.

64 bytes from 192.168.123.5: icmp_seq=1 ttl=62 time=3.50 ms

11 Deploy two test services and add ingress rules and paths by creating the following YAML file named 
ingress-test.yaml.

kind: Service
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apiVersion: v1

metadata:

  name: hello

spec:

  selector:

    app: hello

    tier: backend

  ports:

  - protocol: TCP

    port: 80

    targetPort: http

---

apiVersion: apps/v1

kind: Deployment

metadata:

  name: hello

spec:

  replicas: 3

  selector:

    matchLabels:

      app: hello

      tier: backend

      track: stable

  template:

    metadata:

      labels:

        app: hello

        tier: backend

        track: stable

    spec:

      serviceAccountName: test-sa

      containers:

        - name: hello

          image: "gcr.io/google-samples/hello-go-gke:1.0"

          ports:

            - name: http

              containerPort: 80

---

kind: Service

apiVersion: v1

metadata:

  name: nihao

spec:

  selector:

    app: nihao

    tier: backend

  ports:

  - protocol: TCP

    port: 80

    targetPort: http

---

apiVersion: apps/v1

kind: Deployment

metadata:

  name: nihao
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spec:

  replicas: 3

  selector:

    matchLabels:

      app: nihao

      tier: backend

      track: stable

  template:

    metadata:

      labels:

        app: nihao

        tier: backend

        track: stable

    spec:

      containers:

        - name: nihao

          image: "gcr.io/google-samples/hello-go-gke:1.0"

          ports:

            - name: http

              containerPort: 80

---

apiVersion: networking.k8s.io/v1beta1

kind: Ingress

metadata:

  name: hello-ingress

spec:

  rules:

  - http:

      paths:

      - path: /hello

        backend:

          serviceName: hello

          servicePort: 80

      - path: /nihao

        backend:

          serviceName: nihao

          servicePort: 80

12 Apply the ingress-test YAML configuration.

kubectl apply -f ingress-test.yaml

13 Verify that the hello and nihao services are created.

kubectl get services

NAME         TYPE           CLUSTER-IP      EXTERNAL-IP     PORT(S)        AGE

hello        ClusterIP      198.63.19.152   <none>          80/TCP         21h

nihao        ClusterIP      198.57.57.66    <none>          80/TCP         21h
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14 Verify that you can access the two services using the ingress routes for each.

curl http://192.168.123.5:80/hello

{"message":"Hello"}

curl http://192.168.123.5:80/nihao

{"message":"Hello"}

The services running inside the cluster are accessed externally through the ingress controller by way 
of the load balancer external IP address.

Tanzu Kubernetes Persistent Volume Claim Example
To run stateful workloads on Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, you can create a persistent volume claim (PVC) 
to request persistent storage resources without knowing the details of the underlying storage 
infrastructure. The storage used for the PVC is allocated out of the storage quota for the Supervisor 
Namespace.

Containers by default are ephemeral and stateless. For stateful workloads, a common approach is to 
create a persistent volume claim (PVC). You can use a PVC to mount the persistent volumes and access 
storage. The request dynamically provisions a persistent volume object and a matching virtual disk. The 
claim is bound to the persistent volume. When you delete the claim, the corresponding persistent volume 
object and the provisioned virtual disk are also deleted.

Prerequisites

n Review the documentation Storage in vSphere with Kubernetes.

n Log in to the target Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. See Connect to a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster as a 
vCenter Single Sign-On User.

Procedure

1 Switch to the namespace where the cluster is running.

kubectl config use-context NAMESPACE

2 List the available storage classes.

kubectl get storageclasses

3 Create a YAML file that contains the PVC configuration.

Use the following example. Replace the name, storageClassName, and storage variable values with 
yours.

apiVersion: v1

kind: PersistentVolumeClaim

metadata:

  name: my-pvc

spec:

  accessModes:
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    - ReadWriteOnce

  storageClassName: gold

  resources:

    requests:

        storage: 3Gi

           

4 Apply the PVC to the cluster.

kubectl apply -f PVC-NAME.yaml

5 Verify the status of the persistent volume claim.

kubectl get pvc

The PVC is listed and available for use. The PVC also appears in the Supervisor Namespace 
because the storage comes out of its quota.

What to do next

Check out the stateful application example in the Kubernetes documentation: Deploying WordPress and 
MySQL with Persistent Volumes.

Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service provisions Tanzu Kubernetes clusters with the PodSecurityPolicy 
Admission Controller enabled. This means that pod security policy is required to deploy workloads. 
Cluster administrators can deploy pods from their user account to any namespace, and from service 
accounts to the kube-system namespace. For all other use cases, you must explicitly bind to pod security 
policy. Clusters include default pod security policies that you can bind to, or create your own.

About Kubernetes Pod Security Policies
Kubernetes pod security policies (PSPs) are cluster-level resources that control the security of pods. 
Using PSPs gives you control over the types of pods that can be deployed and the types of accounts that 
can deploy them.

A PodSecurityPolicy resource defines a set of conditions that a pod must satisfy to be deployable. If the 
conditions are not met, the pod cannot be deployed. A single PodSecurityPolicy must validate a pod in its 
entirety. A pod cannot have some of its rules in one policy and some in another.

There are various ways to implement the use of pod security policies in Kubernetes. The typical approach 
is by using role-based access control (RBAC) objects. ClusterRole and ClusterRoleBinding apply cluster-
wide; Role and RoleBinding apply to a specific namespace. If a RoleBinding is used, it only lets pods run 
in the same namespace as the binding.

There are two ways to create Kubernetes pods: directly or indirectly. You create a pod directly by 
deploying a pod spec with your user account. You create a pod indirectly by defining some higher-level 
resource, such as a Deployment or DaemonSet. In this case, a service account creates the underlying 
pod.
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To use PSPs effectively, you must account for both pod creation workflows. If a user creates a pod 
directly, the PSP bound to the user account controls the operation. If a user creates a pod by way of a 
service account, the PSP must be bound to the service account used to create the pod. If no service 
account is specified in the pod spec, the default service account for the namespace is used.

For more information, see Pod Security Policies, RBAC, and Service Accounts in the Kubernetes 
documentation.

Default PodSecurityPolicy for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
The table lists and describes the privileged and restricted default pod security policies for Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters, and the default ClusterRole associated with each policy.

Table 7-4. Default PodSecurityPolicy with Associated ClusterRole

Default PSP Permission Description
Associated Default 
ClusterRole

vmware-system-privileged Run as any Permissive PSP. Equivalent 
to running a cluster without 
the PSP Admission Controller 
enabled.

psp:vmware-system-privileged 

can use this PSP

vmware-system-restricted Must run as non-root Restrictive PSP. Does not 
permit privileged access to 
pod containers, blocks 
possible escalations to root, 
and requires use of several 
security mechanisms.

psp:vmware-system-restricted 

can use this PSP

No Default Bindings for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service does not provide default RoleBinding and ClusterRoleBinding for 
Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

A vCenter Single Sign-On user who is granted the Edit permission on a Supervisor Namespace is 
assigned to the cluster-admin role for any Tanzu Kubernetes cluster deployed in that namespace. An 
authenticated cluster administrator can implicitly use the vmware-system-privileged PSP. Although not 
technically a ClusterRoleBinding, it has the same effect.

The cluster administrator must define any bindings to allow or restrict the types of pods users can deploy 
to a cluster. If a RoleBinding is used, the binding only allows pods to be run in the same namespace as 
the binding. This can be paired with system groups to grant access to all pods run in the namespace. 
Non-admin users who authenticate to the cluster are assigned to the authenticated role and can be 
bound to default PSP as such. See Grant Developer Access to Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

Effect of Default PodSecurityPolicy on Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
The following behavior is enforced for any Tanzu Kubernetes cluster:

n A cluster administrator can create privileged pods directly in any namespace by using his or her user 
account.
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n A cluster administrator can create Deployments, StatefulSets, and DaemonSet (each of which 
creates privileged pods) in the kube-system namespace. If you want to use a different namespace, 
see Kubernetes Guestbook Tutorial: Bind to the Default Privileged Pod Security Policy.

n A cluster administrator can create his or her own PSPs (in addition to the two default PSPs) and bind 
these PSPs to any users. If you define your own PSP, see Policy Order in the Kubernetes 
documentation.

n No authenticated users can create privileged or unprivileged pods until the cluster administrator binds 
PSPs to the authenticated users. See Kubernetes Guestbook Tutorial: Bind to the Default Privileged 
Pod Security Policy.

Kubernetes Guestbook Tutorial: Bind to the Default Privileged Pod 
Security Policy
To allow for the deployment of privileged pods in a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, you can create a 
RoleBinding to the default privileged pod security policy.

Deploying the Guestbook application is a common way for developers to explore Kubernetes. If you 
deploy all the Guestbook YAML files to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes 
Grid Service, the application pod is not created successfully. The following error message appears when 
you run the kubectl describe pod command:

“Error: container has runAsNonRoot and image will run as root”

The Guestbook application is using both deployment and replicaset resources to deploy privileged 
containers in the default namespace. Because the PodSecurityPolicy Controller is enabled for Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters, when any cluster user attempts to create the Guestbook application pod, the service 
accounts for these controllers are checked against PodSecurityPolicy. If an appropriate PSP is not bound 
to these service accounts, the application is not deployed.

By default, Tanzu Kubernetes administrators can create privileged pods directly in any namespace using 
their user account. However, the Guestbook application deploys privileged containers using service 
accounts. A cluster administrator can create Deployments, StatefulSets, and DaemonSet in the kube-
system namespace. However, the Guestbook application deploys these resources in the default 
namespace. In addition, non-administrative users cannot create privileged or unprivileged pods at all 
without the proper PSP and bindings.

One solution is to create bindings to the default privileged PSP to allow the Guestbook application to be 
deployed. The privileged PodSecurityPolicy permits run-as-root pods and privileged containers for bound 
accounts. You can create a ClusterRoleBinding that applies the vmware-system-privileged cluster-wide, 
but doing so might violate the principle of least privilege by granting more permission than is needed. A 
better approach is to create a RoleBinding that permits the system service accounts to use the privileged 
PodSecurityPolicy in the default namespace.

Note   The instructions describe how to create the RoleBinding using YAML. For the equivalent kubectl 
command, see Example 1: RoleBinding to Run a Privileged Set of Workloads.
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Prerequisites

Review the following topics:

n Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

n Example Bindings for Default Pod Security Policy

Procedure

1 To define the RoleBinding resource, create the following YAML file.

kind: RoleBinding

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1

metadata:

  name: rolebinding-default-privileged-sa-ns_default

  namespace: default

roleRef:

  kind: ClusterRole

  name: psp:vmware-system-privileged

  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

subjects:

- kind: Group

  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

  name: system:serviceaccounts

2 Use kubectl to apply the YAML file and create the resource.

kubectl apply -f ROLEBINDING-YAML-FILE-NAME

What to do next

After the RoleBinding is created, you can deploy the Guestbook application to the default namespace by 
following the steps in the Guestbook application tutorial.

Example Bindings for Default Pod Security Policy
Tanzu Kubernetes clusters include default PodSecurityPolicy that you can bind to for privileged and 
restricted workload deployment.
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Example 1: RoleBinding to Run a Privileged Set of Workloads
The following kubectl command creates a RoleBinding that grants access to all service accounts within 
the default namespace to run a privileged set of workloads using the default PSP vmware-system-
privileged. See Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

Note   For the YAML equivalent of this binding, see Kubernetes Guestbook Tutorial: Bind to the Default 
Privileged Pod Security Policy.

kubectl create rolebinding rolebinding-default-privileged-sa-ns_default 

--namespace=default --clusterrole=psp:vmware-system-privileged 

--group=system:serviceaccounts

Example 2: ClusterRoleBinding to Run a Privileged Set of Workloads
The following kubectl command creates a ClusterRoleBinding that grants access to authenticated users 
run a privileged set of workloads using the default PSP vmware-system-privileged.

kubectl create clusterrolebinding default-tkg-admin-privileged-binding 

--clusterrole=psp:vmware-system-privileged --group=system:authenticated

Example 3: RoleBinding to Run a Restricted Set of Workloads
The following YAML creates a RoleBinding that grants access to all service accounts within a specific 
namespace to run a restricted set of workloads using the default PSP vmware-system-restricted. See 
Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1

kind: RoleBinding

metadata:

  name: psp:serviceaccounts

  namespace: some-namespace

subjects:

- apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

  kind: Group

  name: system:serviceaccounts

roleRef:

  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

  kind: ClusterRole

  name: psp:vmware-system-restricted

As an alternative to applying YAML, you can run the following kubectl command.

kubectl create rolebinding psp:serviceaccounts 

--clusterrole=psp:vmware-system-restricted --group=system:serviceaccounts
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Example 4: ClusterRoleBinding to Run a Restricted Set of Workloads
The following YAML creates a ClusterRoleBinding that grants authenticated users cluster-wide access to 
run a restricted set of workloads using the default PSP vmware-system-restricted. See Using Pod 
Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1

kind: ClusterRoleBinding

metadata:

  name: psp:authenticated

subjects:

- apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

  kind: Group

  name: system:authenticated

roleRef:

  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

  kind: ClusterRole

  name: psp:vmware-system-restricted

As an alternative to applying YAML, you can run the following kubectl command.

kubectl create clusterrolebinding psp:authenticated 

--clusterrole=psp:vmware-system-restricted --group=system:authenticated

Example Role for Custom Pod Security Policy
Tanzu Kubernetes clusters require pod security policy (PSP) to deploy workloads. If you define your own 
PSP, you must create a Role or ClusterRole that references the PSP.

Example Role for PodSecurityPolicy
To demonstrate a role that references a PSP, consider the example Tanzu Kubernetes Ingress Example.

To deploy the Contour ingress controller, create a role named contour-leaderelection. In the role 
definition, grant the contour-leaderelection role the use verb to a custom PSP resource that you define. 
Alternatively, use one of the default PSPs. Then, create a Kubernetes Guestbook Tutorial: Bind to the 
Default Privileged Pod Security Policy.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1

kind: Role

metadata:

  name: contour-leaderelection

  namespace: projectcontour

rules:

- apiGroups:

  - ""

  resources:

  - configmaps

  verbs:

  - create
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  - get

  - list

  - watch

  - update

- apiGroups:

  - ""

  resources:

  - events

  verbs:

  - create

  - update

  - patch

- apiGroups: 

  - extensions

  resourceNames:

  - CUSTOM-OR-DEFAULT-PSP

  resources:

  - podsecuritypolicies

  verbs:

  - use

Operating Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service includes custom resources that you use to operate Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters. In addition, because of the tight integration with the vSphere infrastructure, you can 
use familiar vSphere tools to help you manage and maintain Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

Monitor Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Status Using the vSphere Client
You can monitor the status of Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using the vSphere Client.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client.

2 From the Menu, select the Hosts and Clusters view.

3 Expand the Datacenter > Cluster objects where the Supervisor Cluster is created.

4 Expand the Namespaces resource pool.

5 Select the Supervisor Namespace where you have deployed the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster.

Each Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is listed as a folder within its namespace resource pool. Each Tanzu 
Kubernetes is graphically represented by the three hexagon icons beside its name.

6 Switch to the Menu > VMs and Templates view.

Within the cluster folder, you see the VMs that comprise the cluster nodes.

7 Select the Supervisor Namespace, and then select the Compute tab.
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8 Under VMware Resources, select Tanzu Kubernetes.

Each Tanzu Kubernetes cluster deployed in this Supervisor Namespace is listed. For a description of 
each status field, see Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Lifecycle Status in vSphere.

Monitor Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Status Using kubectl
You can monitor the status of provisioned Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using kubectl.

Procedure

1 Authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster. See Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single 
Sign-On User.

2 Switch to the Supervisor Namespace where the cluster is running.

kubectl config use-context SUPERVISOR-NAMESPACE

3 View a list of the Tanzu Kubernetes clusters running in the namespace.

kubectl get tanzukubernetesclusters

This command returns the status of the cluster. For a description of the status fields, see Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster Lifecycle Status in kubectl.

4 View the details of the cluster.

kubectl describe tanzukubernetescluster <cluster-name>

The command returns the details of the cluster. In the Status section of the command output, you see 
detailed information about the cluster.

...

Status:

  Addons:

    Cni:

      Name:    calico

      Status:  applied

    Csi:

      Name:    pvcsi

      Status:  applied

    Psp:

      Name:    defaultpsp

      Status:  applied

  Cloudprovider:

    Name:  vmware-guest-cluster

  Cluster API Status:

    API Endpoints:

      Host:  10.161.90.22

      Port:  6443

    Phase:   provisioned

  Node Status:

    test-tanzu-cluster-control-plane-0:                  ready
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    test-tanzu-cluster-workers-0-749458f97c-97ljv:       ready

  Phase:                                                 running

  Vm Status:

    test-tanzu-cluster-control-plane-0:                  ready

    test-tanzu-cluster-workers-0-749458f97c-97ljv:       ready

Events:                                                  <none>

5 Run additional kubectl commands to view more details about the cluster. See Tanzu Kubernetes 
Cluster Operational Commands.

View the Full Resource Hierarchy for a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster
You can view the full resource hierarchy for a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster using kubectl. Viewing the 
complete list of cluster resources can help you pinpoint resources that might be causing problems.

Prerequisites

Connect to the Supervisor Cluster. See Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On 
User.

Procedure

1 Switch context to use the target cluster context.

kubectl config use-context CLUSTER-NAME

2 Run the following command to view the Cluster API cluster resource.

kubectl describe clusters.cluster.x-k8s.io CLUSTER-NAME

This command returns the resource hierarchy for the named cluster, such as the following: 
Namespace, API version, Resource version.

Migrate Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters to a New Content Library
If the Subscribed Content Library reaches capacity, you can migrate a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster to use a 
new library with additional storage capacity.

When the vSphere administrator creates a Subscribed Content Library, the administrator specifies a 
datastore for storing library contents, in this case OVA files. Over time as more Kubernetes versions are 
distributed, the Subscribed Content Library will expand in size as OVA files are added for each update. 
While there is no explicit capacity on the Subscribed Content Library, it is limited by its datastore capacity.

If the Subscribed Content Library reaches capacity, you might see the message Internal error 
occurred: get library items failed for. In this case you can migrate the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster to 
a new Subscribed Content Library to increase storage capacity. The migration is done by a vSphere 
administrator using the vSphere Client.

Procedure

1 Create a new Subscribed Content Library with sufficient capacity for the target cluster. See Create a 
Subscribed Content Library for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.
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2 Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client.

3 Select Menu > Hosts and Clusters.

4 Select the vSphere Cluster object where the Supervisor Cluster containing the Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster is provisioned.

5 Select the Configure tab.

6 Select the Namespaces > General > option in the navigation panel.

7 Click Edit beside the Content Library section in the main panel.

8 Select the new Content Library you created and click OK.

This action triggers the update to the cluster configuration.

Note   After you modify the Content Library, it might take up to 10 minutes for the Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster to pick up the change from the Content Source.

Scale Out a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster
To add capacity to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, you can increase the number of worker nodes using 
kubectl.

Prerequisites

n Configure the KUBE_EDITOR or EDITOR environment variable for your chosen text editor so that 
you can edit the cluster manifest. For instructions, see edit command in the Kubernetes 
documentation.

n Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On User.

Note   To perform a cluster upgrade, you must be a member of the cluster admin role on the 
namespace where the cluster is provisioned.

Procedure

1 Authenticate with the Supervisor Cluster. See Connect to the Supervisor Cluster as a vCenter Single 
Sign-On User.

2 Switch to the namespace where the Kubernetes cluster is running.

kubectl config use-context NAMESPACE

3 List the Kubernetes clusters that are running in the namespace.

kubectl get tanzukubernetescluster -n NAMESPACE

For example:

kubectl get tanzukubernetescluster -n tkg-cluster-ns
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The command returns the name of the clusters running, the number of control plane VMs, the number 
of worker nodes, software version, age, and phase. For a description of the status fields, see Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster Lifecycle Status in kubectl.

4 To open the cluster manifest for editing, run the command kubectl edit.

kubectl edit tanzukubernetescluster/CLUSTER-NAME

For example:

kubectl edit tanzukubernetescluster/tkg-cluster-01

The cluster manifest opens in the text editor defined by your KUBE_EDITOR or EDITOR environment 
variables. When you save the file, kubectl updates the manifest.

5 Edit the spec.workers.count parameter in the Kubernetes cluster configuration YAML file.

For example, change the number of workers from 3 to 4:

...

workers:

    count: 3

...

...

workers:

    count: 4

...

6 To apply the changes, save the file in the text editor.

When you save the file, kubectl applies the changes to the cluster. In the background, the Virtual 
Machine Service on the Supervisor Cluster provisions the new worker node.

7 To verify that the new node is added, run the following command.

kubectl get tanzukubernetescluster CLUSTER-NAME

You see that the new node is added.

NAME                CONTROL PLANE   WORKER   DISTRIBUTION                     AGE   PHASE

tkg-cluster-01      3               4        v1.16.6+vmware.1-tkg.1.886c781   8d    running

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Lifecycle Status
You can view the lifecycle status of Tanzu Kubernetes clusters in the vSphere inventory and using 
kubectl.
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Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Lifecycle Status in vSphere
The table lists and describes the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster status information that appears in the vSphere 
inventory. To view this information, see Monitor Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Status Using the vSphere 
Client.

Table 7-5. Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Status in the vSphere Inventory

Field Description Example

Name The user-defined name of the cluster. tkg-cluster-01

Creation Time The date and time of cluster creation. Mar 17, 2020, 11:42:46 PM

Phase The lifecycle status of the cluster. See Table 7-7. 
Cluster Lifecycle Phase Status.

creating

Worker Count The number of worker nodes in the cluster. 1 or 2 or 5

Distribution Version The version of Kubernetes software that the 
cluster is running.

v1.16.6+vmware.1-tkg.1.7144628

Control Plane Address The IP address of the cluster control plane load 
balancer.

192.168.123.2

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Lifecycle Status in kubectl
The table lists and describes the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster status information that appears in kubectl. To 
view this information, see Monitor Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Status Using kubectl.

Table 7-6. Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Status in kubectl

Field Description Example

NAME Name of the cluster. tkg-cluster-01

CONTROL PLANE Number of control plane nodes in the 
cluster.

3

WORKER Number of worker nodes in the cluster. 5

DISTRIBUTION Kubernetes version that the cluster is 
running.

v1.16.6+vmware.1-tkg.1.5b5608b

AGE Number of days the cluster has been 
running.

13d

PHASE The lifecycle status of the cluster. See 
Table 7-7. Cluster Lifecycle Phase 
Status.

running

Cluster Lifecycle Phase Status
The table lists and describes the status for each phase of a cluster lifecycle. See Table 7-7. Cluster 
Lifecycle Phase Status
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Table 7-7. Cluster Lifecycle Phase Status

Phase Description

creating Cluster provisioning can start, the control plane is being created, or the control 
plane is created but not initialized.

deleting The cluster is being deleted.

failed The creation of the cluster control plane failed and user intervention is likely 
required.

running The infrastructure is created and configured, and the control plane is fully 
initialized.

updating The cluster is being updated.

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Operational Commands
You can manage Tanzu Kubernetes clusters using custom kubectl commands. These commands are 
made available by custom resources created by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service.

Custom Commands to Manage Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
The table lists and describes kubectl commands for managing Tanzu Kubernetes clusters.

Table 7-8. Custom Commands to Manage Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

Command Description

kubectl get tanzukubernetescluster
Lists the clusters in the current namespace.

kubectl get tkc
Short form version of the preceding command.

kubectl describe tanzukubernetescluster CLUSTER-
NAME

Describe the specified cluster, showing the expressed state, 
status, and events. When provisioning is complete, this 
command shows the virtual IP created for the load balancer that 
fronts Kubernetes API endpoints.

kubectl get cluster-api
Lists the Cluster API resources supporting the clusters in the 
current namespace, including resources from the Cluster API 
project and from the Cluster API Provider used by the Tanzu 
Kubernetes Grid Service.

kubectl get virtualmachine
Lists the virtual machine resources supporting the cluster nodes 
in the current namespace.

kubectl get vm
Short form version of the preceding command.

kubectl describe virtualmachine VIRTUAL-MACHINE-
NAME

Describe the specified virtual machine, showing the state, 
current status, and events.

kubectl describe virtualmachinesetresourcepolicy
List the Virtual Machine Set Resource Policy resources 
supporting the cluster in the current namespace. This resource 
represents the vSphere objects resource pool and folder used 
for the cluster.
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Table 7-8. Custom Commands to Manage Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters (continued)

Command Description

kubectl get virtualmachineservice
Lists the Virtual Machine Service resources supporting the 
cluster nodes in the current namespace. These resources are 
analogous to a service, but for virtual machines instead of pods. 
Virtual machine services are used both for providing a load 
balancer for the control plane nodes of a cluster and by the 
paravirtual cloud provider to support a Kubernetes Service of 
type LoadBalancer within a cluster. See also the command 
kubectl loadbalancer.

kubectl get vmservice
Short form version of the preceding command.

kubectl describe virtualmachineservice VIRTUAL-
MACHINE-SERVICE-NAME

Describe the specified Virtual Machine Service, showing the 
expressed cluster state, current status, and events.

kubectl get loadbalancer
Lists the load balancer resources in the current namespace, 
including those used for clusters. A load balancer is created for 
the Virtual Machine Service. See Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster 
Networking.

kubectl get virtualnetwork
Lists the virtual network resources in the current namespace, 
including resources used for clusters. A virtual network is 
created for each namespace where a cluster is provisioned, and 
for each cluster itself. See Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster 
Networking.

kubectl get persistentvolumeclaim
Lists the persistent volume claim resources in the current 
namespace, including resources used for clusters. See Storage 
in vSphere with Kubernetes.

kubectl get cnsnodevmattachment
Lists the CNS node virtual machine attachment resources in the 
current namespace. These resources represent the attachment 
of a persistent volume managed by CNS to a virtual machine 
serving as the node of a cluster. See Storage in vSphere with 
Kubernetes.

kubectl get configmap
Lists the configuration maps in the current namespace, including 
maps used for the creation of cluster nodes. Configuration maps 
are not intended to be user-modifiable, and any changes are 
overwritten.

kubectl get secret
Lists the secrets in the current namespace, including secrets 
used for the creation and management of cluster nodes. See 
Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Secrets.

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Networking Commands
The Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service provisions Tanzu Kubernetes clusters with default networking for 
nodes, pods, and services. You can verify cluster networking using custom kubectl commands.
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Custom Commands to Verify Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Networking
Table 7-9. Custom kubectl Commands to Verify Cluster Networking

Command Description

kubectl get virtualnetwork -n NAMESPACE
Returns the virtual network for cluster nodes. Use to verify that 
the source network address translation (SNAT) IP address is 
assigned.

kubectl get virtualmachines -n NAMESPACE NODE-
NAME

Returns the virtual network interface for cluster nodes. Use to 
verify that the virtual machine for each cluster node has an IP 
address assigned.

kubectl get virtualmachineservices -n NAMESPACE 
cluster-1-control-plane-service

Returns the virtual machine service for each cluster node. Use 
to verify that the status is updated and includes the load 
balancer virtual IP (VIP) address.

kubectl get services -n NAMESPACE

curl -k https://EXTERNAL-IP:PORT/healthz

Returns the Kubernetes service load balancer created for 
Cluster API access. Use to verify that an external IP is assigned. 
Use cURL to verify access to the API using the external IP 
address and port of the load balancer service.

kubectl get endpoints -n NAMESPACE 
cluster-1-control-plane-service

Returns the control plane nodes (endpoints) for the cluster. Use 
to verify that each endpoint is created and included in the 
endpoint pool.

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Secrets
Tanzu Kubernetes clusters use secrets to store tokens, keys, and passwords for operating Tanzu 
Kubernetes clusters.

List of Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Secrets
A Kubernetes secret is an object that stores a small amount of sensitive data such as a password, a 
token, or an SSH key. Tanzu Kubernetes cluster administrators might use several secrets while operating 
clusters. The table lists and describes key secrets cluster administrators might use.

Note   The list is not exhaustive. It includes only those secrets that might need to be manually rotated or 
used to access cluster nodes for troubleshooting purposes.

Secret Description

TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-ccm-token-RANDOM
A service account token used by the paravirtual cloud provider's 
cloud controller manager to connect to the Supervisor 
Namespace. To trigger rotation of this credential, delete the 
secret.

TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-pvcsi-token-RANDOM
A service account token used by the paravirtual CSI plug-in to 
connect to the Supervisor Namespace. To trigger rotation of this 
credential, delete the secret. See How vSphere with Kubernetes 
Integrates with vSphere Storage.
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Secret Description

TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-kubeconfig
A kubeconfig file that can be used to connect to the cluster 
control plane as the kubernetes-admin user. This secret can be 
used access a cluster and troubleshoot it when vCenter Single 
Sign-On authentication is not available. See Connect to the 
Control Plane as the Kubernetes Administrator.

TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-ssh
An SSH private key that can be used to connect to any cluster 
node as the vmware-system-user. This secret can be used to 
SSH to any cluster node and troubleshoot it. See SSH to Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster Nodes as the System User.

TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-ssh-password
A password that can be used to connect to any cluster node as 
the vmware-system-user. This password can be provided over 
SSH or when accessing the Virtual Machine console. See 
Connect to a Cluster Node as the System User with a Password.

TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-ca
The root CA certificate for the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster control 
plane that is used by kubectl to securely connect to the 
Kubernetes API server.
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Updating vSphere with 
Kubernetes Clusters 8
You can update to the latest version of vSphere with Kubernetes, including the vSphere infrastructure 
supporting vSphere with Kubernetes clusters, the Kubernetes versions, and the Kubernetes CLI Tools for 
vSphere.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n About vSphere with Kubernetes Cluster Updates

n Update vSphere Namespaces

n Update the vSphere Plugin for kubectl

n Update Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

About vSphere with Kubernetes Cluster Updates
vSphere with Kubernetes supports rolling updates for Supervisor Clusters and Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters, and for the infrastructure supporting these clusters.

How vSphere with Kubernetes Clusters Are Updated
vSphere with Kubernetes uses a rolling update model for Supervisor Clusters and Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters. The rolling update model ensures that there is minimal downtime for cluster workloads during the 
update process. Rolling updates include upgrading the Kubernetes software versions and the 
infrastructure and services supporting the Kubernetes clusters, such as virtual machine configurations 
and resources, vSphere services and namespaces, and custom resources.

For the update to succeed, your configuration must meet several compatibility requirements, so the 
system enforces recheck conditions to ensure that clusters are ready for updates, and supports rollback if 
cluster upgrade is not successful.

Note   A vSphere with Kubernetes update involves more than just an upgrade of the Kubernetes software 
version. We use the term "update" to describe this process instead of the term "upgrade," which is a 
limited form of update that increments the software version.
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Dependency Between Supervisor Cluster Updates and Tanzu 
Kubernetes Cluster Updates
In most cases, you can update a Supervisor Cluster independently from updating Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters. If you want to update only select Supervisor Clusters, or only select Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, 
you can.

However, currently there is a dependency between the two types of cluster updates. This means you 
must update a Supervisor Clusters before you update Tanzu Kubernetes clusters managed by that 
Supervisor Cluster.

About Supervisor Cluster Updates
When you initiate an update for a Supervisor Cluster, the system creates a new control plane node and 
joins it to the existing control plane. The vSphere inventory shows four control plane nodes during this 
phase of the update as the system adds a new updated node and then removes the older out-of-date 
node. Objects are migrated from one of the old control plane nodes to the new one, and the old control 
plane nodes is removed. This process repeats one-by-one until all control plane nodes are updated. Once 
the control plane is updated, the worker nodes are updated in a similar rolling update fashion. The worker 
nodes are the ESXi hosts, and each spherelet process on each ESXi host is updated one-by-one.

You can choose between two types of Supervisor Cluster updates to perform: a Supervisor namespaces 
Update, or update everything, including VMware versions and Kubernetes versions.

You use the vSphere Namespaces update workflow to update the Kubernetes version that the Supervisor 
Cluster is running, such as from Kubernetes 1.16.7 to Kubernetes 1.17.4, and the infrastructure 
supporting Kubernetes clusters. This type of update is more frequent and is used to maintain pace with 
the Kubernetes release cadence. This is the vSphere Namespaces update sequence.

1 Upgrade vCenter Server.

2 Perform a Supervisor Namespaces update (including Kubernetes upgrade).

To perform a vSphere Namespaces update, see Update vSphere Namespaces.

You use the update everything workflow to update all vSphere with Kubernetes components. This type of 
update is required when you are updating major releases, for example such as from NSX-T 3.0 to 3.X 
and from vSphere 7.0 to 7.X. This update workflow is infrequent depending on when there are new 
VMware product releases. This is the update everything sequence:

1 Upgrade NSX-T Data Center.

2 Upgrade vCenter Server.

3 Upgrade ESXi hosts.

4 Perform a Supervisor Namespaces update (including Kubernetes upgrade).
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About Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Updates
When you update a Supervisor Cluster, the infrastructure components supporting the Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters deployed to that Supervisor Cluster, such as the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Service, are likewise 
updated. Each infrastructure update can include updates for services supporting the Tanzu Kubernetes 
Grid Service (CNI, CSI, CPI), and updated configuration settings for the control plane and worker nodes 
that can be applied to existing Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. To ensure that your configuration meets 
compatibility requirements, vSphere with Kubernetes performs pre-checks during rolling update and 
enforces compliance.

To perform a rolling update of a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, typically you update the cluster manifest. See 
Update Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters. Note, however, that when a vSphere Namespaces Update is 
performed, the system immediately propagates updated configurations to all Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. 
These updates can automatically trigger a rolling update of the Tanzu Kubernetes control plane and 
worker nodes.

The rolling update process for replacing the cluster nodes is similar to the rolling update of pods in a 
Kubernetes Deployment. There are two distinct controllers responsible for performing a rolling update of 
Tanzu Kubernetes clusters: the Add-ons Controller and the TanzuKubernetesCluster controller. Within 
those two controllers there are three key stages to a rolling update: updating add-ons, updating the 
control plane, and updating the worker nodes. These stages occur in order, with pre-checks that prevent 
a step from beginning until the preceding step has sufficiently progressed. These steps might be skipped 
if they are determined to be unnecessary. For example, an update might only affect worker nodes and 
therefore not require any add-on or control plane updates.

During the update process, the system adds a new cluster node, and waits for the node to come online 
with the target Kubernetes version. The system then marks the old node for deletion, moves to the next 
node, and repeats the process. The old node is not deleted until all pods are removed. For example, if a 
pod is defined with PodDisruptionBudgets that prevent a node from being fully drained, the node is 
cordoned off but is not removed until those pods can be evicted. The system upgrades all control plane 
nodes first, then worker nodes. During an update, the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster status changes to 
"updating". After the rolling update process completes, the Tanzu Kubernetes cluster status changes to 
"running".

Pods running on a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster that are not governed by a replication controller will be 
deleted during a Kubernetes version upgrade as part of the worker node drain during the Tanzu 
Kubernetes cluster update. This is true if the cluster update is triggered manually or automatically by a 
vSphere Namespaces update. Pods not governed by a replication controller include pods that are not 
created as part of a Deployment or ReplicaSet spec. Refer to the topic Pod Lifecycle: Pod lifetime in the 
Kubernetes documentation for more information.

Update vSphere Namespaces
To update one or more Supervisor Clusters, including the Kubernetes version that the Supervisor Cluster 
is running and the infrastructure supporting Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, you perform a vSphere 
Namespaces update.
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There is a new version entity for vSphere with Kubernetes. The version entity is a semantic version string 
in the form v1.16.7-vsc0.0.1-16128153, where the prefix is the Kubernetes version (v1.16.7) and the 
suffix is the vSphere with Kubernetes version (vsc0.0.1-16128153).

Prerequisites

Read the release notes before you perform a vSphere Namespaces update.

To install the necessary binaries, upgrade the vCenter Server appliance. See Upgrading the vCenter 
Server Appliance in the vCenter Server documentation.

Note   When you perform a vSphere Namespaces update, all provisioned Tanzu Kubernetes clusters 
must be in a running state. If a Tanzu Kubernetes is in a creating or deleting state, wait until the process 
finishes before updating a Supervisor Cluster, otherwise it might not succeed.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vCenter Server as a vSphere administrator.

2 Select Menu > Workload Management.

3 Select the Namespaces > Updates tab.

4 Select the Available Version that you want to update to.

For example, select the version v1.17.4-vsc0.0.1-16128153.

5 Select one or more Supervisor Clusters to apply the update to.

6 To initiate the update, click Apply Updates.

7 Use the Recent Tasks pane to monitor the status of the update.

Update the vSphere Plugin for kubectl
Once you have updated vSphere Namespaces, update the vSphere Plugin for kubectl.

The most recent version of the vSphere Plugin for kubectl downloads and installs the Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster root CA certificate in the Kubernetes secret named TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-ca. The 
plugin uses this certificate to populate the CA information in the corresponding cluster's certificate 
authority datastore. To download and install the vSphere Plugin for kubectl, see Download and Install the 
Kubernetes CLI Tools for vSphere. For more information about the TANZU-KUBERNETES-CLUSTER-NAME-ca 
secret, see Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Secrets.

Update Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
You can update a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, including the Kubernetes version, by updating the 
distribution version, the virtual machine class, or the storage class.

Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Update Requirements
Read the release notes before you perform a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster update.
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To update Tanzu Kubernetes clusters, first perform a vSphere Namespaces update. When you perform a 
vSphere Namespace update, all Tanzu Kubernetes clusters must be in a running state. See Update 
vSphere Namespaces.

The Kubernetes software version is a string in the cluster manifest that is semantic version notation. For 
example, if the version is 1.16.7, "1" is the major version, "16" is the minor version, and "7" is the patch 
version.

When upgrading the Kubernetes version for an existing Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, observe the following 
requirements:

n You cannot decrease the version. For example, you cannot downgrade from Kubernetes v1.17 to 
v1.16.

n You can upgrade the minor version, but only incrementally. Skipping minor versions is not supported. 
For example, you can upgrade from Kubernetes v1.16 to v1.17, but you cannot upgrade from 
Kubernetes v1.16 to v1.18.

n You cannot change the major version, such as upgrading from v1.16 to v2.0.

You can specify the fully qualified version, or use version shortcuts, such as version: v1.16.7, which is 
resolved to the most recent image matching that patch version, or version: v1.16, which is resolved to 
the most recent matching patch version. The resolved version displays as the fullVersion in the cluster 
manifest such as v1.16.8+vmware.1-tkg.3.60d2ffd.

Note   To perform a Kubernetes version upgrade, you must unset the fullVersion in the manifest. See 
Update by Changing the Distribution Version.

Performing a Tanzu Kubernetes Cluster Update
You initiate a rolling update by making one or more of the following modifications to the 
TanzuKubernetesCluster specification:

n Method 1: Update by Changing the Distribution Version

n Method 2: Update by Changing the VirtualMachineClass for the Nodes

n Method 3: Update by Changing the StorageClass for the Nodes

Note   While these are the most common ways to initiate a rolling update, they are not the only ones. A 
change to any of the configuration elements can also initiate a rolling update. For example, renaming or 
replacing the VirtualMachineImage that corresponds to a distribution version initiates a rolling update as 
the system attempts to get all nodes running on the new image. Also, updating a Supervisor Cluster can 
trigger a rolling update of the Tanzu Kubernetes clusters deployed there. For example, if the vmware-
system-tkg-controller-manager is updated, the system introduces new values into the manifest 
generator and the controller initiates a rolling update to deploy those values.
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Update by Changing the Distribution Version
The most common method to trigger a rolling update is by changing the Kubernetes distribution version 
for the cluster, using either the .spec.distribution.version or .spec.distribution.fullVersion 
properties. If you update the version hint, you must unset or null out the fullVersion to avoid a potential 
version mismatch during discovery.

$ read -r -d '' PATCH <<'EOF'

spec:

  distribution:

    fullVersion: null    # NOTE: Must set to null when updating just the version field

    version: v1.17.7

EOF

Apply the update using the kubectl patch command. You must include the quotes around the "$PATCH" 
variable to preserve newline characters in the cluster manifest. Replace the TKG-CLUSTER-NAME value 
with the actual name of your cluster.

kubectl patch --type=merge tanzukubernetescluster TKG-CLUSTER-NAME --patch "$PATCH"

Expected result:

tanzukubernetescluster.run.tanzu.vmware.com/TKG-CLUSTER-NAME patched

Note   The approach shown here uses the UNIX shell command read to take input from the keyboard and 
assign it to a variable named $PATCH. The kubectl patch command invokes the Kubernetes API to update 
the cluster manifest. The --type=merge flag indicates that the data contains only those properties that are 
different from the existing manifest. Refer to the Kubernetes documentation for alternative approaches for 
using the kubectl patch command, specifically Update API Objects in Place Using kubectl patch. Other 
kubectl commands with equivalent effects can also be used. For example, you could use the command 
kubectl edit tanzukubernetescluster/CLUSTER-NAME. This command opens the cluster manifest in the 
text editor defined by your KUBE_EDITOR or EDITOR environment variables. When you save the 
changes, the manifest is updated. Refer to the edit command in the Kubernetes documentation for more 
information.

Update by Changing the VirtualMachineClass for the Nodes
Another way to trigger a rolling update of a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is by changing the 
VirtualMachineClass for the node pools, that is, by changing the 
property .spec.topology.controlPlane.class or the property .spec.topology.workers.class.

read -r -d '' PATCH <<'EOF'

spec:

  topology:

    controlPlane:
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      class: best-effort-xlarge

    workers:

      class: best-effort-xlarge

EOF

Apply the update using the kubectl patch command, replacing the variable with the cluster name.

kubectl patch --type=merge tanzukubernetescluster TKG-CLUSTER-NAME --patch "$PATCH"

Expected result:

tanzukubernetescluster.run.tanzu.vmware.com/TKG-CLUSTER-NAME patched

Update by Changing the StorageClass for the Nodes
Another way to trigger a rolling update of a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster is by changing the StorageClass for 
the node pools, that is, by changing the property .spec.topology.controlPlane.storageClass or the 
property .spec.topology.workers.storageClass.

$ read -r -d '' PATCH <<'EOF'

spec:

  topology:

    controlPlane:

      storageClass: gc-storage-profile

    workers:

      storageClass: gc-storage-profile

EOF

Apply the update using the kubectl patch command, replacing the variable with the cluster name.

kubectl patch --type=merge tanzukubernetescluster TKG-CLUSTER-NAME --patch "$PATCH"

Expected result:

tanzukubernetescluster.run.tanzu.vmware.com/TKG-CLUSTER-NAME patched
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Troubleshooting vSphere with 
Kubernetes 9
Use the following best practices and troubleshooting techniques for your infrastructure in vSphere with 
Kubernetes.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Storage Troubleshooting in vSphere with Kubernetes

n Troubleshooting Networking

n Troubleshooting Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters

n Troubleshooting Workload Management Enablement Problems

Storage Troubleshooting in vSphere with Kubernetes
Use troubleshooting techniques for your storage environment in vSphere with Kubernetes.

Use Anti-Affinity Rules for Control Plane VMs on Non-vSAN 
Datastores
When you use datastores other than vSAN in your cluster with vSphere with Kubernetes, place the three 
control plane VMs on different datastores for availability reasons.

Because the control plane VMs are system managed, you cannot manually migrate them. Use a 
combination of a Datastore Cluster and Storage DRS to rebalance the control plane VMs and place them 
on separate datastores.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, create a datastore cluster.

a Navigate to data centers.

b Right-click the data center object and select New Datastore Cluster.

c Name your datastore cluster and make sure Turn ON Storage DRS is enabled.

d Set the cluster automation level to No Automation (Manual Mode).

e Leave the Storage DRS runtime settings as default.

f Select the ESXi cluster enabled with vSphere with Kubernetes.
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g Select all shared datastores to add to the datastore cluster.

h Click Finish.

2 Define Storage DRS rules for control Plane VMs.

a Navigate to the datastore cluster.

b Click the Configure tab and click Rules under Configuration.

c Click the Add icon and enter a name for the rule.

d Make sure Enable rule is enabled.

e Set Rule type to VM anti-affinity.

f Click the Add icon and select the three supervisor control plane VMs.

g Click OK to finish your configuration.

3 Create VM overrides.

a Navigate to the datastore cluster.

b Click the Configure tab and click VM Overrides under Configuration.

c Click the Add icon and select the three control plane VMs.

d To enable the Storage DRS automation level, select the Override check box and set the value to 
Fully Automated.

e Click Finish.

Results

This task enables Storage DRS for the control plane VMs only and rebalances the VMs to be on different 
datastores.

Once the Storage vMotion takes place, you can remove the SDRS rules and overrides, disable Storage 
DRS, and remove the datastore cluster.

Storage Policy Removed from vSphere Continues to Appear as 
Kubernetes Storage Class
When you use the vSphere Client to remove the storage policy from vCenter Server or a namespace in 
the Supervisor Cluster, its matching storage class remains in the Kubernetes environment, but cannot be 
used.

Problem

If you run the kubectl get sc command, the output continues to list the storage class as available in 
the namespace. However, the storage class cannot be used. For example, your attempts to use the 
storage class for a new persistent volume claim fail.

If the storage class is already used by a Kubernetes deployment, the deployment might behave 
unpredictably.
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Solution

1 To verify which storage classes exist in the namespace, run the 
kubectl describe namespace namespace_name command.

The output for this command does not list the storage class if its matching storage policy is removed.

2 If the storage class is already used by a deployment, restore the storage class.

a Use the vSphere Client to create a new storage policy with the same name as the policy you 
removed.

For example, if you deleted the Gold policy, name the new policy Gold. See Create Storage 
Policies for vSphere with Kubernetes.

b Assign the policy to the namespace.

See Change Storage Settings on a Namespace.

After you assign the policy to the namespace, vSphere with Kubernetes deletes the old storage 
class and creates a matching storage class with the same name.

Troubleshooting Networking
You can troubleshoot networking problems that you might encounter when you configure vSphere with 
Kubernetes with NSX.

Unable to Change NSX Appliance Password
You might be unable to change the NSX appliance password for the root, admin, or audit users.

Problem

Attempts to change the NSX appliance password for the root, admin, or audit users. through the vSphere 
Client may fail.

Cause

During the installation of the NSX Manager, the procedure only accepts one password for all three roles. 
Attempts to change this password later may fail.

Solution

u Use the NSX APIs to change the passwords.

For more information, see https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/70691 and the NSX-T Data Center 
Administration Guide.

Troubleshooting Failed Workflows and Unstable NSX Edges
If your workflows fail or the NSX Edges are unstable, you can perform troubleshooting steps.
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Problem

When you change the distributed port group configuration on the vSphere Client, workflows might fail and 
the NSX Edges might become unstable.

Cause

Removal or modification of the distributed port groups for overlay and uplink that were created during the 
NSX Edge cluster setup of cluster configuration, is not allowed by design.

Solution

If you require to change the VLAN or IP Pool configuration of NSX Edges, you must first remove elements 
of NSX-T Data Center and the vSphere with Kubernetes configuration from the cluster.

For information about removing elements of NSX-T Data Center, see the NSX-T Data Center Installation 
Guide.

Collect Support Bundles for Troubleshooting
You can collect support bundles on registered cluster and fabric nodes for troubleshooting and download 
the bundles to your machine or upload them to a file server.

If you choose to download the bundles to your machine, you get a single archive file consisting of a 
manifest file and support bundles for each node. If you choose to upload the bundles to a file server, the 
manifest file and the individual bundles are uploaded to the file server separately.

Procedure

1 From your browser, log in with admin privileges to an NSX Manager.

2 Select System > Support Bundle.

3 Select the target nodes.

The available types of nodes are Management Nodes, Edges, Hosts, and Public Cloud Gateways.

4 (Optional) Specify log age in days to exclude logs that are older than the specified number of days.

5 (Optional) Toggle the switch that indicates whether to include or exclude core files and audit logs.

Note   Core files and audit logs might contain sensitive information such as passwords or encryption 
keys.

6 (Optional) Select the check box to upload the bundles to a file server.

7 Click Start Bundle Collection to start collecting support bundles.

The number of log files for each node determines the time taken for collecting support bundles.

8 Monitor the status of the collection process.

The Status tab shows the progress of collecting support bundles.

9 Click Download to download the bundle if the option to send the bundle to a file server was not set.
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Collect Log Files
You can collect logs that are in the vSphere with Kubernetes and NSX-T Data Center components to 
detect and troubleshoot errors. The log files might be requested by VMware Support.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client .

2 Collect the following log files.

Log File Description

/var/log/vmware/wcp/wcpsvc.log Contains information related to vSphere with Kubernetes enablement.

/var/log/vmware/wcp/nsxd.log Contains information related to the NSX-T Data Center components configuration.
 

3 Log in to NSX Manager.

4 Collect the /var/log/proton/nsxapi.log for information on the error that the NSX Manager 
returns when a specific vSphere with Kubernetes operation has failed.

Restart the WCP Service If the NSX-T Management Certificate or 
IP Address Changes
If the NSX-T Management certificate or NSX-T Management IP address changes after you have installed 
vSphere with Kubernetes, you must restart the WCP service.

Restart the vSphere with Kubernetes Service If the NSX-T Certificate 
Changes
Currently, vSphere with Kubernetes requires that if the NSX-T certificate changes, or if the NSX-T IP 
address changes, you must restart the WCP service for the change to take effect. If either change occurs 
without a restart of the service, communication between vSphere with Kubernetes and NSX-T fails and 
certain symptoms can arise, such as NCP entering into CrashLoopBackoff stage or Supervisor Cluster 
resources becoming undeployable.

To restart the WCP service, use the vmon-cli.

1 SSH to the vCenter Server and log in as the root user.

2 Run the command shell.

3 Run the command vmon-cli -h to view usage syntax and options.

4 Run the command vmon-cli -l to view the wcp process.

You see the wcp service at the bottom of the list.

5 Run the command vmon-cli --restart wcp to restart the wcp service.

You see the message Completed Restart service request.

6 Run the command vmon-cli -s wcp and verify that the wcp service is started.
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For example:

root@localhost [ ~ ]# vmon-cli -s wcp

Name: wcp

Starttype: AUTOMATIC

RunState: STARTED

RunAsUser: root

CurrentRunStateDuration(ms): 22158

HealthState: HEALTHY

FailStop: N/A

MainProcessId: 34372

Converged VDS Required for vSphere with Kubernetes
vSphere with Kubernetes requires the use of a Converged Virtual Distributed Switch (C-VDS). You cannot 
use the NSX-T VDS (N-VDS) for ESXi host transport node traffic with vSphere with Kubernetes.

C-VDS Is Required
vSphere with Kubernetes uses a Converged VDS that supports both vSphere 7 traffic and NSX-T 3 traffic 
on the same VDS. With previous releases of vSphere and NSX-T, typically you have one VDS (or VSS) 
for vSphere traffic and one N-VDS for NSX-T traffic. This configuration is not supported by vSphere with 
Kubernetes. If you attempt to enable Workload Management without using a C-VDS, the system reports 
the vCenter cluster is not compatible. For more information, see Troubleshoot Workload Management 
Enablement Cluster Compatibility Errors.

To use a C-VDS, you create a VDS 7.0 from vCenter and then on NSX-T you specify this VDS when 
preparing the ESXi hosts as transport nodes, rather than creating an N-DVS. Just having VDS-DSwitch 
on the vCenter side is not sufficient. The VDS-DSwitch 7.0 has to be configured with NSX-T transport 
node profile as documented in the topic Create a Transport Node Profile.

Figure 9-1. C-VDS Required
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If you have upgraded to vSphere 7 and NSX-T 3 from previous versions, you must uninstall the N-VDS 
from each ESXi transport node and reconfigure each host with a C-VDS. Contact VMware Global Support 
Service for guidance.

Figure 9-2. Install C-VDS

Troubleshooting Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
You can troubleshoot Tanzu Kubernetes clusters by connecting to any cluster node, viewing the cluster 
resource hierarchy, and collecting log files.

Known Limitations for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
Be aware of known limitations for Tanzu Kubernetes clusters provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes Grid 
Service.

The following known limitations apply to Tanzu Kubernetes clusters provisioned by the Tanzu Kubernetes 
Grid Service as part of the vSphere with Kubernetes release. While you cannot perform the following 
actions in the current release, they are on the roadmap.

Note   Refer to the release notes for known issues and other release-specific information.

n Invoke the Cluster API directly for cluster lifecycle management.

n Perform management operations on virtual machines.

n Span Availability Zones across multiple Supervisor Clusters.

n Customize the Cluster API server flags.

n Customize various extension points, such as the Container Network Interface (CNI) plug-in or the 
Container Storage Interface (CSI) plug-in.

n Scale-in (reduce the number of worker nodes).

Note   Scale-out (add additional worker nodes) is supported. See Scale Out a Tanzu Kubernetes 
Cluster.

Collect a Support Bundle for Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters
You can collect a support bundle to help troubleshoot Tanzu Kubernetes cluster problems. This might be 
requested by VMware Support.
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To help troubleshoot Tanzu Kubernetes cluster problems, you can collect the log files. Tanzu Kubernetes 
cluster log files are collected from the Supervisor Cluster. If necessary, coordinate with your vSphere 
administrator.

Note   To help troubleshoot Tanzu Kubernetes cluster networking, collect the support bundles for NSX-T. 
See Collect Support Bundles in the NSX-T Data Center documentation.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vCenter Server using the vSphere Client.

2 Select Menu > Workload Platform.

3 Click Clusters.

4 To select the Supervisor Cluster, click the circle icon next to the cluster name.

5 To download the cluster log files, click Export Logs.

Troubleshoot vCenter Single Sign-On Connection Errors
If you do not have sufficient permissions on the Supervisor Namespace, you cannot connect to the 
Supervisor Cluster or to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On user.

Problem

The vSphere Plugin for kubectl returns the error message Error from server (Forbidden) when you 
attempt to connect to a Supervisor Cluster or a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster as a vCenter Single Sign-On 
user.

Cause

You do not have sufficient permissions on the Supervisor Namespace, or do not have cluster access.

Solution

If you are a DevOps engineer who operates the cluster, verify with your vSphere administrator that you 
have been granted Edit permissions for the Supervisor Namespace. See Create and Configure a 
Supervisor Namespace.

If you are a developer who is using the cluster to deploy workloads, verify with your cluster administrator 
that you have been granted cluster access. See Grant Developer Access to Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters.

Troubleshoot Subscribed Content Library Errors
If the Subscribed Content Library reaches storage capacity limits, you cannot provision Tanzu Kubernetes 
clusters.
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Problem

When attempting to provision a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, you are unable to pull items from the 
Subscribed Content Library, and the following error appears:

Internal error occurred: get library items failed for.

Cause

The Subscribed Content Library has reached capacity. The Content Library is backed by attached 
storage. Over time, as more Kubernetes versions are released and OVA files are pulled into the library, 
the storage might fill to capacity.

Solution

Migrate to a new Content Library. See Migrate Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters to a New Content Library.

Troubleshoot Cluster Provisioning Errors
If you have provisioned a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster, but the control plane virtual machines do not start, 
you might need to change the virtual machine size or class.

Problem

You have provisioned a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster. The system is attempting to power on the control plane 
virtual machine(s), but it errors out with the following message:

The host does not have sufficient CPU resources to satisfy the reservation.

Cause

The virtual machine size or class is not sufficient for the cluster deployment.

Solution

Change the virtual machine type or class. See Virtual Machine Class Types for Tanzu Kubernetes 
Clusters.

Troubleshoot Workload Deployment Errors
Workload deployment errors might occur if PodSecurityPolicy and bindings are not configured for 
authenticated users.

Problem

You deploy a container workload to a Tanzu Kubernetes cluster but the workload does not start. You see 
an error similar to the following:

Error: container has runAsNonRoot and image will run as root.
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Cause

Tanzu Kubernetes clusters are provisioned with the PodSecurityPolicy Admission Controller enabled. No 
authenticated users can create privileged or unprivileged pods until the cluster administrator binds 
PodSecurityPolicy to the authenticated users.

Solution

Create an appropriate binding to default PodSecurityPolicy, or define custom PodSecurityPolicy. See 
Using Pod Security Policies with Tanzu Kubernetes Clusters and Kubernetes Guestbook Tutorial: Bind to 
the Default Privileged Pod Security Policy.

Troubleshooting Workload Management Enablement 
Problems
If you cannot enable Workload Management, try these troubleshooting tips.

Troubleshoot Workload Management Enablement Cluster 
Compatibility Errors
Follow these troubleshooting tips if the system indicates that your vSphere cluster is incompatible for 
enabling Workload Management.

Problem

The Workload Management page indicates that your vCenter cluster is incompatible when you try to 
enable Workload Management.

Cause

There can be multiple reasons for this. First, make sure that your environment meets the minimum 
requirements for enabling Workload Management:

n Valid license: VMware vSphere 7 Enterprise Plus with Add-on for Kubernetes

n At least two ESXi hosts

n Fully automated DRS

n vSphere HA

n vSphere Distributed Switch 7.0

n Sufficient storage capacity

If your environment meets these prerequisites, but the target vCenter cluster is not compatible, use the 
VMware Datacenter CLI (DCLI) to help identify the problems.

Solution

1 SSH to vCenter Server.

2 Log in as the root user.
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3 Run the command dcli to list the VMware Datacenter CLI help.

4 List the available vCenter clusters by running the following DCLI command.

dcli com vmware vcenter cluster list

For example:

dcli +username VI-ADMIN-USER-NAME +password VI-ADMIN-PASSWORD com vmware vcenter cluster list

Example result:

|-----------|---------|------------|----------|

|drs_enabled|cluster  |name        |ha_enabled|

|-----------|---------|------------|----------|

|True       |domain-d7|vSAN Cluster|True      |

|-----------|---------|------------|----------|

5 Verify vCenter cluster compatibility by running the following DCLI command.

dcli com vmware vcenter namespacemanagement clustercompatibility list

For example:

dcli +username VI-ADMIN-USER-NAME +password VI-ADMIN-PASSWORD com vmware vcenter 

namespacemanagement clustercompatibility list

The following example result indicates that the environment is missing a compatible NSX-T VDS 
switch.

|---------|----------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------|

|cluster  |compatible|

incompatibility_reasons                                                                 |

|---------|----------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------|

|domain-d7|False     |Failed to list all distributed switches in vCenter 2b1c1fa5-e9d4-45d7-824c-

fa4176da96b8.|

|         |          |Cluster domain-d7 is missing compatible NSX-T 

VDS.                                      |

|---------|----------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------|

6 Run additional DCLI commands as necessary to determine additional compatibility issues. In addition 
to NSX-T errors, other common reasons for incompatibility are DNS and NTP connectivity problems.

7 To troubleshoot further, complete the following steps.

a Tail the wcpsvc.log file. See Tail the Workload Management Log File.

b Navigate to the Workload Management page and click Enable.
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Tail the Workload Management Log File
Tailing the Workload Management log file can help troubleshoot enablement problems and Supervisor 
Cluster deployment errors.

Solution

1 Establish an SSH connection to the vCenter Server Appliance.

2 Log in as the root user.

3 Run the command shell.

You see the following:

Shell access is granted to root

root@localhost [ ~ ]#

4 Run the following command to tail the log.

tail -f /var/log/vmware/wcp/wcpsvc.log
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